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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 25,
Uibnrtwnnmt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

0. miUKILL &

0.

NEW ADVKHTI8EMKNT8 THIS WEEK.

SON,

In bankruptcy—Est James E Ford.
Boston A liaugor Steamship Co—Change In
schedule.
M Gallert—Dry goods.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
C F Davis—Market.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots and shoes.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
8 E Chapman—Confectionery.
Stratton A Wescott—Hardware store.
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ELLSWORTH,

A

plate glass front has been pat In
A Wescott’a store.

new

Stratton

real

improved

on

J

M. Y. McGown has moved Into the
on Church street.

and

eetate

Thomas bouse

-t——

GEO.

H.

GRANT

CO.,

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.

trip of

#3.50

from

ULSTERS,

#4.00

I have the best line of furnishing goods

up.

farm”,

at “Labrador

summer

Judge L.

Emery

A.

and

family

hate

Poiut to

from Hancock
Ellsworth cottage.

turned

re-

their

offered to my customers.
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uuup,
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give a show at town hall, Laraoine,
Friday evening, Sept. 27. A social dance
will

The latest styles in HATS and CAPS.

will follow.

Mrs. Mary Tower Leland, of Bucksport,

BYRN,

OWEN

was

Jo-day

Ellsworth

in

to attend the

father-in-law, Nathan H.
Leland, of Tremon.
funeral of her

The Sight of

a

Burning Block

In your town will make you feel how Inyou are without
INSURANCE.
Why put the matter off any longer. To morrow
the rates won't be.sny lower, but the chance of

Mrs. John H. Leland.
Fred

some

visiting his parents, Mr.
Moses Smith, in Ellsworth.

and

Agents,

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

was

the

steam

his

Clark, of Egypt, while in
Ellsworth yesterday lost a purse containing about f20, on Main street, between
the stores and the railroad.

in both systems.
Prices as
low as is consistent with good W'ork.

improvements

Ellsworth teachers who expect to attend the county institute at Castine Fri-

day and Saturday are requested to notify
Principal Dresser, of the high school, at

“CLARION RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.

Hopkins

Mrs. E. K.

Lillian

Miss

and

Belcber, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. Seth T.
Campbell, of Island Falls, left Monday
fora visit to the Pan-American exposition.

Me.

Neli’e F. Drummey, who comcourse of stenography In Shaw
nusinesH college at Bangor last week, is
employed by the St. Croix Shoe Co. at
Calais.
Mbs

pleted

AMMUNITION.

a

George S. Foster and wife have been
spending a few dajs in Ellsworth on
their return from their wedding trip.
They left lor their new home in Portland

All kinds of shot gun

powder.

yesterday.

Origin

R.

Burnham

has

wiio

been

in

on business and pleasure, is now
visitiug relatives in the western part of

Boston

li

WESCOTT,

&

STRATTON

the State.
or

ELLSWORTH.

MAIN STREET,

HARBOR, ME.
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for Carnival and Fair.
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s. E. CHAPMAN,
Ellsworth,
I ! Main Street,
to
Hodgkins.
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IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,

Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

Organs.

O

O I

specialty.

Fourteen years’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.
leave orders at J.

Drop postal
T. Crippen’s music
or

a

store,

Ells-

worth, Me.

|
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Carnival

!

Goods.
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\

73c-Perbox
(of 50) upwards, i

Curar<5

I

|
;*

Only place In
Ellsworth

to

get hot

\
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ALE.
SPECIAL
I have

no room
are

a

surplus
CARNATION PLANTS,

fine lot of carnations which I have

for.

They

are

out of doors and
frost.

While

all bueldetl to bloom
so

must

be taken uf

they last will sell then

at 35 cents each.

Leave order for your Sunday Turkey
Thursday; to be delivered Saturday.

by

Some line

HAMS lor Fair Week.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

DAVIS’ MARKET.
t

come

befori

D. E. Brown, who has been spend-

ing the summer in Ellsworth with hei
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Burnham, returned to her home in Brockton, Mass.

Duriug

Mass.

their residence here

.SODA.
While in the city
carnival

during the
try

our

in and
delicious

all the
popular flavors.
will And
You
We

have

WiGGfK & Moore’s
the best place to buy

SODA.

Royal

ders, absolutely free from alum,
ammonia and every adulter-

both

and

socially.

makes the best

“Royal”

ant.

wholesome food.

most

Ellsworth high school will organize
a football team.
There are tweuty candidates in the field. It will be a strictly
The

high school

The team will be

team.

Campbell’s

but under Charles W.

BRDgor Commercial last evening
printed a cut of Rev. D. L. Yale, of Bath,
The

form,

of

v

Ellsworth.

was

at the State

Bangor

iu

conference

Congregational

Yale

Mr.

principal speakers

of the

yesieruay, ms suojeci ueiug -Are ruuium
changes needed in the methods of teach-

Sunday school; il so, what?”
H. W. Dunn and wife, and 8. A. Thurour

Baptist

low attended the State Free
last
at
Biddeford

asso

week.

ciation

Miss

Woodside, of Franklin, also attended from
this quarterly meeting. A very interesting programme was carried out. Thursday afternoon the association adjourned

McKinley

and attended the

memorial

ex-

ercises in Biddeford.

The bose race at Cberrylleld fair last
Wednesday was won by tbe Senator
Time 42 seconds.
Hales, of Ellsworth.

Only

other company

one

was

build

will be four dormer windows.
be five rooms on each floor.

There will

eight-

An

piazza will be built on front n out
side of bouse, about forty feet long hi ail.
It will be a verry pretty cottage, pleasantly located.

given at the auditorium

of young

party

A merry

people

invaded

pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Carlisle at Brimmer’a bridge Monday
evening, intent on giving Mr. Carlisle a
surprise, it being his birthday anni-

surprise

Tbe

versary.
and

promises

to be

enjoyable evening was
being the gayest of the
spent,
party. Refreshments were served. The
occasion was more appreciated from tbe

success

a

most

the host

Carlisle

Mr.

fact that
home

has

been

not

birthday anniversary

on a

at

for ten

James A. Davis, of Boston,

boy,

was

made

a

Ells-

an

thirty

third

degree Mason at the meeting of the supreme council, Ancient Accepted Scottish
Rite Masons in Milwaukee last week.
Mr. Davis received the unusual honor of
nomination and election for the degree at
the same meeting. Nominations usually
made at

the

one

degree.

a

high compliment.
pleased

to

know

of his

success.

only Ellsworth Mason who has
Received the thirty-third degree.

He is the
ever

MisB Annie L. McKenzie, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Colin McKenzie, died at
her home here at 11 o’clock this forenoon,
aged twenty-two years. Miss MeKenzie

telegraphy

in

the office

of

the

Western Union in this city. She was an
apt pupil, and* became expert with the
key. For the past year she has been employed in the main office of the Western
Union in Boston.

at these
no

excep-

15 cents.

tion.
Suzanne

Adams,

one

She

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28—
county teachers’ institute at
Jastine.
Saturday, Sept. 28—Meeting Seaside lo-

of the most famous

living sopranos; Madame SchuraannHeink, perhaps the most famous contralto
living; Campanari, the wonderful baritone—these are only three of the attractions.
The first concert is at 8 o’clock Thurs-

of

Hancock

2al union at

CHURCH

Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 2 and 3
county Congregational confer-

—Hancock
ence

NOTES.

Saturday, Oct. 5—Annual meeting of
Hancock county grange at Rucksport.
Monday, Oct. 14, at Odd Fellows hall,
E lsworth
Special meeting of State

UNITARIAN.

H. Coar, pastor.
Saturday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. S. D. Wiggin.
Subject: “Home of Jesus.”
Hpnt.

9Q—Mnrn Ino’

sprvipp

at Little Deer Isle.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Oct. 3, 4
and 5, Auditorium, Bangor—Maine music
festival.

Rev. A.

HnnHan

Surry.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Oct. 1, 2 and 3—Fair of Hancock county
fair association at Ellsworth.

day evening.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will send
about thirty singers. The last rehearsal
will be held at Manning hall this evening.
Next week Wednesday the usual rehearsal
will be omitted.

—

grange.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 14, 15,16, 17—Bazaar of Catholic
society.

at

___________

Sunday school at 11.30.
CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Rev. O. H. Hefflon, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 29—Morning service at
10 30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

10.30.

Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

UNION

as

long

Hbbertigrantte.

service at 7.30.
BAPTIST.

Rev.
Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Sept. 29—Morning service at
lO.UO.
Kev. N. Hedeen. of Brooklyn, N.
Y.. will assist the pastor in the service.
Sunday school at 12 m. Union social ser-

Old Reliable Drug Store.

David

vice at 7.

Subject:

Kingdom.”

Established 1838.

SI per

All welcome.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adame, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and confollowed
ference meeting,
by annual
church meeting.
Sunday, Sept. 29—Morning worship at
10.30.

Sunday

ear

for Corn.

day of the Hancock
county fair, 1901, I will pay $2 for the
best two ears of com placed on exhibition at the fair grounds, October 1,
Each contestant will be al2 and 3.
lowed to enter but two ears of com,
On

“The Urowth of the

the last

and prize awarded by fair committee.
Hair brush and comb will be given
as a second prize.

school at 11.45.
EPISCOPAL.

Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Sept. 29—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
10 30.
Sunday
Rev. J. P.

school at 11.45.

G.

Trenton—Service

A.

PARCH ER,

Apothecary,
ELL8WOBTH,

Pastors service at 7 00.

Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
Store open Sunday* from 8 a.
Remember cur free delivery.

Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;

Mr. SiLuouton.

m. to

MaINB.

8 p.

m.

came

home

last

FREE!

ATTENTION!
AT

Mr. Davis’ Ellsworth

friends, and especially his brother Masons
of Esoteric lodge, in which he was raised,
will be

appeared

in

most

and the candibefore

year

Mr.

at

election

session,

receiving
Davis’ nomination and
same
the
meeting is a

wait

date must

success

the world’s

concerts, and this year will be

METHODIST

yeire.

are

unqualified

an

every way. Some of
famous singers have

complete

a

was

lociety at Bluebill.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25 and
!6—Fair of Eden agricultural society.
Thursday evening, Sept. 26, at Free
Baptist vestry—Sociable and enterffeinAdmission,
nent; ice-cream and cake.

ThiB is the fifth annual festival, and it

foot

the

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25 and
!6—Fair of Hancock county agricultural

Bangor.

in

w'as

Moore, of this city, has a cona handsome cottage
for
J. H. Macomber, at Hall Quarry, and will
The
go there next week to begin work.
cottage will be 24x30, with ell 15x20, and
projections on dining room 5x15. There
tract to

concerts will be

45

$75; second,
prize
$50. In the 100-yards dash, Fred Flynn,
of Bangor, wou; time 10% seconds.
Willis Dunn, of Ellsworth, was second.
The first

seconds.

COMING KVKNT8.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday of next
week, Oct. 3, 4 and 6, the series of five

City

the

ran,

hose, of Ellsworth, whose time

CO., 100 WILLIAM 8T., NEW YORK.

Maine Music Festival.

coach-

ing it probably will develop into a snappy
eleven. Edward Doyle is captain, and
Charles Knowlton manager.

one

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

light,

C.

L. MORANG’S

POPULAR

DEPARITIENT
STORE,
ME.
ELLSWORTH,

June, intending to return to Boston this
She

fall.

was

taken ill

a

few

weeks ago,

failed rapidly. This morning she
seemed slightly better, and her death
She
came with unexpected suddenness.
and

young woman of beautiful charHer death
acter, and had many friends.
is the tirst break in the family circle.
She leaves a father, mother, three brothwas a

SODA.

that

conceded

Powder is purest and
strongest of all baking pow-

Mrs. Robinson have made mauy
warm
friends, who /egret exceedingly
their departure.
They will be greatly
missed

is

Baking

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Robinson left Ellsworth Saturday for Bostou. They will
reside for the present at West Newton,

learned

days, drop

before

TURKEYS.

auy other business that may
the meeting.

Apollo Chocolates.

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

but

court for Hancock

abbrrttamtrnta.

roasted Peanuts.
Fresh lot of

Judicial

county will convene for tbe October tern
Chief Justice A. P
on Tuesday, Oct. 8.
Present iudlcaWiswell will preside.
tious are that the term will be short.
The annual meeting of the Free Baptisl
society will be held at the church Tburs
day evening, Oct. 3, at 7 o’clock, to elecl
officers for the ensuing year and transacl

Mrs.

FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY.

this season, and reFires will be lighted

the last of this week.

The Bupreme

It

Surry, for the purchase of the cottage at
Contention Cove which he occupied this
summer.
Ellsworth frieuds of Mr. Gage
are glad to know that be is to become a
permanent summer resident.

worth

has his two brick kilns
for burning. He has made

Phillips

probably
»nit

expected

week.

Ellswortb church.

metal structure, lift
treated with dark green enamel on a lamp
and treated with
of
built
bronze,
foot,
a
and
graceful
out fount,
fire gilt finish. Value ft. Price $2.

;; MY OWN MAKE....
-WALNUT KISSES,
;;
_PEANUT CHEW.
;;

He is

home the last

Rev. Mr. and Mra. Kerr, Mrs. Louise
Kingsbury and Mrs. A. M. Franks are attending tbe Baptist State convention at
Bangor this week as delegates from tbe

J. MILTON ALLEN,
BAR

exposition. Mr. Coar expects to be home
next Saturday.
Mrs. J. W. Tatley, who, with her infant

Frank R.

once.

Ammunition

Ellsworth,

Our stock is the largest and prices the lowest.
and ritle cartridges loaded with black and smokeless
Air rides, revolvers, hunting knives, etc.

Mrs.

Mrs. Amos

First-class workmanship.

ware.

Rev. A. H. Coar left Monday to attend
meeting of the national Unitarian
conference at Syracuse, N. Y. He will
spend a few days at yie Pan-American

time, ing

Jordan
Monday, on a
caught over 600 pounds of Ash.
The annual meeting of members of the
Congregational church will be held Friday evening, following the regular prayer
and conference meeting.

Euildlng, Rooms 2-3,

J. P. ELDR1DGE.

on

guest of Horace
yacht “Firefly”
deep-sea Ashing trip. They

Tapley
on

Maine.

Pearl, agate and granite ware. Crockery and tin
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

cars

is

MASON,

Insurance

First National Hank

Main Street,

in Boston for

O. W.

Ellsworth,

Latest

Smith, who has been employed

the electric

personal.

General

of

president

assembly of Maine, was in Ellsworth over Sunday, the guest of Mr. and

FIRE
will be just as great. Our office Is open from 8
a. m.totip.m
and'durlng those hours we are
prepared to write rlsks.on property, either real

C. W. & F. L.

Lovering,

Maria

Mrs.

Rebekab

secure

or

Do You Wish
the Finest Bread
and CaJke

Mr. and

There will be s sociable and entertainment at the Free Baptist church to-raorIce-cream and cake will be
row evening.
served.

up.

ever

the

returned to tbelr home in East Orange,
N. J., Monday.

from #3.50 up.

from

A. 8. Treat and family, who have

Mrs.

spent

YOUTHS’ SUITS,
#3.00 up,
BOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from #3.00 up.

OVERCOATS,

There was a requiem high mass for the
father of Kev. Fr. Hayes at the Catholic
church last Thursday morning. Rev. Fr.
Cuff, of Quincy, Mass., who was the
guest of Fr, Hayes for a few days, assisted
lu the service.

few

hill.

Bridge

MEN’S SUITS,

s

John B. Mitchell has moved from West
Ellsworth to the William Watt9 house on

CLOTHING.

NEW FALL and WINTER

N. Y.

Monday from s
son, has spent the summer with her padays to Boston.
rents, Col. C. C. Burrill and wife, returned
Miss Elisabeth Wiggln left Monday to
to her home in Montreal last Thursday.
enter Kadcllffe college, Cambridge, Mags.
Mr. Tatley, who speut a few weeks here,
Miss Vivian Keiliber, of this city, has returned
with her.
entered the millinery designing school in
J. Prescott GRge has about closed negoBangor.
tiations with Capt S. J. Treworgy, of East
L. F. Giles returned

business

The

2U)brcti*tnunU.

Saturday, Her bod, Albert F. Brown, left
Monday to resume his studies at the
Hackley school in Tarrytown-on-Hudson,

the

Safety.

No. 39.

II

1901.

ers, and three

sisters.

Meeting of State Grange lu Ellsworth.
A

special meeting

To the Gentleman who purchases the largest amount
of goods at one time during the three days of the Fair
and Carnival in Ellsworth, Oct. 1, 2 and 3, we will present a Suit of Clothes absolutely free.

To the Lady

who at

amount will be

presented

This does not mean a

cheap

time

one
a

suit or

Suit
jacket,

purchases
or

the

largest

Jacket.

but the best we have.

of the State grange

will be held in Odd Fellows’ hall, Ellsworth, Monday, Oct. 14, for the purpose
It ie
of conferring the sixth degree.
hoped that every patron in Hancock
county will make an effort to attend thie
meeting.

We carry the best line of popular-priced clothing
worth—Suits, Overcoats, Kaglans, etc.

O.

to be found in Ells-

I_MORANG.

CHRISTIAN

ilWrtionmiU*.

KNDFAVOR.

John Henry’s Theory

Pnple For the Week Reglnnlee Sept.
1 S9—Comment by Ilev. S. H. Doyle.
Tout.—MtMians:

“Tittle girl,” said John Uenry to hi*
wife one evening, "I hisve aonie strong
notions about business principles being
applicable to every occupation in life.
You know I have a stated Income, and

characteristic

feature

of

the

psalm is Its richness In prophecy concerning the growth of Christ's king“He
dom and His universal sway.
shall have dominion from sea to sea
end from the river unto the ends of the
earth.
They that dwell in the wilderness shall bow before Him, and His
enemies shall lick the dust. All kings
shall fall down before Him; all nations
shall serve Him. Ills name shall endure forever; His name shall be continued as long as the sun, and men
shall be blessed In Him. Blessed be
His glorious name forever, and let the
whole earth be filled with Ills glory!
Amen and amen!”
The growth of
Christ’s kingdom is thus assured by
rich and abundant prophecy.
1. The growth of Christ's kingdom Is
to be universal. It Is to grow until It
shall extend from sea to sea and from
the rivers unto the ends of the earth.
This is the definite and pronounced
teaching of the word of God. In the
vision of Daniel the stone representing
Christ’s kingdom Increased In size until It occupied the whole earth. In the
parables of the leaven and the mustard
seed Christ taught that His Kingdom
was to become a universal kingdom.
The leaven spread until It leavened the
whole Jump The mustard seed grew
until it became a tree whose branches
overshadowed the whole earth. And
these prophecies are being fulfilled.
Christ’s kingdom has steadily been adbe said that the whole earth li
full of His glory.
2. The growth of Christ’s kingdom
Is to carry with it blessings to mankind.
Men shall be blessed in Him; all nations shall call Him blessed. "The
march of Christianity has been the
march of progress and of blessing to
the nations and peoples of the earth;
nations, societies, homes and individuals have been transformed; Germany
has been changed from the home of
savage, ferocious tribes to an empire
that stands as a bulwark for a strong
and noble type of civilization. The
British isles before Christianity crossed
the English channel were inhabited by
painted savages, who sacrificed human
beings in their idolatrous worship.
Behold these people today and see
what God hath wrought through the
blessed influences of the gospel of Ills
Son. Thus it always is—where Christ's
kingdom goes the blessing of God follows.
The growth of Christ’s kingdom being assured and its results so beneficent both for time and eternity, onr
Beal in the cause of missions should be
redoubled. The increased spread of
the gospel means increased blessings
to humanity and the hastening of the
day when all nations shall know Him
and call Him blessed.
Boon

THE

PRAYER

Mrs. Emma E. Felch, Treasurer Fond
du Lac, Wis., Social Economic Club, Tells
H ow She was Cured of Irregular and Pain- ;
ful Menstruation by Lydia E. Pinkham s

Vegetable Compound.
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—I

v

unqualified

and

Despair.
Where Christ brings his cross he
brings his presence, and where he is
none is desolate, and there is no room
for despair.—Mrs. Browning.
Take Thy Cross.
Ton must sot weep. What’s past is past
nevermore will be.
Co dry that tear! Now, raise your eyes and look
at me.

again?

Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful,M
The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be euDje<*t to Ap|«roval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
The Two Paths.
Fellow traveller, art thou standing
Where the paths of life divide?
One, the way Is strait and narrow.
And the other, broad and wide.
One leads up to life and glory.
And there is a guide-book true;
One leads down to sin's sad story—
You must choose between the two.

One, perhaps, looks rough and rugged.
But it leads to realms of day;
You will find your load grow lighter
As you walk the narrow way.
Does the other road look better?
Ah, the roses hide the thorn.
Many snarts thy feet would fetter,
You would meet with many a storm.

Do you think the

heavy?

cross too

iium ii uucc lur

mw,

Ou the cruel cross he suffered
From sin’s curse to set you free.
Precious moments thou art losing,
Take the path that Jesus trod ;
Never falter In thy choosing,
*Tis the path that leads to God.

are very few persons who
later do not suffer in some way,

greatly obliged to “E. M. H.” not
only
taking the trouble to make a
correction (or may 1 call it an addendum?)
am

for

quotation

my

“Pan”,
there

but also

is

column

one

from

for the

interested

whom

we

In the words “Pan

on

ed knee.
**0 Lord tn heav'n, look down this way and
fort me."

bendcom-

Then rise again, with purpose firm, intent to do
the right;
Dak* up thy cross and trust in Him to make 4t

light.
»

,

—New York Observer.

1UBB UI

111

reader
have

of

never

our

heard

was

considered

as

tbe god of nature generally, or a personification of the universe”, we get the
derivation of the “all”; universal meaning whole or all. But really doesn't it
seem a little incongruous that when we
want to say a certain exhibition is allAmerican we should say it in “Grecian

mythology”?
I hope “E. M. H.” will straighten
into line again whenever we need it.

us

Mhdge:
Apropos of training children in the way they

lUk

IMV

But Ego is right. We
habit of remembering if

sooner or

it may be

kUkKvvku>uvi>B

others

can
we

may

because

life

get in the

charge

the

As she says, it is
forgot it”, bat is it a

mind with the errand.
easy to say “O, I
sufficient excuse?

Aunt Madge.

Hancock County Crops.
The summary of crop conditions in
Hancock county, published in the State

agricultural bulletin,

is

as

follows:

Amount of hay crop, 96 percent; quality, 101
percent. Condition of fruit, 42 per cent. Cou.
dltlon of potatoes, 57 per cent. Condition of
corn: sweet, 93 per cent; yellow, 97 per cent.
Comparative acreage: sweet, 91 per cent; yel
low. 93 per cent.
Comparative acreage of
potatoes, 98 per cent. Potatoes are not affected
by blight to any extent. No spraying for
blight Is done except in a few instances.
Hull's

Cove.

Miss Tryphena

Reed is very ill with

appendicitis.

v

Miss Lizzi? Stanley has gone to Castine
to attend the normal school.
y
Miss Vivian Brewer, of Bar Harbor,
a

days here

few

last week.

Bowers’
last Sunday here. He has gone to Eastport to take up the work there for a few
Sunday, Sept. 15,

was

Rev. Mr.

months.

Salisbury, only daughter of
John K. Salisbury, died
Saturday, Sept. 14, aged twenty-one years.
Mias Salisbury has been ill several years
with consumption. She was a member of
the Congregational church in South Paris,
where the family have spent their winters
for the paBt five yearB. She was buried at
Miss Bertha

Mr. and Mrs.

South Paris, Monday, Sept. 16. She leaves
a father, mother and two brothers.
Anne.
Sept. 23.
!

Dear Aunt

go, It seems to me that one of the
greatest needs of the times is to teach them to
“think”. I have had this forcibly brought to
mind by seeing the way many children do, or
rather do not, the errands entrusted to them.
Send a child to the store for u certain article,
and the chances are about even, as to different
children, that he will either forget it altogether
or get something quite different.
Send an Important message, and It is the

UIIAICIJ

others.

explanation
spent
knowledge that
of

111

Quite possible
have missed.something from
of their forgetfulness.
of

E. M. H.

and

how much inconvenience it
causes- The worst of it is that the habit generally grows with the child, and the man seems
to have no Idea that It is even a fault in himself,
it might be in his boy if be sent him on an
errand.
Now I believe a child can be taught to remem
ber as well as to obey at all. If he knew that
when an errand was forgotten or doue wrong
he was to be sent back to do It properly, he
would soon learn to do it right at first. I know
a hoy twelve years old or bo, who is quick to
learn, and prides himself on remembering what
he reads, but who, if asked to deliver a message
or carry a letter, will drawl out, “Yea, I will If
1 can think of It". A nd the chance* are nine out
of ten that he will not think of it.
I had occasion once to send a message to this
boy's mother, which I was quite anxious to have
her receive at once, and after charging him with
it, I wrote a note besides. Receiving no
ant-wer I asked her about it some time afterwards, and she had never heard of the letter, but
said, laughingly, that no doubt it was in the
boy’s pocket, fur that was just like him.
There is the trouble, “lta Just like him to
forget." Why should it be just like him? Because he has never been taugbt that forgetfulness is a kind of disobedience.
Then there is the person who “might have
done" something needed “Just as well as not” if
he had thought of It. What Is that but selfish
ness? If a person has the good of others at
heart, he will think of them, and if children are
taught to remember what they are told to do,
they will be much more apt to think of others
when not told to do things for them.
Young mothers, try to make the little folks
“remember", and also “think" to be useful.
Ego.
no matter

There

Boston, Sept. 14,1901.
To the Editor of MutuallBenefit Column
Will you kindly allow me to correct a mistake
in the column of Sept. 11. According to Web
ster the prefix Pan is from the Greek,
combining forms signifying all.”
Pan-American means, then, All-American,
and the Pan-American exposition at Buffalo is
an exposition by the people of the American
continent only, even as the Pan-American con
gress is composed of delegates from the different countries of this continent, who meet to
discuss methods of promoting commerce and
the interchange of ideas among the American
countries, to their mutual advantage.

to

to write her for advice.
’.»r(.ss> I.ynn, Mass.

women

Ego’s valuable suggestions are worth
reading aud tbe.i putting into practice.

And the Lord will walk beside you
'Till you reach the gale of heaven,
Where you'll meet the saints in glory,
Where the crown of life is given.
Precious Saviour, may we never
Shun the path that Thou hast trod;
Hold our hand, and keep us ever
In the path that leads to God.
—Florence Wood.
Surry, Me., 1901.

I

endorsement.

excuse,

MADGE”.

EDITED BY “AUNT

should

Accept thy fate. Go to thy God and ask

a

ctiffprimr from

same.

Tour

Joy is gone for
you ssy; your hesrt
beats dull with pain.
,
If joj is gone, what use to mourn; wiH*t come

ill

"O, I never thought of it", or “There. I
forgot all about it", seems to be an all-sufficient

fUutual Benefit Column.

before

No Room For

say it is

truly

can

are

Mrs. Pinkhnm invites nil si. 1
She has guided thousand* »<>’•.

In CliriHt’d Keeping:.

Congregationalist.

women

widespread

Such

Ps. 11, 1-12; Isa. II, 1-3; lx, G, 7; 111, 7;
lxll, 1-12; Dan. 11, 31-35, 45; Mic. lv,
1-3; Math, xiii, 33: xxviii, 19, 20; Acts 1,
8; Bom. x, 14, 15.

raiment or creature comforts of all
sorts, yea, life itself, are infinitely beneath consideration when weighed
against the spiritual service of humanity. Bodily health and vigor, sound
digestion, good sleep, keen sense perception are all good If rightly used or
subordinated to higher faculties, but to
speak of them as forming a harmony
with the higher is placing the soul and
body on the same plane, and this is a
fundamental error In educational psychology.—Hon. W. T. Harris in the

I

...1.1

troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful
m re or nice ration of the
menstruation, weakness, leueorrhun, d: "
womb, that ltearing-down feeling, hihani’iiatioii <•( the ovaries, backache,
>u, anil nervous prosbloating (or flatulentvi, general d. bili.;>. in :g
tration, or are beset with such symptom- 1r.s di/.dnes.-, faintness, lassitude,
i.-ssne*
melancholy, “allexcitability, “irritability, nervousti ”
!
want-to-lie-left-aloiie
ieg.-. bln'-s and hopelessness,
gone” and
they should rememiter there is one fr; 1 a:. 1 true remedy. Lydia E.
r moves such troubles.
n e
l'inkliands Vegetable Compoun : at
Refuse to buy any other medicine, far you need the. l>est.
No otlier ntedieine fttr female ills in the world lias received
When

BIBLE READINGS.

A Fundamental Error,

...

jCiOOO FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LETTER IS NOT. GENUINE.

down to the present time.

Christianity teaches that food, drink,

...cr...:.—

the above troubles to try a few bottles and be cured.
Very thankdu Lac, Wis.”
Fond
Division
E.
Emma
St.,
Eelch,
fully yours,

MEETING.

nnd under His control.
Lot nil our
^hgughts be gathered up and brought
Into captivity to the obedience of Him.
Let the man be trained to think according to the eternal principles of love and
truth and righteousness and purity
which Jesus taught. Let us learn to
think Christ's thoughts and bring all
our opinions to this test: What would
Jesus think about it? Let this be the
prayer: If my imagination pictures any
impurity, O Lord, efface it instantly!
.If my thoughts are wayward, wandering from the path of right. Lord Jesus,
bring them back! If they attempt to
y beyond their proper sphere, oh, clip
their wings! If they are bent on mischief, turn them aside! Hold them In
complete subjection to Thyself! May
they be Illumined by Thy light, seasoned by Thy grace, sweetened by Thy
love and sanctified by Thy Spirit!—
Rev. A. Veanema in Christian Intelligencer.

Lydia E. Pinkham s
painful menstruation, and

have used

Vegetable Compound for irregular and
was entirely cured after using two bottles.

Have a historical missionary meeting, studying the progress of missions

4.

white rtbboners generally, lo contribute
that will b«
oolumn report* of meeting* or Item*
of the
of interest to worker* In other partto be a live column,
county. We would like thl*
art of W t. T.
»..u U need* some effort on the
It I* a column of their
IT. women to make it so
make
making, not ours, ami will be what they
l»e *hort,
Items ami communications should
a.
the
of
tint are, of course, subject to approval

DY C. E. CORBET.

Seventy-second 1’salm Is undoubtedly a Messianic psalm. In Its
prophetic significance the real king referred to Is the King of Kings. The
most

fTtmMItnr Inrt’r-'•'•'rr tarfe1*cr’on*
T. IT. in Hancock county,
the W\ C

growth ot the kingdom.—Pp.

bull.
The
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trousers)—Oh,

I have

next

evening,

true

to

nis

editor.)
SOITTH PEER ISLB UNTOIV.
here held its annual

The union

an

ink-

ling!
Too late to cure a cold after consumption ha»
fastened its deadly grip on the lungs. Take Dr.
Wood’s Norwood Pine Syrup while yet there is
time.—Advt.

bis neck.

“Anything you say is right.” she
whispered. “You’re a darling old boy.
and I’m so glad I married you."—
Chicago Beeord-Herald.

’taunt taemnUB.

on

Only

The

COUNTY

After the u«ual busim
there were readings from the Union Signal and a discussion of the articles read,
also a talk on the Importance of wearing
the white ribbon as a sort of declaration
of principles. Several incident* were related where the wearing of this little
the President.

worn.

Mrs. John's face grew clearer an 1

Kindle Take Notice that Kly’e MouldCream
Halm !• of great bcneBl to thoae attOerere from
na««l caiarTh who cannot Inhale freely through
the now. tint mud treat themaelvea hr agray.
Mould I ream Itattn differ* In form, tint
Ing
Halm that haa
not medicinally Irvm the Cream
Btoo.1 for jeara at the head of rvme.dea for ea.
ft mar 1»- tiaed to any naaal atonilaer.
tarrh
The price, Ineludlt g a .praying tul*e, la is eta.
gold by drugirtata ai d nulled by hly Itrotberr,
•B Warren mreet. New York—ddrl.

picnic

Hendrick

Hattie

Mrs.

rca.1 log?
ot
abuaea
What are the
Thw (>) Hurried reading without confor
mere
enterHeading
(2i
centration
(S) Headwithout reflection.
ta! •.
be
to
tomdoing
ing when we ought
ot Iter thing -/-adiee' Home Journal.

Wednesday, Sept 11. It ha* been the custom to have a picnic supper some time
during September, as one of the red letter
days, and these gatherings have always
been very pleasant occasions, the present
one being no exception.
MlssSophiu Henson, of Camden, was present as a guest.
The session opened with the usual devotional service, not forgetting a prayer for

John Henry drew from his pocket two
pretty little leather bound books, a
blue one for Mrs. John and a red one
for himself. She was apparently reconciled to the Idea and was really enthusiastic over his purchase.
For several months all went very
smooth apparently, but the hours of
tears and pouts and sobs and rubbings out apd writings In ngaln nud
adding and subtracting which Mrs.
John spent in trying to make the “received" and “paid” columns balance
were not to be lost sight of In the
reckoning. John Henry know nothing
of It, and any troubles he may have
had were expressed In an entirely different manner and audible only to the
unresponsive ears of the office boy.
On the first evening of each month
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry, in perfect
mutual trust and confidence, went
over together Item by Item the accounts in the little books and discussed the variations In the price of beefsteak and the advisability of Intrusting another vender of meats with the
Also the
care of the family larder.
cost of keeping John Henry’s cigar
box replenished. Hut Mrs. John always ended by declaring she would go
without a spring bonnet rather than
have him smoke cheaper tobacco.
"It Is so Injurious, anyway, that one
must have the best If one smokes at
all," she said.
One beautiful autumn day an old
school friend of Mrs. John's came to
town and Immediately hunted up that
lady. Now, Mrs. John had Intended to
lunch that day on a sup and a bite, for
the grocer had not come, and the cupboard very nearly resembled the proverbial one of Mother Goose fame. So
when the friend made her appearance
perilously near the noon hour Mrs.
John was in a flutter. This woman
was one for whom John Henry entertained a particular antipathy and also
one upon whom Mrs. John especially
desired to make a good Impression.
She examined her purse. Yes, there
She would take her
was plenty In it
friend down town to lunch at a fashionable cafe. As they were drinking
their after dinner coffee the friend
mentioned a popular play which she
particularly desired to see. Had Mrs.
John seen It? No, Mrs. John had not.
John Henry had Intended to take her,
but there had been so many other
things to occupy the time. At the
friend's suggestion to see It that afternoon Mrs. John meekly compiled and
ended by buying two tickets instead of
one. When they came out, it was raluIng, aud the friend immediately ordered a carriage to take her to the station. There was nothing for it but
Mrs. John should drive to the station
with her. and then she must needs
drive borne and pa; the bill as she
alighted at her own door.
When John Henry arrived that night,
his wife was In bed in a high fever and
suffering from a severe headache. The
next day when she was able to hobble
about she got out the little blue notebook and, with tears blistering the
BUiootli white pages, vainly tried to
make a balance. It was impossible to
put the whole amount of yesterday’s
expenditures into the "sundries” column, and tell John Henry about it
she never would in the world. That
evening was the one for the monthly
reckoning, but before ti o'clock, through
worrying, figuring and planning, Mrs.
John had worked herself almost into
hysteria. After dinner John Henry
smoked his cigar, but contrary to custom said nothing about the account
books. His wife looked at him wonderingly from time to time, but he
seemed
utterly unconscious. After
awhile she broke the silence.
“John, dear,” she said, with tears In
her voice, ”1 couldn't make my book
balance this mouth, though I’ve worked over it all the afternoon.”
John Henry muttered an exclamation
under his breath which might have
sounded to the office boy something
like "Thank the Lord!” then turned
and looked at her.
“And is it that which has worked you
Into such a fever and given you these
headaches?” said he.
“To tell the
truth,” he continued, “1 couldn’t make
mine come out right either, buttil
didn’t worry me to that extent. In the
long run I don’t know that it does us
any good to be forever haggling over
the comparative values of an Irish
Btew and a porterhouse steak or discussing the amount of enjoyment and
benefit of a regular theater ticket as
compared with the 10. 20, 30. What
do you say to dropping the thing al-

her eyes brighter than they had for
thirty-six hours. She went over to
John Henry and put her arms around

with

session

Paper.

pleasant acquaintances,
by all that it was important to wear the ribbon, especially
w hen among stranger*,
for if not helpful
to the wearer especially, it might be so to
other*, as has often been proved.
After the reading*, a half hour was
badge bad led
it

and

to

conceded

was

THE AHERICAN.

spent In social chat before tea was served.
The male persuasion was represented by
CaDt. S. N. Hendricks and J. E. Bmall.

honorary
table

Subscribe

an

The

the union.

of

member

ample supply of
good things, to which all did justice.
Mrs. V. Goss, of Stooington, bad been
invited (in fact she has a standing invitation to be present at these gatherings)
but sickness in her family prevented her
coming, much to the regret of all. Some
members who would gladly have been
present were unable to come, but all who
did attend were quite sure that this was a
red letter day, and hoped for many returns
spread with

win

of the

an

For It
Banking.

same._Secretary.
preparing for the convention.
hoped that Hancock county will
good delegation, and that they will
inspired for good work in the

Now all be
It

is

Is what your moneyl will
Invested lu shares of„the

to be

Bend

a

return

future.

Cor.

Union.

Seaside Local Union of Christian EnEpworth league societies will
meet at the Baptist church, Surry, Saturday, Sept. 28. The following programme
Uannounced:

J

l»

Afternoon at 'J,
praise mid devotional service. Mrs 8 A Thurlow
Address of welcome.Rev .1 P CoMlns
Response.W F Chapman
Singing.Choir Surry Churches
Business—Roll call of societies and leagues,
ami responses
Solo.
Rev David Kerr
Addresses—Christian Citl/.cushtp
a
Some National Dangers.Rev E Bean
b Our Attitude towards the Maine law,
Rev J D Mctiraw
Singing.Led by Choir
Discussion—Do our Societies and Leagues
Reach the Young People? If not. Why
Not? OiHrned by Uevs R L Olds aud J P
Slmonton
Singing.... Quartette Ellsworth Baptist Society
Recess
Singiug...Led by Choir
Quotations from great poets, of not more
than twelve lines or less than lour lines.
rvprc!»cuuiu>cB

iroiu

eacn

Basket nup|>er

It said

‘Throw physic

Biobbs— Evidently
no use for dogs.

V,
b

~

5

-

By

a

Tata sj-mne is iu

INFLAMMATION
R- rtthroat, lit-iultuhe (5
Tootha>

hi-t t rmmtu-i, Cold

nmiutca.i,

8om*t.Ft>?oais.<*t«*.elc.

mjrim&m
Dealer*.

in »ne U» thirty minutes.
Thu 50c. cixe by mail *0c. Frvdoma.X

For sale

by M.

HAM3T

M.

If

ELLSWORTH .USE.

Comm.urntl

liu,ln«M

Deposits 1. lh!« bank

-V. B.

M.jr 1,

1878.

by law exempt from

COOLIDGR, Proldnl.
B'BITCOBB, rice-Preet,tent.
BVREILL, Treaeuret.

hour.dally, from »>.

It

m. lo

mi

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby give# notice that be
has
THK
with the city of Ellsworth,
the
of
contra, ted

for
the poor, during the ensuing
support
vear, and has made
ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persona from
furulshlug supplies to any pauper on hla ac
count, as without bis written order, he will pay
for no good*so furnished
Hakjo 8. Tone*.

ProftsBional Carta.

I)R

H.

GREELy,

DEXTIST.

CARROLL

Jp

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY
AND
mnNHRTinu
Noxini Public

awu

a*1*

.Justice

iu<

otthbPbacb.

Office over Burrlll National
Bank,
State Stbbet,
ellbwokth, Mb.

Y.

Moore.

tobaccospit

A.

F- BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

Lifeawayl

be cured of any form of tobacco using
easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
new Life and
vigor by taking MO-TO-BAC,
that makes weak men strong.
Mauy gain
ten
pounds in ten days. Over 600,000
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Booklet and advice BRER.
Address STERLING
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
437
can

are

laxailuD.

» -j
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-

SMOKE
I
UUI
X
—iYour

You

Haucoct County Savins Bant,

Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental College,
class of *75
niruKPicK in Giles* Block. Kllcwokth.
Clowjd Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

.rlfnnrsGQLDEN RELIEFI
-J

4

some

Stfuitisonatts.

2

particulars Inquire of
Hk*mt W. CuaHMAjf, 8e«*y.
First Natl Bank Bldg.
w
A. W. Kino,
President.

Bank

fi.46.

Prat-e service.Mrs Dr Emery
Prayer.Iter J It McGraw
.Selection by choir
The Christian Life
a
What It Is to be a Christian, Rev David Kerr
b <>ur Testimony.Rrv G if Heflluo
c
Tne Quickening of the Spiritual Life.
How?.Rev .) P Hmonton
Solo...Rev D.tvl I Kerr
Singing .Led by Choir
Testimony and revival service.
Rev and Mrs S A Thorlow
was

For

ItlfAltll OF ItIRKCTOIMi
A. r fir it mi am,
Johm r. Whitcomb.
N. B. COUMIK1R,
r. C.KHOLL IlCKMILL.
CliAKI.KB C. Kt'KMILL.

Adjournment

Biobbs—Who

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

Wpoaltadraw lnt.n*«t from the flr.i day o»
March, June, September and IVeember.

personal difficulty.
Minister* will
take the platform and answer
Collection

to the dogs’?
feMnw who bad

when you can borrow on
your
a first mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you arc now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years 7
you
will

shares, give

CHARLES C.

or

at

NEW iSEKIKM

WHY PAY RENT!

JOBS F.

society

and league
Question ltox—Let each society come with
some question of practical Chrl-tUnlty

Krfniny

If

opeo, Sham, tl each; monthly
paymenta, tl per ehare.

DOW

deavor and

*»y

earn

Skc’y.
A

Seaside Local

AMD

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes ol
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.
f L LS W U KT It,

JOHN

at,

t.s

E, BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
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together?"

fountain
pen)—
Brown (shaking his
You have no idea how easily these pens
run! Smith (applying a piece of blotting
papor to bis

when I was a bachelor I knew to a
penny where that money went. Very
convenient It was, too, for I was sure
wlmt to count on when any extra expense came up. Now, I don't want to
restrict you oue bit, but It’s nice to be
exact and businesslike, and if we each
kept a little account book at the end
of a year we'd know exactly how much
we'd spent and whether we'd got to
retrench or might expand a little. Now,
tomorrow night l'U bring home two
nice little books, and we'll account for
every penny In them and compare at
the end of each month.”
me

€olunm.

<fi. <J. U

U»
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4
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blubwouth

STEAM

omen

BAR HARBOR AND
Bluehlll office

at

BLUEHILL,

7 »ml 8 ut.

open

Saturdays.

ME.

DeaertBlock.

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Db. II. W. Hathks
!>ega to notify his patrons
anil others that until further not lot- Ids
dental
rooms will be eloaed on
Wednesday afternoons
Oct.
Ellsworth,
25,1899.

LAUNDRY jyjELVIN

A. WARD
WELL, M. D

AND BATH BOOMS.
"NO

PAY. NO

WASH EE.”

All kinds of laundry work done at short not.oe. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Bllsvrorth, Me.

Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Medical
College.

Penobscot.

RLL9WOI<rH MAKKKI>.
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Mrs. L. S. Nutting left Tuesday for her
home in WAltbam, Mass.
•

"I am

out of patience
two,” said Emily.

Mrs. Elfle Mscomber has returned from
visit with friends at Caribou.

Wednesday tho Methodist circle
ride to DeMeyer’s camp aud dine at

will
that

Emily leaned toward me and In a
low, dramatic whisper unfolded her
Idea.
"Alone In the haunted chamber—she
clings to him—he kisses and soothes
her—In that moment their eyes are
opened to their love—Bhe sees him as h®

Oliver McNeil ia at home after several
spent with old home friends at
Halifax and vicinity.
Charles E. Dwelley and son Ray are
employed at West Sullivan this week,
painting the church.
Mine Clara F. Duuu returned to Milllto

resume

her work

Harbor, and are at home.
Percy Homer, of Newburyport, Mass.,
•nd sisters, Mrs. Alice McFarland and
Mrs. Helen Snowman, with their children, are at the home of their parents,
A memorial service uuder the direction

Companion court of Foresters took
place at the town hall Sunday afternoon.
Rev. G. W. Avery, of Ellsworth Falls,

of

address, eulogising the dead

President,

opinion

listener

room

and voiced the
In the crowded

of each

in his de-

nunciation of the diabolical deed that lauieumuiy

ciottea ;ue me wont ox

vvimam

McKinley. The music for this occasion
was by. the Methodist choir, Mrs. H. C.
Bunker, soloist.
B.
Sept. 23.
Deer

Isle.

F. Herbert Gross left town Saturday.
Roland G. Small left Saturday for Boston.

Gapt. George Eaton

Friday

for

New

Capt. E. C. Haskell’s yacht Is

in

the

left

York.

Mrs. Sarah

D. Pressy left Wednesday

Boston.

Capt. Philip Haskell arrived home from
yachting Saturday.
Capt. Thomas Lowe arrived home from
Boston Wednesday.
Bessie Gross arrived home from
Bucksport Saturday.
Capt. J. W. Haskell arrived homo from
New York Wednesday.
Miss

W. H. Haskell left Friday for Boston to
join schooner “Ella Storer”.
Capt. W. D. Scott arrived home last
ween, bis

yacht having gone out of

com-

mission.
Pickering is adding a tower to
J. E. Saunders and B. C.
Smith are doing the work.
Samuel

hia residence.

Raymond Marshall, Charles Cole, B.
George Johnson and Seth Greenlaw have
arrived home from

as

yachting.

W. C. Haskeil has been drawn to serve
grand juror and F. S. Powers as trav-

erse

at the October term of court.

juror

schooner

The three-masted

“Mary

A.

Hall”, Capt. Caleb Haskell, loaded with
piling from St. John, is in the harbor
bound for New York.
S.

be pi. 23
|r*»i

v-

of Mass

wife,
Treworgy
achuselts, are visiting his mother, Mrs
Sophia Hutchings.
/
The house of Mrs. Fannie Davis is closed,
which shuts off telephone connection with
the world. It is missel very much.

Eugene

and

B

Mrs. J.

A.

Chatto

attended the Free

Baptist quarterly meeting at South BlueA very enthubill Saturday and Sunday.
•iastlc meeting was held.
Among the guests at Capt. Chatto’s the
past week were Rev. and Mrs. George H.
Salley, of Hancock, Mr. and Mrs. Alexder McCaslin, of West Surry, and Melvin
D. Chatto, of South Brooksviile.

Grade,
Capt. arid

the

six-year-old daughter

Mrs. S.

of

J. Treworgy, lies in

a

fall last Satvery critical condition from
In the barn w hile at play. She fell
a

urday
backward from a ladder, fracturing her
skull.
Capt. Treworgy has been summoned home.

Sum.
Mias

Fannie Allen came home from
Northeast Harbor Saturday.
Frank Jordan went to Bar Harbor
to join the echooner “Fran-

Thursday
conia’1.

Seaside local union will holds its
vention at the Baptist church. See programme elsewhere.
con-

Miss Gertrude Anderson, after a threemonths’ visit to her home In Surry, has rePenn.
turned to her school at Jenkintown,
in New
Mrs. P. B. Collins will remain
solo
England this winter doing gospel
Mrs. Collins has studied under
work.
of
Loyd, of Boston, and lEugene Masson,
and
Paris, and sings both in English
French evangelistic work. Mrs. Collins
musical
has won the praise of competent
critics in her work.

Sept. 23.

____

Umultie.

ie
Mr. Cbenery, of itoslindale, Mass.,
visiting relatives here.
El wood King, whojbas been employed
has rein Bar Harbor during the Beason,
tamed boine.
wbc
Mrs. J. H. Devereux and daughter,
Devereux’s mothhave been visiting Mrs.
have returned tojBucksport. They
er
to spend
will leave for Bostonllthis week
the winter.

Sept.

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.18 814
20
Billed.
Straw.

Loose. 8 310
14
Baled.
Vegetablea.
There are several changes in tho vegetable
market, several new ones hclag added.
12 **weet potstoes, ft
04
Green corn, do*
«0 Turnips, ft
02
Potatoes, bu
04
0.'
Beets, ft
Dnlons,
o5 Shell i»t nns, pk
25
lettuce,
02
26
Spinach, pk
Cucumbers,
0J Cabbage,
.0’
Carrots, ft
14
fti Native tomatoes, ft
Un nit (lower,
Parsley, bunch 01810 Green tomatoes, pk 2
>

Squash, ft
Pie pumpkins,each

Citron, ft
Celery, bunch
Beans— per qt
imp Yellow

02
M
03

20
—

12
10

Pea,

Fruit.
Cheaper variety of tarly apples
the market, and early winter apples
ning to come In. These are of good
will

are

out

of

beginquality but
are

be scarce.

Apples, pk
Cranberries,

25830 Oranges, doz
iv)
Lemons, doz

qt

.85 3.46
26&3J

Groceries.
.06 3.08
Rice, per ft
.160.25 Pickles, j>er gal .40 3.60
.40 Olives, bottle
-25 4.76
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.05
.45 4-66 Cracked wheat,
Japau,
.04
.300 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per ft—
G ran u luted,
.04
.06)4 Graham,
.04
Coffee—A Jt B, .06
Rye meal,
.06 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Linseed,
.553.67
Havana,
.60
13
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
Astral oil,
.60
15
Syrup,
Coltee—per ft

Rio,

Lumber and Building Materials.

Come
‘Toor dear!
Never mind.
with us. I’m going to give Harry UN
revenge at tlddlcy winks."
"She thinks she can beat me, you
know. I was a little bit utf color last
night," said Harry.
“The superiority of the sex must be
maintained.” I remarked.
"1‘oof!" ejaculated Dolly scornfully.
“Y’ou don’t believe In it?” I asked.
“Of course not. I can give Harry
‘fifteen’ at tennis.”
“Rut In the battle of life the man Is
the natural protector"—
“Please, your reverence, It Isn't Sunday,” Interrupted Dolly, with a little
courtesy. “Come along, both of you.”
"You would take me from grave consideration of the battle of life”—
“To play tiddley winks!” cried Dolly.
•‘Rather! Come along.”
I went.
Next day we were to drive over to
Manley abbey after lunch and return
lute In the evening. Lady Emily had
arranged for a moon.
During the meal my sister tried to
harrow the young souls of the lovers
with grewsome stories of -specters, especially the wailing shade attached to
the abbey. 1 noticed, however, that
their appetites were unimpaired. In the
brilliant sunshine of a July day it is
difficult to harrow.
About 10 o'clock that evening, when
the inoon had accomplished Its task of
modeling the landscape in ebony and
silver (putting It into half mourning,
! said Emily), I was discussing the
1 dearth of agricultural labor with my
host, when iny sister approached aud
asked leave to take me ludoors.
"Mischief?'’ inquired my host (who
| knows my sister).
•■Business,” replied Emily gravely
and led me away.
“They have been in half an hour,”
she whispered as we crossed the lawn.
“They should bo done by now,” I

|

agreed.

1 25
buruee,
Lumber—per M—
125
11313 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12013 Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 §26
12al6
Spruce,
16 320
Sorucc floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 sIS
Pine.

was

situated In

'*

in darkness.

clear,
clear,

"

2d

•*

extra

'•

Beef, ft:
Steak,
Roasts.
Corned.

Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

35 LfHO

Extra pine,
86360
Laths—per M—
2 75
2.00
Spruce,

2 85
1 85
165

Nalls, per ft
.04g.06
Cement, per cask 1 50
93
Lime, per cask
125
Brick, per M
7$il
.75 White lead, pr ft .05 ft.08
Provisions.
Pork, ft.
15
.15 8-30
Chop,
.(8
-1-J&.25
Pigs’feet,
Ham, per ft
15ft.18
.08ft.10
.10
18
Shoulder,
.16 a 18
.08
Bacon,
Salt
.liiy'l
.12 314
-18
Lurd,
.10 ft. 12

o^e,

No.*,
scoots,

Clear nine.

15020
—

extra

Cedar,

Lamb:

Spring lamb, 10320
t5
Tongues, each
Fresh

Cod,
Halibut,
While perch,
Mackerel, ft

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 §5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 83 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
100£1 25

20

40
20

ton—
6

50

6

50
6 50
6 50
6 0*

Blacksmith's

1

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour remains steady at prices quoted. Corn
i» higher again, and a rise In local prices Is Imminent.

Coru meal, bag
Flour—per bid—
4 25ft4 75
Straights,
St. Louis roller.
Corn, bag
4 25 ft4 75 Oats, bu
Patents,

4

.>03600

—oag—

Mixed

1 40
150
50
1 lO.jl 15

feed.baw

1 15 a 1.20
Middlings, hag
1.1531.30
Hides suit Tallow.

Hides—per

ft—

Ox,
Cour,
Bull,
Calf skins,

04^
.04 X
-*-4

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

.123.20
.10
.0*4.16
.10ft.14

Prunes,

w»

\

r

a*

*Uiitional

North

.25
ft—

4.50
nls
04

10

Tamarinds,
A>ples, string
Apples, sliced

i

u
nee

.083.12
.06
.10

»»

ether

page*

Se<lgrwir*t.

Mrs. Ella Powers is

quite

ill.

John
“They were wild to see the room, so Orcutt’s.
I took them there. Then 1 slipped out
Abbie Elwell has gone to Seal Harbor
and locked the door. But it was awful
fo{ a few days.
coming back alone,” said Emily.
James Page sprained his ankle quite
I made no reply. My imagination was
busy with the picture of tho madman badly last week.
stealing along these silent corridors
Mrs. George Torrey has gone to Southtoward his victim. Emily clung tight- west Harbor to visit her parents.
ly to my arm. Once she stopped, wtth a
Robert Friend, ot MelroBe, Mass., with
a piece of furniture in
eijy of fright, as
his wife and child, is visiting at G. M.
one of the half dismantled room* apAllen’s.
peared like a crouching figure.
Minnie Thurston, who has been em“I thought—it moved,” she whisperployed at North Brooklin during the sumed. “Hurry, Johnny!’’
has returned home. She was gladly
At tho door of the haunted room we mer,
welcomed at the church, where bhe has
stopped and listened. For a moment
been the organist for some years.
there was silence. Then from within
Woodbuhy.
Sept. 23.
came a sharp click and rattle.
“What’s that, Johnny?” gasped EmiMarlboro.
ly. “Oh, what have I done?”
Miss Rosa Hodgkins, who has been visI took the key from her and opened
her sister, Mrs. Fred Grover, has rethe door as again the weird sound rang iting
turned home.
out.
George Jellisou and wife went to Cliftcn
The shutters had been opened, and
rethe brilliant moonlight streamed Into last Tuesday to attend the Jellieon
the room. Bathed In the silver light union, returning Friday.
were the two lovers—
Miss Mary Weatberbee, who spent last
week with her cousin, Mrs. 8. H. RemPlaying tiddley winks!—King.
Foil of Information.

Mrs.

Fred Orcutt

Is

Week’s

Winnowing* of News,

Novelty
Patent

and

Nonsense.

of

FiercS and

Fred

been

Bowdoinham,

was caught in a belt at
Fogg & Co.’s saw-mill at that place
last Friday, and killed.

T. W.

After many postponements, the Shore
Line railroad, Saturday, was sold at auction. The purchaser was Russell Sage, of

Stoniugton,

at

few

a

ife

w

at homo from

are

they have been

Bar Harbor where

granted to F. R.
Spaulding, Waterville, for piazza swing.
Guy W. Sedgley, aged eigtheen years,
has

granite
days.

loaded with

em-

ployed duiing the summer.
An impressive McKinley memorial sermon was preached by Rev. Mr. Bock Sunday morning at the Baptist church. The
text

23:3—“He that

taken from 2 Sam.

was

rulelh

just, ruling in

be

niu-t

over men

Special music

the fear of God

was ren-

by the choir.

dered

Sept.

Une Femme.

23.

New

York, and the price paid was |25,000.
Mrs. Mary Lowell, wife of the late Hon.
John L. Stevens, former minister to Hawaii, died at her home in Augusta Monday, after a long illness. Her age was
about
tive

eighty*two

years.

She

was

a

Richard Sullivan, aged about sixty, of

instantly

was

the

Maine

killed

the

on

Central

cross-

railroad

at

cowboys.
Basin Mills Saturday. Sullivan stepped
"They meant to go east for such a
ou the track just in front of the locomolength of time as their cash would entive. A wife, two daughters and three
dure, and though It was burning In
bods survive him.
their pockets to be spent they were resolved not to waste any of it in railway tickets—a resolve of which they
informed the conductor when he came
to them about half an hour out from
Zenith City.
"He was a young fellow, as were the

Everything was young in
Montana lu tiiose days. This chap
Lloyd, however, was slim built, with a
color that changed like a girl's, and
very queer lie looked among the big,
brown, brawny roughs who left their
card playing to swarm into the aisle

Mrs.

Belle Giles and

Everett,

who have been

in

Amherst, have returned home.

Cried min, who has been working;
Harbor during tbe summer, has
returned home and is very ill with typhoid

at Bar
fever.

Lucy Billings returned home from
Northeast Harbor, where she has been
employed during the summer, and now
has gone away to college.
Last Thursday evening there was a cornhusking at Guy Butler’s. The members
of Greenwood grange were invited, also

Hill and members of his staff may attend.

the

many other friends and neighbors. All
worked with a hearty good will and had

husked at

corn

100

COUNTY NEWS.
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County News,

tee

other page«

Games and

Sept. 23.

on

H. Sargent returned
Bangor last week. Mr. Sargent has
been spending his vacation there.

‘The company will take money for
fares also,’ said Lloyd, without glancing at the gathering crowd.
‘When the company can get It,’
somebody chuckled.
'Invariably,' Lloyd asserted, ‘or the
passenger who refuses to pay is put off
the train.’
‘“You don’t say? Suppose you try.
Here are Tim and me to begin with
and the whole carful after us, for not
one cent of our earnings is going Into
the money bags of your-swindling

Percy Sargent returned to
Betts last Monday, where

Massachu
he

v_

making improvements

Williams has

arrived home from

Southwest Harbor,

whooping cough victima

The

There

valescent.

are n

are

The Martin house at Taunton

attends

con-

new cases.

has re-

Bchool.

celved

Mrs. A. H. Harding, of CamMass Hre visiting Mr. Harding’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Harding.
Rowland Bayard, of Cambrldgeport,
Mass., is visiting his brother, James W.

ment.

Charleston, where be has been employed
by tbe Maine Central railroad.

Bayard.

taught by Miss Pbilbrook, of Castine.

Mr. and

Miss Ethel Tarbox, of Somerville,
visiting her aunt, Mrs. F. H. Harding.

is

•’Without speaking he stood, very
pale and still for a moment, looking at
the open pocketbook in his hand, while
they nil stared at him, grinning and
Jeering. Presently the color rushed
back over his face, and, shutting Ids
book with a snap, he went out of the

hill.

Sept.

pleasant

reported.

H.

21.

Horace

Batcbelder is quite ill.
the grounds in

Robert

Friend,

with his wife and

is

at

improve-

borne

from

reported

are

tbe

more

plentiful
of

earliuess

the

Bar Harbor market.

CH’E’EB.

Sept. 23.
East Orlaiul.

Augustine

Masou is ill.

Mrs. Hattie Perkins is in
Miss Bernice Mason

is

/
poor health.
attending the

Bangor high school.
Cottle, of Ellsworth Falls,
visiting Mrs. Flora Dorr.

Miss Ashie
is

Avery Gray visited relatives in Penobpast week.

scot aud Brooksville tbe
Ernestine

Mrs.

Marks returned borne

Friday, after spending

the

R. R. Babson is having
front ot his house graded.

They

notwithstanding

Matilda

Mrs.

__

BriMikltu.

Blaiadell

that aaas

The open time on partridges is announced by the pop of the sportsman’s
gun.

time is

paint

The grammar school is under the supervision of S. S. Scammou. The primary is

Mr. and Mrs. Lee and children, who
‘You will hurt me much more than
the company,’ be said when he could have been occupying H. B. Harding’s cotfor the summer,left to-day for Scranget a hearing. 'I shall lose my placa ! tage
ton, Pa.
If I don't collect your fares’—
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sargent, of Mon•“We ain’t going to tell your boss If tana, are in town visiting Mr. Sargent’s
parents, Mr. and Mr9. J. N. Sargent.
you keep quiet.’
•There Is a greed for torturing aniMrs. L. J. Sargent is visiting relatives
mals which disfigures most human na- here.
ture from Spanish bull baiters to those
Capt. B. C Sargent is home for a visit.
rat fighters down east. So those bright
Mrs. B. C Sargent entertained Mr. and
eyes of Lloyd's didn’t meet any more
Mrs. Charles Sargent, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
encouragement than did Father Noah’s
Mrs. L J. Sargent, Mr. and Mrs.
the first time he took a squint at the Sargent,
A H. Harding, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hardflood through one of the portholes of
ing, Miss Ethel Tarbox Friday evening.
the ark.
A very

a coat or

Frank

bridgeport,

company!’

to over

followed.
B.

his bouse.

Carl

Mr. and Mrs. A.

from

Berved

Franklin.

Weu

Maris «Mitvfll«.

early hour, after

an

w^ere

social time

a

Frank Cousins is

or

none.

and

Earl

sons

visiting relatives

Rosa

which refreshments

lean over tbe seats nearest those of
their comrades who had answered to
his request for tickets that they bad

employed

been

has

Thecruiser “Cleveland” will beleunched
Bath Iron Works Saturday. Senator Hanna with his daughter Ruth, who
is to christen the cruiser, will arrive in
Bath Saturday. Senators Hale and Frye
and Congressman Littlefield also have ac
cepted invitations to be present and Gov.
at the

cowboys.

Jniia Lowrie has returned home from

Hancock, where she
during the summer.

na-

of Hallo wel l.

Orono,
ing of

!*',««( tiron k

of

guest

a

week

Blue-

in

Bowden, of Monroe, is
sister, Mrs. Martha

her

Blaisdell.

\

The Misses Bernice and Izetta Condon
visited their auut, Mrs. E. C. Mason, the

child, past

week.
M.

Sept.
is in town for a few
“He was followed by a roar of laugh- of Melrose, Mass.,
weeks.
“Now Johnny,” said the Sunday-school
facetious
and
ter
yells.
of
Pretty teacher, “you may tell us what a prophet
“Then the crowd returned to poker
Mrs. Elizabeth Freeman,
playing, some of them just a bit dis- Marsh, is vhiting her sister, Mrs. Nancy is.” “Why,” replied Johnny, “it’s a
fellow that’s always lookin’ for a chance
contented with their victory and mut- Mayo.
tering that 20 to 1 was too big odds
Mrs. Danforth Manchester, of North- to say, ‘I told you so.’
for any chap, 'specially a slim, little east Harbor, was the guest of Mrs. B. O.
Permanent muscular strength cannot exist
chap with fists which couldn’t hold Dollard last week.
where there Is not blood strength. Young men
their own against a ’kid.’
who is employed in
Tainter,
Clayton
giving attention to muscular development
“A quarter of an hour later the train
Beverly. Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. should bear this In mind. Hood’s Sareaparllli
stopped, not gradually, but with a jerk and Mrs. S. W. Tainter.
gives blood strength and builds up the whole
which sent poker chips flying. There
A »’*
CaDt. G. W. Hedrick, w ho-e veaacl N svHiein
was a cowboy half otit of every window in the car quicker than you could
ilfiturtiBnunua.
have cocked a pistol, for stations were
seldom within 100 miles of each other
in; those days, and they all knew that
this stop wasn’t regular.
"Behind ami before them the track
23.

as

iar

as

mey

i-wiiu

•-••.

both sides the prairie spread
away to the low edge of the gray sky.
Not a sound or a movement except
that of the locomotive moving at full
while

on

speed.

Fruit.
Currants,

County New*

being

Is at home for
On©

“Those,” said y)e ranchman, “who
blame their failures to Providence ot
fate are cowards, and I’ll tell
you a
story to prove it.
“It happened some years since, befora
the Northern Pacific lmd crossed the
Rockies. The terminus that season e.as
at Zenith City, and the class of travel
which demands luxury didn't come beyond Bismarck, where the company
economically shunted the sleepers before rushing away from civilization.
“So tlie train which started from Zenith City one November morning was
made up as usual of a passenger car, a
box car and the locomotive, while its
quite unusual number of travelers was
composed entirely of a party of twenty

Btrercnea

Lamb skins,
Tallow per
Rough,
Tried,

green
.25 a

1.00
Dried

v

_

05

Haddock,
Clams, qt
12 Oysters, qt
12 Lobsters, ft

05
14 a 16
ft

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

PiucKy
Conductor.

car.
Fish.

Fuel.

a

wing of the house not used by the
present owner, and Emily nnd I were
often compelled to grope our way along

12 A15

pine.
Shingles—per M
Matched

*

The haunted room

higher and scarce.
laid, per doz.22 $24

are

Poultry.
.18
Chickens.
Fowl.Id

plained sadly.

harbor.
for

■

Fresh

Emily, nodding gravely to express a
wisdom beyond her years, which are
few in number.
“But what Is the nature of the ghostly manifestations?” I Inquired.
"Y'ou can hear a chain rattle and a
low wall.”
I was a little skeptical.
"Somebody who was mad was
chained up by some one else and got
loose and killed some one.”
“And only a wail and a rattl® to
commemorate all that?”
I
“Oh, people have seen things.
shall work the story up before lunch
tomorrow.”
Just then a cry of victory and a
mallet prowave of the conquering
claimed the end of the game, and the
combatants approached us.
re"lou two look awfully soicma.
marked Miss Dolly. “Is It a gunpowder plot?”
I am still able to blush, but Emily Is
utterly brazen.
•'The back fits horribly.” she ex-

Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Homer.

kkasoui

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh W
iround*. and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
a. igh 70 pounds.
1 he standard weight of a nusnei of potatoe*..
ool order and flt for shipping, 1« « n •
»r apples. 44 pounds
I’he standard weight of a bushel of neans In
'ood order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds
if wheat, beet*, ruta baga turnips and pea*,;*
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
rounds; of carrots, Knglian turnips, tye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
barley ami buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
W pounds, or even measure a* by agreement.
The prices quoted below arc the retail prices
Farmers can easily reckon from
it Ellsworth.
these wn.'it they uro likely to receive lu trade
jt cash for their products.
Country Produce.

Eggs

you know.”
“Yes,” I replied. Emily’s rhetoric
had apparently given out. "So few escape that. But still I don't quite understand.”
“You know the ghost at Manley abbey, where we are going tomorrow?”
"It’s never even left a card.”
“There’s a haunted room, and 1
shall lock them up In It. When they
come out, they’ll be engaged,” said

east

asd

Eggs.

together, and—well—they get married,

Misses Florence Dunn, Bertha Barton,
Mabel Donnell, Marlon and
Miland
Wooster have closed their season at North*

wsioaTS

80
Creamery per ft.
2-0*2*
Dairy...
iheese.
Rest factory (new) per ft.I6j*18
16
Best dairy (new).
Dutch (Imported).90
06
Neufchatel.

"Heaven forfend,” I murmured.
"A common danger knits their souls

At the Sunday evening service, Rev. W.
K. Powlealand alluded tenderly to the
world-wide sorrow.
Mrs. C. E. Greene
gave a fine vocal selection.
v

A

September 2ft. 1901.

Butter.

is”—

there with classes In music and elocution.
Dr. and Mrs. John Homer, of Newburyport, Mass., are spending a short time at
the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Donnell.

gave the

|

dor

weeks

week

those

"A sad tele of wasted opportunities,”
said I. “But what do you propose to

Dr. J. K. Hooper and wife boarded the
west-bound train Wednesday for tbeir
borne at Camden.

last

with

I
“Why sot”
"Last night when that glorious moon
was on the river they sat Indoors playing tlddley winks!’’

resort.

nocket

Wkdkksoay.

visiting at

ick, has gone to Mt. Desert Ferry to visit
relatives. From there she will go to her

“In came the cowboys’ heads, with a
volley of hard swearing, and there
stood I.loyd in the doorway, cooler
than I am this Instant, but holding a

six shooter.
‘You have Just five minutes to
make up your minds,’ he said, and his
voice was as steady as his eyes. ‘Will
you pay your fures as honest men or
get out and tramp to the next settlement, forty miles from here? Our engineer Is within hail of us, and he will
not come back unless I give him the
order. Oh, you may murder me if you
choose!’ he cried, stepping farther Into
the car as half a dozen pistols were
grabbed, ’but I don’t mean to die
alone, and at the sound of the first
shot our engineer will be oil! to Bismarck.’
“For one long moment the prairlq
wasn’t stiller than that carload of excited humanity. Then a big fellow
broke Into a laugh, took his pistols
from his belt and, laying them on a
seat, walked toward Lloyd, holding
out bis empty fists.
‘Shake!’ he said. ‘That was a lone
hand, and plucklly you played it
Boys,’ he cried, ‘a chap who can look
straight down the muzzles of so mauy
cowboy shooters for the sake of doing
his duty—that chap will make the
kind of a partner most of us want to
yoke with if he will let us, eh?’
“Well, sir, all crowds are alike,
whether cattle or men—they follow a
leader. Then the fares were paid as
fast as Lloyd could take them. And
that Is the end of this story.
“Where Is Lloyd now? In Helena;
state senator from
county."

home in Bangor.
I.ady— Is Mrs. Binks at home?
H
Mrs. Mary Dyer, of Eastbrook, who has
Servant—No'm.
What He Took.
she
will
when
Eben
me
tell
her
Kingbrother,
been viBitiug
Body—Can you
Dr. Kurem—Did the other physician
man, has gone to Mt. Desort Ferry to take
be at home?
your temperature?
the
and
she
Jordan
ns
Mrs.
Louis
soon
pargets
her
visit
nieces,
Servant—As
•Patient—Worse’n that. He tuk m*
lor dusted, mum, ntf she’s most through Miss Arvilla Kingman.
dollar.—Korristown
Heaald.
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THE THERMOMETER
TELLS THE STORY.
Outside the temperature
be forty below, but inside a
even,

will be
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§

may

nice,

delighttul,

summer heat
maintained if you use the

Clarion Furnace.
The

most

economical and sat-

isfactory coal furnace made. Its
perfect construction is the result
of our experience of over sixty
years in building heating apparatus.
I have no trouble in keeping
my house warm even in the
coldest weather,” says Mr. H.
Edblad, of Moulton, Me., who

No. 17 (Marion.
Insist on our goods. If your
dealer does not have them, write
uses

a

us.

WOOD & BISHOP COMPANY,
Established 1839.
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must be better guarded
Lincoln would not have
been shot in Ford’s theatre had
modest guard been in attendance, not
Garfield in the Pennsylvania depot ir

ident, his life

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

Abraham

AT

EI.L8WORTH, MAINR,
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~ANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
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F

uiot.mnb, Editor and

Greenland land mags comprises probably nearly half of the total area of all
the Arctic islands.
No more important contribution could be made to
Arctic geography than to fix the limits of this enormous territory, and
this is the work that Peary has done.
He has
surveyed the northern edge ol
the Greenland archipelago and it may
now be mapped with approximate accuracy. The coasts of Greenland, extending for some tnousands of miles,
have now been outlined except the
comparatively short stretch between
Independence bay, discovered by
Peary nine years ago, and Cape Bismarck, on the east coast. The enormous task of determining the shape
and extent of Greenland, in progress
since the Norsemen discovered the
island nearly one thousand years ago,
is completed.—N. K. Sun.

citizen set apart for a time to a grand
and exalted duty.
At any rate, whatever be the personal taste or inclination of the Pres-

Manager-

a bodyguard
gone
before to clear the room, or tc
watch all strangers who were in the
way. President McKinley’s trust ir
the people was sublime, but it cost
him his life. God forbid that we, the
people, should grow careless of the
personal safety and security of those
whom we call to serve us in the high-

Washington had

on

Subscript toil Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 foi
six months; 50 cents for three months; 11
paid strictly In advance, #1.50, 75 and 38 cent*
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
tBM rate of 8 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and wli:
be made known od application
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Id, and oii u.uuvj orders made payable to, Till
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine
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1
There has been a vast deal of talking, writing and preaching of late
about how this nation can best guard
itself against anarchists and their pernicious doctrines. Some of the proposed remedial legislation is as absurd as it is impossible. We need to
The Anarchist Problem.

guard

ourselves

against

F. W. Blllington, of Ellsworth, picked
ripe strawberry from bis vines Monday.
And the vines sre still blossoming.

President Roosevelt put in his first
at the White House
He entered upon his
last Friday.
duties with characteristic energy and
He arrived at the White
directness.

a

day of hard work

House

Hanoock
county—Amherst fair Tuesday and Wednesday, Bluehtll and Eden fairs WednesThis is

alone, and entered with the

appearance of a man who is late in
keeping a business appointment.
There was a meeting of the cabinet,
all being present but Attorney-Gen-

day

week

of

fairs

in

Thursday.

and

A Seawall

has been

cow

trying

to ride a

From her pasture she has seen
many wheelmen go riding by, and doubtless thought, as many more intelligent
beings have before her, that it waa easy.
One night recently she left her stall, mane
her way to the barn floor and mounted
her mistress’ wheel. In the morning
bicycle.

eral

Knox.
President Roosevelt
opened the meeting by repeating his
determination to carry out the policy
of President McKinley as far as

possible, and thanking the members
of the cabinet for retaining their
portfolios at personal sacrifice to

there

every evidence that the barn
floor had been used for a cycle track. The
wheel was demolished. The cow was

He then asked each
themselves.
member to describe in a few words
the principal matters of administration before his department, which was
done. The President said he intended
to devote a great deal of time in becoming conversant with the current
needs of the government so as to be
able to

a

was

stall, chewing
ginocence.

back In her
assumed

her cud with

A Bar Harbor tragedy of thirtv-aeven
years ago is recalled by tbe only surviving member of the accident, Miss Blake,

who, through a friend, asked to hear the
story of the terrible day from an eye
witness. Serenus Rodick recalls every
detail of tbe accident vividly. He was
living on Rodick’s island and waaat work
or play at the shore when he saw twosallboata well filled with people coming over
from Soothweet Harbor. A very strong
wind was blowing. While Mr. Rodick
was watching, one of tbe boats capsized

prepare nig message to Con-

gress.
The President’s first official act in
the White House was the appointment of Lieut.-Col. James M. Bell as

the rather
a brigadier-general.
This was one of
common fallacy in this country that
the appointments decided upon byall the ills that affect mankind can be
Mr. McKinley.
In this connection it and tbe other
appeared to be In a preremoved by passing some specific law.
was indicated that President Roosecarious situation. Capt. Royal Hlggius,
There is no short road passable to
velt will make all appointments de- who was in bis sailboat, quickly went to
the complete extirpation of the antermined upon by his predecessor. tbe rescue, but all of tbe seven occupants
archists. Russia, with unrivaled faThe President put in seven busy hours of tbe capsized boat bad drowned with
cilities for suppressing every form of
tbe exception of one little girl, Miss
at the White House.
sedition, has tried it for years in vain.
He lunched with Secretary Hay, de- Blake, who was floated by her skirts. Tbe
was carried to tbe home of Mrs. John
Germany, whose police are present at
clining a carriage, and walking to the girl
A. Rodick where sbe was tenderly cared
every public gathering, and who lishouse unaccompanied.
He wore a
for.
Her parents had been drowned iu
ten to every public utterance, is onbroad-brimmed felt hat and cutaway tbe accident. Miss Blake later
presented
ah)e to
^
As much anarchand
was unrecognized in bis unCapt. Higgins with a handsome souvenir
ism is rampant in these countries as coat,
conventional costume. It is evident in recognition of his gallantry and
ever; nay, it is believed to have in- Mr. Roosevelt’s entrance
upon the prompt action.
creased.
high office will not greatly alter his
Excessive punishment has been
Roosevelt and the Maine Men.
democratic and independent mode of
much talked about as a remedy—that
Someone In Washington was telling a
life.
any attempt whatsoever upon the
story of Mr. Rooeeveit and tbe Maine
The Kalr and Carnival.
President’s life should be punished by
men.
Next week—Tuesday, Wednesday,
death. But that would not prevent
“It was at Philadelphia during tbe consuch attempts, and inasmuch as the and Thursday—will be held in Ells- vention that gave McKinley bis renorndeath of the perpetrator is

then as-

sured, he would take no chances of
failure, but would be all the deadlier
in his attack, more fierce to kill and
maim all who stood in his way.
Another remedial measure proposed
in some of our contemporaries is that
we should expel all anarchists. This
is visionary on the face of it, for if

expel them, where shall we send
them? Besides, a clause in our constitution stands flatly opposed to any
such procedure.
A further remedial measure suggested is to prohibit anarchists from
we

holding public meetings

to draw in
and win hearers to their crazy doctrines. This, too, would be against
the spirit of our institutions, and in
violation of our constitution.
Besides, it is better that their meetings
should be held in public, that the au-

thorities may know who they are, and
what are their utterances. There can
be no denial of the right of free

speech in this country, nor any attempted enforcement of such denial
by the policeman’s club. The people
of the country never would consent
to be denied the right to meet when

tiling they

think may concern them

and theirs.

Nothing despotic can be done.
There is already a federal law (U. S.

R. S. 5598) that provides for the
punishment of sedition and conspiracy
against human life, the advantage of
this law neing that it permits the federal government to exercise all its fatalities for the unearthing of seditious
if there are any.
The country, however, is not
helpless in this matter. There are some
sane and possible
preventive meas-

conspiracies

of state and national enactment.
It should be required that an
ures

attempt
upon the life of the President should
be disposed of in the federal
courts,
and carry the punishment of life imprisonment if the attempt fails or
death if the attempt succeeds.
Then in the matter of anarchist imOur immigration laws
migration:
should provide for their prompt deWe already send back
portation.
paupers, lunatics, criminals; we can
also keep out anarchists, since it is
shown they are a dangerous and ob-

jectionable

class.
We can and must guard our President more effectively from near approach of unknown or suspicious
Let the high office of
characters.
President carry with it hereafter a
wise exclusiveness. It is better that
we, the people, be denied tdo close a
persona] contact with our President,
and learn to think of him more

as

a

worth,
Wyman park, the tenth annual fair of the Hancock County fair
association, and combined with it,
covering the same three days, there
will be a carnival and firemen’s muB-

Ination.

‘Joe’

bad

made

Manley
appointment with tbe New Yorker to bring
the Maine delegation over and shake

at

hands.
from

At the

peared to be

ter.

word

The committee having the fair in
charge, and that having the carnival
in charge, are working in entire har-

came

his bath.

an error

out that

men

Roosevelt

was

taking

and in

a

short

President emerged from

tbe bath-room, clad

in

slippers,

trousers

undervest, and vigorously rubbing

an

bis still

dripping

“He

the

demands

humbled, and he that humbteth him-

be

self,

exalted'—St. Lake xivrli.
foundation
principle of the

shall be

“The
Christian

humility,

life is

face.
of

athletic life and
went out warmly

the

spirit

ol

obedience to authority, law, order, and the
root of all sin is pride, an unwlllingne**
to adapt one's self to the mandates ol
God, a rebellion against lawful authority,
“This reflection is strongly brought
to our minds by the scene that confront*
tbe nation to-day.
Tbe dead body ol
our country's chief reets In state at Buffalo; while his assassin stands behind
prison bars, like a caged animal. No one
has been benefited by tbe wild act of the
murderer. No reasonable excuse, nsy, nc
unreasonable

palliate

be offered tc

can

excuse,
explain tbe

crime.
this la tbe third time within thirty-five years that such deeds of unreasoning violence have occurred in our history,
Three Presidents, noble, even among the
best of our land, have fallen victims tc
the sttack of assassins. Buch a record ii
not found
elsewhere in the whole world.
And yet we boast of our freedom.
Wc
are, by excellence, tbe land of freedom.
A cynic might aay: 'perhaps we are too
free/ Be that as it may, tbe fact remains;
our country is
wonderfully blessed in
true freedom, in Intelligence, and in maor

“And

terial

prosperity.
yet evidences of discontent such
look for lu vain elsewbere In tbe

“And
as we

awful
It is
appalling. Ail that makes us a uatiou U
for the benefit of the people and is under
the control of the people.
That is the
theory, at least, and it is as practically
true, perhaps, as is possible. It tbeu men
are found who are dissatisfied there must
be something behind ail this which may
and unreasonitig character of these
murders of our chief magistrates.

explain.
“If

we

to

are

believe the newspapers,
be found in oar

the whole trouble is to

Introduction

of

foreigners

They and

motives.

hotbeds of

foreign

and

ignorance form
But facts do not

their

treason.

this view. As to ignorance, the
York Pott says:

sustain
New

'Of men who were born abroad, but have
lived In this country the five years necessary
for naturalisation, and have been made voters,
the number who cannot read nor write was lese
than 7 per cent, li^ either New York or New
Jersey. Even among those aliens who have
only taken out first papers, which may be done
as soon as the new comer isuds lu this country,
the Illiterates did not much exceed 12 per cent.
In either stale
The contrast Is very marked
with the native whites of North Carolina, a
state which has almost no foreigners. Nineteen
percent- of them—pn.cilcaly one in every live
men of voting age in 'the old north state’—cau*
not read nor write.'

“Then again, the records show that the
assassins of

Liucoln,

Kinley

all

were

Garfield and

native

boru

Mc-

Americans.

Much is made of the strauge name of the
last villain, yet it is just as American mm
that borne by the present distinguished
occupant of the President’s chair. More
than

Every

this.

traitor
our
to

who

has

ever

fair

laud, from
the last scoundrel,

has been native boru.
“The
nal

If
the profits.
from our homes.

nearly all

receive

strike,

sent

we sre

we

If

force by force, we are a hot.’
The workmen brood over these thing*.
lead*
If they have no religion, brooding
to violence, even to murder. Others plot
and plan, others brood over failure, over

Authority 1*
or fancied
wrong*.
the
mocked, is despised, is bated. Then
a
assassin seeks the seat of authority;
noble President has died in Buffalo, the
a
murderer stands behind prison bars,
real

caged animal.

Re-

remedy for all tbia?

“What is the

religious training as a part of
education will produce a people whose
ohject will be not simply success, but
won
duty. Such a people will not be so
by the material as to neglect the spiritual.
Success is good, but its limit* rest with
A

ligion.

If one’s fate be with the lowly,
well, God raises the humble. If one be
proud, well, God humbles the proud.”
God.

Rev. David Kerr on Anarchy.
Bsptlst church last Sunday evening, the pastor. Rev. David Kerr, apoke
He
on “Anarchy; lta Causes and Cure”.
At the

emphatically

denounced

some

the

of

which led up to the assassination
of President McKinley, as he saw them.
First, the shuse of the freedom of the
“Many of the newspapers,” be
causes

pres*.
said, “which

In mourning for
inciting the evil passions of the anarchists by shocking cartoons and scathing denunciation up to
the week before lie died.”
Mr. Kerr also spoke of the abuse of tbe
free use of the Dubllsbins press and lec“When anarchists are
ture platform.
permitted to write and pay what they
wish, It le a license to do evil. Cxolgoss is
not alone to blerae for tbe calamity wbtcb
now

are

President,

the

were

country—Emma

baa

befallen

man

and her confederates

our

Gold-

largely to

are

blame, and ought to share in tbe punishment.”
The abuse of the lews of Immigration
“While Immigrawas also denounced.
tion was a necessity,” said Mr. Kerr, “to
quote an old Scotch proverb, Mt is better
to have an empty houee than a bad tenaut.’ It is much better to restrict immigration than to have a law so free that It
makes America the dumping ground for
tbe

Europe.”

of

acnm

“President McKinley’s death,” be said,
“was no mysterious act of God’s providence, but as natural as the laws which
govern health. The abuse of our laws of
freedom and liberty provided for it.”
Tbe care for anarchy which Mr. Kerr
suggested was for laws to auppresa tbe
| causes of auarcby, some of which be bad

presented.

spirit

ing.

Our

boast

nated

religion

is that

Higgins classical instiCharleston, was seriously and perhaps fatally injured in the station of tbe
Penobscot Central railway at East Corinth
Friday night. Mr. True was about to
board a car for Bangor on his way home

a

student at the

tute in

to

see

hie sister

New York
He

ing,
a

and

ou

from

our

religious
have

schools.

train-

elimiEduca-

without God,
without religion.
That’s the American idea. Well, what’s
tion

«

"•“'■im

k

tenor, Mr. Chaplin,
bass, and a mala quartette from Bangor
will a as 1st In the entertainment. There
will be eoloe by Mre. E. J. Walsh and
Mias Alice I-aflln.
In the olio there will be a specialty by
Frank H. Jellleon, a selection by tha
Bangor quartette, and a song and dance,

Town,” by

Reuben Comes to

"When

quartette. The

entertainment

a

cloae

will

A soclsl evena grand cake walk.
ing will follow the entertainment.
On two erenlngs of the fair, anpper will
be served.
with

_

New steamer for the Penobscot.
UBU. 11

HUU

IlfUl

/

*»•* UVUI, Wl

»»

Bangor A Bar Harbor Steamboat Co.,
together with other Bangor men, hare
the

tbe

pnrchaaed

at earner

>a

Awaahonka”,

Pall Hirer, for oae aa an excursion
•trainer on the Penobacot.
The boat, which waa recently damaged
by fire, will be brought to Bangor !m«
mediately and rebuilt. Sha will be ready
now

at

for service next

apring.

There la more Catarrh In this sect Ion of the
country than all other diseases put together
and until th*< laat few year* It waa supposed to be
Incurable. For a great many year* doctor* pronounced it a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly falling to care with
local
treatment,
pronounced It incurable.
Science has proven cat&rrah to be a constitutional disease, and tlH refon* reuulrcs coostllutional treatment
Hall's C-atartb Cure, manufactured uy F. .1. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio, la
tbe only constitutional cure on the market. It
is taken internally In doses from l* drops to a
It acts directly ou the blood and
teaspoonful
mucous surfaces of the system
They offer one
hundred dollirs for an* ea«e It falls to core.
Send for clrcu'ars and U»*tluionl*l«.
F J CHKNKY A CO^ Toledo, 0.
Address.
Sold by t>ruggl*is, 75c.
Hall's Family 1'IIU are the beet.

31‘jrrt'tcn.uua.
^-w

»

AAA

New Rates.

serious Internal

hospital

to the

it

wan

in

injuries.
Bangor in

He is

THE

NEW

ENGLAND TELEPHONE

mov-

now

critical

a

Telephones.

from

vacation.

car as

Free

and TELEGRAPH CO.

caught between the car aud
terribly crushed, receiving

was

post and

the

had arrived

days’

few

on a

stepped

who

announces new

in

con-

dition.

we

others may be added.
William McNulty,

Mt. Desert Ferry Boy Hurt.
Edward W. True, of Mt. Desert Ferry,

machine

buxx

planer,
surface planer, large and
small wood
ONE
turning laihe. ripping
machine,
saw

1

1

telephones will

tbe month of Oc-

1902.

1

For information

1

1

during

tober, 1901, for trial until January 31,

Jfar Salt.
band

and lower rates.

A few free residence
be installed

causes, then, of the crimimast be sought right at borne

and among ourselves.
“The first cause is lack of

Concert

nirnt

meet

we

Kt Militgs' F-ntcrtalnanil Mlnetrtks.
The lour days' baisar of the Cathollo
society, which will tie held at Hancock
hall Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thor-day, Oct. 14,16,18 and 17, promises
lo be one of the beet arranged erenU of
this kind erer given In Ellsworth.
Ths ladles In charge of the felr feature
are planning attractive booths, and many
novelties will be Introduced.
On the second evening of the fair there
will be a concert, which Is being arranged
by Mrs. Edmond Eno. The programme
w ill Include Instrumental and vocal music, recltatlona and tableaux.
-On the last evening ot the fair there
will be a minstrel show. The sunflower
chorus will Include twenty voices. TruThe
man C. Lord will be Interlocutor.
end men are Roswell Murch, John Ltnneben, Samuel E. Chapman, of Ellsworth,
and Frank E. O’Leary, of Bangor. Two
Four

for

Plans

workmen brood over these things.
in‘Why,’ they ask; ‘why this unfair
they
equality. We do all the bard work;
“The

cause or

figure
both entertaining and profitable.
grace, and his hand
The events under the auspices of
i inward ih*' first man in line. Tbe first the re-ui; ? W tty mm {<•* scound: eis of tut
the fair will be held at Wyman park; iu>*u was Governor
Burleigh, who makes land nre tducueU, Sonic of then* highly
those under the auspices of the cnrni- * « -'X footer look diminutive. Next came I eduCMted—nui wiirtou<
religion. I do not
val committee will be held down town Oscar Mersey, of Portland, who makes sty mat st-cul tr educai Ion is had, nor is it
[
—the latter in the forenoon, the tor- Governor Burleigh look as though be had productive of a had spirit, hui I do say
mer in the afternoon;
while in the Ni ed to grow to bis full stature. Behiud that man without religion is -se itiulty
his pair of openers stood George Norton, Selfish
Ktmo.e God, und there is u>
evening there will be attractions both
of Portland, who could by no means be i higher standard than self-interest.
What
at the park and down town
c a**ed iu the sawed off class.
that may lead to depends on « inst.'s enThis combination of fair and carni“Mr. Roosevelt took one comprehensive vironments
val last year proved such an unqualglance at the trio, and the brawn and
“Many are led by newspapers and
ified success that the proposition to muscle there were before him
ni.
lilt:
delighted
Ull^IWUB
repeat it this year met with the heart- his strtnuous soul. ‘Well, gentletmu,’ life; that bomd of our
prosperity
vTrliiimorl heart II v ‘Time (•ertuinlv tic\
iest kind of a response, and from its
as the supreme good; and that
constantly
point to the lives of self-made men ‘as
inception everybody has shown the raise big men up in Maine.'
“It
a
isn’t
much
of
conclud'd
models
for
tbe
intensest interest in it, and there can
story,'*
young', while ignoring, or
the Washington mao, ‘‘bot to my mind glossing over, the glaring defects (and
be no question as to its outcome.
it typifies a prominent characteristic of sometimes criminal acta) in tins process
The various committees have been
the new President. It shows what a of ‘seif-buiidiug’. In a word •success’ benroslrlnn
1 1
t.
3
-JIM
genuine and a ready appreciation be has comes tue only object of those moved enat it.
No one who visited our city
for strong, rugged American manhood, tirety by sei f* in It rent, Bui success is coy.
last year will fail to come this and and according to what
religion there is Failure causes broodiug. Where mere is
others
with
him.
the
in my disposition, the man that takes no religion, such brooding leads to crime,
bring
Already
indications are that, weather permit- that view of life isn’t ever going far out of such degree as the case may aeetn t
demand.
With them, and with them
ting, from all over Hancock and of the right path.”
only, tbe motto is ‘The end just idea the
Washington counties there will be
Football at liar Harbor. V
means’.
such an inpouring of visitors as has
The Bar Harbor football team is out for
“But when a
degree of success
seldom, if ever, been seen in this practice. Lester Carter is manager, and attends some menlarge are
t hey not at all
yet
good city of Ellsworth.
Frank Couuers
of
Moat
the
satisfied. They want the ‘earth and tbe
captain.
members of last year’s eleven will play.
fullness thereof’. As a nation to-day our
The confidence of the business men In all probability Fred Roberts will again material
prosperity is magnificent. But
in President Roosevelt is shown by he at left end, Ray liamor at left taeKlr, a few meu want to control ail.
Hence
the steadiness in markets and in the Bernardint at guard, Richmond Conners tbe trusts. Immense fortunes fiow thus
re
and
at
cent
at
Oscar
to tbe few.
But tbe poor, the masses
right tackle,
Savage
volume of business during the trying
We have
time the country has just passed Capl. Conners at left half. Fred Jeiiison, remain poor and—the masses.
who played right end last fall, ia likely to to-day the astonishing sight of a man
through. The retention of the Mc- be t>ebind the line at right half, amt
grown so rich that he finds it hard to give
Kinley cabinet by the new executive, Evtuard Alley will pmy end. Aiton Caraway even bis income, though h;s willaffirming his determination to con- ter will be in his old position at quarter ingness to give (in a certain direction) is
tinue the policy of the last adminis- back.
marvellous.
How much better if his
1 wo games have been arranged with generosity had met the exigencies of the
tration, contributes largely to this
confidence.
Senator Frye, of Maine, Colby, one to be played at Bar Harbor. strike a few years ago when at the steel
“The business men of New Nov. 16, aud the other at Waterville,
says:
Woman Is often referred to by mau as “doubEngland seem to be impressed with Thanksgiving Day.
ling his joys and halving his sorrows’*. Thai
the fact that there will be no change
be complimentary, but it would seem to be
*
may
Cards.
Poatal
Maine Will Make
rather bard on the woman. For In plain terms
of policy, in spite of the fact that a
The entire supply of postal cards which U means that where things are going well with
new
man
is at the helm of state.
the wan his wife makes them go better. Hut
is to be used by Uncle Sam’s post office when
things are going 111 with him, he expects
Under such conditions, there need be
department during the next four years the wife to share half his burden. And there's
no halt
in business enterprises.” will be made iu Maine. On Saturday the more truth ihau poetry In this presentation of
masculine selfishness.
Men don’t appreciate
Senator Depew, of New York, says: Oxford Paper Co., of Rum ford Falls, was the fact that the strain of motherhood alone Is a
burden bigger than all the loads that rest upon
“In
of
President
The
hours
contract.
awarded the
population
forty-eight
male shoulders. They see the wife grow thin,
Roosevelt has placed us upon solid that thriving little town will be increased pale, nervous and worn, without a thought that
she Is over burdened.
Among the pleasant letand
the
at
100
than
| ters
ground.”
once,
people
by more
received by Dr. Fierce are those from
whole State will receive more or less bene- husbands who have waked up before it was too
late to the crushing burdens laid upon the wife,
Mr. Peary’s sledge journey in the fit.
and In search for help have found In Dr. Fierce’s
spring of last year resulted in another
The contract carries with it the manu- Favorite Prescription a restorative which has
most
our
addition
to
conspicuous
given back to tbe mother the health of the
facture of the paper for all the postal
maiden’s happiness.
“Favorite Prescription’’
knowledge of Arctic geography. cards used
by the government for the alwaj/t help9, and at most always cures. It has
Greenland is the largest island in the
cured ninety eight out of every hunperfectly
Ten
tons
of
four
postal dred women who have used It when afflicted
world.
years.
With the neighboring islands coming
with diseases peculiar to women.
that geographically pertain to it, this cards will be made every day.
was

CATHOI-IC BAZAAR.

Pennsylvania the workmen’s
were answered by bullets.

of

work*

s

Father Butler Says This Is the Cause
of Anarchy.
Rev. Fr. T. F. Batter, of Lewiston,
formerly of Ellsworth, preached an able
sermon Bunday on the assassination ol
President McKinley. Fr. Butler's many
Ellsworth frtendi and former parishioner*
will be interested in it. He said:
“‘Everyone that exaiteth himself shall

up, but there ap- sought to injure
about tbe time, for i Aaron Burr down

They waited,

time tbe future
and

time the

He sent word for tbe delega-

tion to wait.

mony, both having in view the earnest
desire to give all who visit Ellsworth
three days of diversion that shall be

appointed

Maine showed

an

LACK OF RELIGION,

1 saw

saw

bench (all iron), 1 swing saw, 7*9 H. P. gasoline engine. All in good working order. Also
hangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodukins. Ellsworth. Me.

to manager.

FURNITURE COVERINGS.
I hire
will ron

Jtpcc.al Xatirra.

al .mall

SPECIAL NOTICE.
have commenced destroying
X animal* in Cunicuiocus Park. I demand protection to life and property from tho
county of Hanco-k, the State of Maine, arid
the United State* of America.
Mary C. Fkktz Austin.

apply

One line i.f revering, that
ul«l furniture lulu new

.ert
u-t.

Room Mouldings.

C1UNNER8

Many Mjlc.
I

make old lair

at

moderate

nmttrea.es m

price..
good

as new.

UNDERTAKING.
2S3crt icrmrnts.
L.

m.cci

W.

JORDAN,

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

BEDSTEADS. BBT
Etch

the Rockland Commercial
College receive* INDIVIDU \L INSTRlb fU)\
and more attention than would be possible at
the hiuh-prioed schools In Urge cities.
We
teach the new “Actual
Business from me
start” method of business training, the Benn
iliman System or
Mu'ient

A new lot just received—various
patterns—a choice lot. Krotn
up.

of

CHAIRS.
Some very pretty patterns of willow
and reed chairs. Prices to suit.

>

•

A
Touch Typewriting, and give special attention
to Arithmetic, C mmerclal Law. Correspondour teacher* of penman
ence, Spelling, etc.
ship are unexcelled. Our graduates

E. J.
No. I

because they are thoroughly qualified. Luring
the past year the demand for capable studeuta
ha* exceeded the supply.
Terms about onehalf me usual rate.
School year begins first
Souvenir Catalogue
Tuesday In September.
and Penmanship Art Poster free on application.
H. A. HOWARD. Manager,

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
STOCK bridge:

good Rocking Chair

Miss

of t <01 Is due the heirs of soldiers who
died
In the

C.

arm?

E3

5I» Filth

during the Civil War.

WADLEIGH,

Street,

tl,.,, door and na^me^T^TOHR-Huoms
la Masonic block on
State street until
bv the
(bounty
PuhHihin<LCf"pieid
,P.Tnr* °* Jou" B. Hkomaw.

«
a.<tut,

in

same

to

building.

Providence, R. I.

Pianoforte Instruction.
Hiss Lora V. Parsons

prepared

1

3Ugal Notitfh.
In the matter of

she will be

Washington, D. C.

Co Et(.

STOCKBRIDOE.

St.,

Ellsworth.

hall,

Home School for girls and young ladles. Ex
perleuced teachers lu all branches, including a
graduate of Boston School of Housekeeping.
Home Training and personal supervision.

257 Benefit

$ 1.30.

DAVIS,

Franklin Street.

YARMOUTH. ME.

Send for circular until Oct. 1

for

begs

to announce

To the creditors of James
E, Ford
worth in the county of
that

receive pupils for piano*
September 1, 1901.

to

forte instruction after

1

Ellsworth, Me., July 24.

The Ellsworth American
[The only count? paper.]

Ntrictaforeaaid,
w.

a

of

Hanc^k,' ind

bankrupt:

hereby ilren that on
°*.*1
September, a. d. 1901

Ell.

dU-

the list
the .aio

p«rd wae duly adjudicated
ba£k
tbe ®ral meeting of his
crediton
wii|t,h.n'ht^Ht
be held at No. 20
State street in

'■y* ;
will

triia

S »TS«fi?iS
trustee, eiamioe the bankrupt
ovpt. u, 1901.

and

Referee iu Bankruptcy.

i

I

FAIR AND CARNIVAL.
ELLSWORTH

WILL HAVE

COMINO

FROM

A BIO

RECTIONS—programme
THREE DAYS

gether,

the

shape
to-

days'
Wednesday

fair and
and

carnival

Thursday

put up

|—a 100-yard
purse of flO,

everything possible to

make the three

to

teurs for

of

for

professionals

and

100

yard dash for

for

a

ama-

suitable prize.
electric light company

The

a

Is puttlug
up the strings of colored electric lights,
which will be a feature of the evening
illumination.

next week a success. Tbe only thing posaible to prevent one of the biggest crowds
Ellsworth has ever seen. Is disappointment in the weather.
Excoralous are coming to Ellsworth
from all directions. The fair association
baa chartered tne steamer “Tremont”,
which will leave Seal rfarbor Taesday and

The dances st Hancock hall

programme

DAY OF GEN•

Last Thursday was a day of general
mourning in Ellsworth and one of the

impressive days in ita history. The
banks, post office and storea were closed

moat

day, and Sunday stillness prevailed.
The tolling of the church bells from 1 to
2 o’clock added to the impreeeiveuees o(
all

even-

week,

Singing .In charge of Dr E E Phllbrook
Pra)er.Kev Norman La Marsh
Remarks of welcome-...If on George M Warren
Response.President W H Dresser
Introductory remarks .Hon W W Stetson
Teaching exercises in singing,

but

Tueeday Forenoon.
engine coolest; purse, $175. First
prise, $100; seooml prise, ffl0; third, $JS.
$0.45 Wheelbarrow race; prises, $i and $1.
10.SO Potato race; prise* $i and $1.
RAO

Hand

Mabel r Simmons
Vertical writing......KateS Russell

Tu.lWiin

Query

140 class, trot and j-ace; purse, $100.
1 JO class, trot or pace; purse, $80.
Football game.

1.00
1 JO
2J0
4 JO

Peg

o'clock there will bee meeting of
superintendents of Hancock county.
At 8 o’clock there will be an address by
State Superintendent Stetson.
At 4

the

race.

Wedneaday Forenoon.
parade of business and floral
floats, firemen, cavalcade of mounted
cow boys with full equipment, fantastic*, bicyclist* and uniform pollee.
Sack race; prizes, $3 and $1.
Three-legged race, prizes, $3 and $1.
Wedneaday Afternoon.
146 class, trot and pace, purse, $100.
3.16 class, trot and pace, purse, $125.
Hose reel race (dry); purse, $150. First
prize, $100; second prize, $50.
Drawing of cattle.
Peg race. purse, $5.
Thuraday Forenoon.
Foot race, 200 yards; prizes, $3 and $1.
Bicycle raw. quarter of mile; prizes, $3

9JO

Grand

10.45
10 SO
1.00
1 JO
2.00
8.00
4 JO
9.00
9.15

Saturday, 9 a. m.
Technical grammar.OA Morton

Patriotism In the schools.Noah Brooks
Exorcise In reading.Nellie F Harvey
Query box
Business meeting
Interpretation or maps....Prof George L Vose
One fare for round

1 JO 3.21 class, trot and pace; purse, $150.
3 00 Drawing of horses.
4 30 Peg race; purse, $A.
%
A change
racing programme,
classes will not

come on

the

same

day.

HIRKMKN’B MU8TKR.
There ia every indicatlou that the fire*
men's muster will be one of the biggest
ever

held here.

gines

are

Several

out-of-town

en-

expected.

In the hose race, Calais and Yarmouth
teams have already entered, and a Bath
and two Waterville teams probably will
be

here.

The teams

nearer

home

the

—

been

se-

Bangor

and

Brewer, Orono and Old Town—have not
been heard from directly, but are too

Doxology
Lord's Prayer
Quartette
My God to Thee
Responsive reading.Led by Mr Adams
Scripture lesson.....Mr Coar
Hymn.Congregation
Prayer.Mr Slmonton
Response.Quartette
Addresses.. Messrs Coar, Slmonton ami Adams
Hymn.Congregation
Anthem-Nearer

Oreely,

..

Benediction

by

McKinley
impulses

hit

He

would not be carried away
aud led to hasty action.

radical, yet truly progresHis last speech at Buffalo showed

was

sive.

that he

not

was

The next

element iu

prominent

Presi-

do not

character,’’

keynote of

Mr.

Coar,

said Mr.

McKinley’s
1

“was faith.

mean by tnat faith in a creed or iu
church, but implicit trust in the American people.
He was the iucarnaliou of
a

popular will; couddent of the future
country. Then his faith in the

of this

moral law—he not

only

loved the

right

aud tried to do tbe right, but he had
implicit faith in the dual triumph of the

The deepest tribute

McKinley

is not

simply

pay to
lament his

we can

to

eulogize him, but to imitate
bis virtues.”

death

to

or

principally on the
President McKinley,

Mr. Slmonton dwelt

integrity

moral

of

»0DCTu*emnu§.

seeking, but when it was forced
upon him he did not shirk the responsibility. The acquisition of the Philippine
islands brought new problems, li whs
the problem of a century, uui of a dny, as
some of his critics seemed to tbiuk.”

W. R. PARKER
,

|

CLOTHING CO- i

But

n

we

Try

i

McKinley,

or

to See How

\

two

but we do try
suit we can sell for

o

5

iu every line of his carter. He
actuated throughout by an earnest,
sincere desire to advance the national

little money.
Our new fall line of heavy-weight

5

honor and

a

suit

we

can
a

find,

4

$7, $8, $10 and $12

?

which

//

counters.

we

Working

have

ever

placed

on

our

should buy

o

♦

:
X
V
O

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

f

and Furnishers.
Up-to-date Clothiers

£

Maine.
Manning Block, Ellsworth,

RONDS.

IJSl

at a

TAPIvEY.

belter tilted
which

more

President
perfectly set
lo

true estimate of him than these

a

words—Christian gentleman.”
“His kindliness and courtesy are

em-

phasized
was

Mr.

which

prosperity.”

Adams

words of

closed

from President

eulogy

applied

ou

now

his

remarks

McKiuley’s

by
own

the death of Garfield
so appropriately to

Credit for the arrangements for the
of Thursday as a memorial
day for McKinley are due to Mayor
Greely. The decorations iu the church
were arranged by Mrs. Pearl B. Day, Miss
Mary A. Stockbridge and Miss M. A.
observance

Clafk.

TROUSERS, 1

the greatest wear-resisting trousers on
the market. Every pair sold under an
ironclad guarantee to give satisfaction.

forth

voice our

him.

O
men

could

4 quoting

Q
♦

I

W.

that.

me

DUTCHESS

o.

do

to

suits are wonders.
We have the greatest values in allwool suits for

SHS
MS’
good trade.

for time to

remained

a

|

_

Ellsworth Falls memorial services
held iu the church Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock.* The church was well
tilled, and the audience gave close attenAt

were

more

other

an

I

regiment in the
on

speecUcs

uuu

nor leu

ot

Holden, of Tremout, who has
been mustered out since fhe last annual

Hood’s

meeting. Among those who bad something to say were Comrades Griffen,

Richardson, Williams, Ward,
Bowden and Gray. Mayor Greeiy addressed the comrades briefly,
welcoming
them to the

city.
The old captain of tbe company, Geu.
C. H. Smith, of Washington, D. C., who
st
a

his

summer

lays ago, and

l 1 1 I l l
! I
t ?

|

I

:

Cl Tl «
**

M

of thanks

was

given

the

woman’s

to-day’s card are the
To-morrow the races
2 21, 2 40 and three-year-old clAssea.

Other events

on

are

hall, to Mayor Greeiy for his courtesy,

md to tbe Maine Central and
After the
a

meeting

Washington

liow Are Y our Aldncya t
Dr. Hobbs' Sparagus Pills cure all kidney Ills. 8am*
le free. Add. Sterling Kerned? Co.. Chicago or N. Y

moot of the comrades

■ —

-.—

ride about tbe

city

in

a

buck-

large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
A

provided by the thoughtfulness of

The comrades present at roll-call

first

were

follow*:

time in The American.

appear next week,

the week

or

They will
after, in

A. R. Devereux, Ellsworth; Isaac L.
The American is
our contemporaries.
Richardson, Bucksport; Samuel E. Grifthe only paper printed in the county
fon, West Pembroke' John C. Ward, Caiwhich systematically collects the vital
iis; Elijah C. Wilder, Calais; Lemuel
statistics of the county; the others sysIsaian
O.
Richardson,
Lurvey, Tremont;
steal them.
N’oitli Orland; Warren A. Jordan, Ban- tematically
gor; Daniel
William B.

II.

Saunders,

1IOKM.
BAUSON—At Brooksvllle, Sept
Mrs J Walker Hudson, jr, a

Big Maine Kish.
Johnson, of Bailey’s island, on
fishing trip one day last week, caught
Some

codfish weighing seveuty-five pounds
tud another weighing fifty. On a trip a
ew days later he caught 900 pounds of
ish.
me

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Fort.
SAILED
Thursday,

Sept 19

Rlenzl, Clossou, Stonlugton
Friday, Sept 20
Sch Julia Frances, Alley, Boston
Sunday, Sept 22
Sch Care nan, llarvey, Northeast Ha bur
Sch

Kienzl,

Catherine, splaln. Camden
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Daily.
Sundays leave at 8 2ft p m.
Sundays only, from Southwest Harbor.
tStop on signal or notice to Condnetor*
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
t rains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa*
x
z

* >n and St. John.
TlaVata fnr All Dnint, Smith and

—--

tale at tha M. C. R. R. ticket ofBce,
j Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlokeM
| efore entering the train, and especially Bis*
Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l ManagW.
1 V E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*.

1 rorthto

] locum, Blnetull & EMC Steamlrt Co.

to
son.

Mr and

[Berwyn

Moiilnglou

<

dr-*

-alnau

"iiinlltdgo,

a

onnectlon).

Flag stations.

t No

connection

at

Rockland

with

Boston

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

MARRIED.

Monday, Sept 23
Kadle, Closson, Bar Harbor
Tuesday, Sept 24
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Konlout, staves and head*, Wblieoiub, Haynes A Co

Sargentvllle,

teamer.

I

sum

Eggemoggln, •Herrick,

Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Hrooklln, South
Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth.
Saturdays for above statlous and South
Irooksvllle ami WestTremont.
GOING WESTWARD.
Mondays, Wednesdays anil Fridays steamer
trill leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), at 730
»
Bluehlll, Hrooklln,
in, for IPuehlll, Soutli
-edgwlck. North Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
irooksvllle, (Monday, West Tremont), *Herlck’s, Eggemoggln, Northwest Harbor, Dark
iarbor and Rock laud, arriving to connect with
t teamer for Boston.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
< ford at 27 Hancock street, Ellsworth
(telephone
forth

i llueldU,

1

Mr

with Boston and Banger
Steamship Co.
in
Effect
Ichedule
Sept 17 to Sept, 28,1901*
GOING EASTWARD.
Tuesdays, fThur-dsys and Saturdays leave
locklaml upon arrival of steamer from Boston
not lie fore ft a m) for Dark Harbor, Northwest
Connection

n

j tarbor,

daughter.

ti»

Sch Wro

Change in Sliedule.

BOWDEN—KINGSBURY—At Penobscot, Sept
18, by Rev E K Drew, Miss Wilma E Bowden,
of Penobscot, to Waldo E Kingsbury, of
Med field. Mass.

FALL

SERVICE.

ROBINSON—HARMON—At Somerville, Mass,
Sept 10, by Rev Charles 8 Foster, Miss Anna

Hancock County Forts.
Wkst qullivan—Ar Sept 17, schs Rebecca
i Whi den, tico VV Collins, Mar-hall l'errln
Ar Sept 20, schs <>i lnquas, Delaware
Ar Sept 21. sch Franconia
Sid Sept IA,
ch M C Moseley, Grant, curb,
rom Hooucr A Havey for Itosion
Sul sept «. son Jenmeu 1 uisnury, rms ury,
from T M lUaifdeli, Frank'ln
Sid Sept 17, t*ch Lizzie Lane, paving, from
Dunbar. Robertson & Havey
KM Sept Is, sch .1 H Butler, K ce, edgings,
From Franklin for Boston
Hid Sept 19, sch Maud Briggs, paving, from
Hooper A Haver for New York
Hid Hept 20, sobs Geo W Colllus, Moon, edge
itone, from Hooper A Havey for Boston; Vlo*
ory, Dver, edgings, from Frnnkltn for Rock

L Robinson, of Tremont,
Harmon, of Somerville.

to

George

A

I

ABBOTT—At Bucksport, Sept 22, Miss Deliah
Abbott, aged 22 years.
DAVIS—At Long Island, Sept 8, Miss Georgie
Davis, aged 34 years.
GILLEY—At Tremont, Sept 19, Lida May
Gilley, aged 5 months, 20 days.
LELAND—At Trenton, Sept 28, Nathan II
Leland, aged 80 years, 3 months, 20 days.
M’KENZIE—At Ellsworth, 8ept 25, Miss Annie
L McKenzie, aged 22 years, 5 months, 18 days.
M'NAMARA—At Bangor, Sept 17, John McNamara, of Penobscot,
aged 47 years, 7
months, 4 days.
MORAN-At Barre, Vt, Sept 20, Miss Lucy A
Moran, formerly of Bluehlll, aged 37 years, 1
»
month, 23 days.
STINSON—At Sunset (Deer Isle), Sept 15, Edward J Stinson, aged 24 years.

xJge-toije,

anil

Sid Sept 21, sch« Rebecca G Whllden, Barbour,

•dgentone, from Crabtree A Havey, for Boston
Marshall Perrin, edgestone, from Robertson £
Havey for Boston
Sid Sept n, srli Delaware, Black, edgestone

Bouton
Domestic Forts.
Boston—Ar Sept21, schs Mabel EGosa, Ston
lngiou;Mary L Crosby, Virginia; Westerloo
lor

oast
Ar
Ar

Commencing Monday, Sept 30, 1901, steamer
•Mt Desert”, Capt F L Win ter hot ham, leaves
Bar Haruor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a m, touching at Seal Harbor (when
Ragged), Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
ind Stonlngton, and connecting at Rockland
with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston, Mondays and Thursdays at
5 pm.
From Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays at
from 5 to 6 a m, touching at Stonlngton, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. S. J.

A new and

complete line

^♦0#0#C*04O^O4O*O#O*a*0*D;||
EDWIN M. MOORE,
,5
5
dealer In all kinds of
S Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry £
j

of

_

Bangor—Ar Sept 21, sch Albert Pharo
South Amboy
Sid Sept 20, schs H 8 Barnes, Provincetown
Aunle R Lewis, New Y'ork
tion to the exercises. The following proBrunswick, Ga—Sid Sept 21, sch Herald
Simmons, Kingston, Ja
gramme was carried out:
New Y ork—Ar Sept 20, sch Mary Augusta
Smith, Providence
Reading of Gov Hill’s proclamation
Sid Sept 21, sch Harry W Haynes, for Wll
Singing—Abide with Me
miugton, N C
I I'rsycr.......Rsv G H Hellion
Ar Sept 19, schs Florence Leland, Rockland
Reading—Gray’s Elegy.Mias Eva Lake Northern Light, Bowdoiuham; John Brace well
Ella Frances, Sullivan for Newark
Stonlngton;
Light
Kindly
Singing—Lead
F R Baird, Greenlaw, New London
Reacting—'The American Flag, Mra. A E Foster
Port Townsend—In port Sept 9, bark S
James, Tapley, for New York
lteadlug—Lincoln’s Gettysburg speech,
Pascagoula—Sid Sept 19, bark Julia, Lord
Harry Laftiu
Mo Idle
of
the
Republic,
Reading—Battle Hymn
Delaware Breakwater—Sid Sept 21, sc
Miss Ethel Jelllson Willie L Maxwell, Philadelphia for Saco
Salem—Ar Seut 20, schs Red Jacket, Net
Singing—Nearer Home
York for Bluehlll ; C B Wood, Port Reading fo r
Address.Col John F Whitcomb Yarmouth
Sid Sept 18, sch Hugh Kelley, for Hlllsbort
Singing—America
N It
Col. Whitcomb in his remarks alluded
Vineyard Haven—Ar Sept 21, sch Geoi
to the dead President’s growth from gletta, Sullivan for Providence
Hhl Sept 22, sch Mildred A Pope, New Y'ork
humble circumstances to the highest
Portland—Ar Sept 28, schs G W Colllus an
Lane
position in the gift of the people; to Lizzie
Gloucester—Ar Sept 21, sch G A Phillip '•
his membership in the grand army of Sullivan for Nantucket
Portsmouth—a r Sopt 23, schs Carrie Mile
the republic; to his patriotism, his inStonlngton; Glendy Burke, Bangor for Ne
tegrity, bis kindliness, bis sympathy Haven; Annie R Lewis, Bangor for Brldgepor
and his remarkable power to discern the ! Chas A Hunt, Stonlngton for Boston; J H Bu
ler, Fraukllu for Boston
enlightened will of the people as a whole.
Foreign Porta.
The singing was by a quartette, John O.
St John, N B—Sid Sept 20, schs Belle O’Ne:
Miss Etta Norwood, Hillsboro, N B; Mary A Hall, Ne sv
Whitney, Miss Kate
York
Lord and B. B. Whitcomb. Mrs. Mary E.
Quebec—Ar Sept 13, sch Monhegan, Murph f*
Montreal
Ellis was organist.

I;

!

Drapery and

Upholstering

|

FISH.

a

0

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh, ,j
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, +
Lobsters and

^

prints

more

vital sta-

I

and

deaths—

all the other papers printed in the

county combined,
prints from

Telephone Connection.

O

^

tistics-births, marriages
than

C. R. FOSTER,

Haddies.

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

The American

Workmanship,
Upholsterings.

Finnan

0 Campbell & True Bldo:., East End Bridge, 0

Unequalled

and

■

q Cod,

Special Designs,

Draperies

§

■

just been received.

Making dainty, effective and durable

£

t

Goods
has

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin. Gen’l Mgr.. Boston.

aiibrrU'scmcnta.

Sept 22, sch M C Moseley, Weston,Sullivai
Sept 23, schs C A Sproul, Hattie S Collim
and Mav Queen, Stonlngton
Booth it %Y— Ar Sept 21, schs Glendy Burke
Lizzie Laue, Sullivan; Cbaa A Hunt, Stoning
ton

mm lO

?SS3iail-“l2e i2^”w-§

THURI.oW— t Long Island, >u* 5. to Mr
amt Mrs James K Thurlow, a daughter.

SAILED

From Abbott

:88

:

s« :2

:

18,

COOM BS— At Franklin, Sept 15, to Mr and Mrs
Charles L Coombs, a daughter
CLOSSON-At Sedgwick, Sept 5, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Closson, a daughter.
CBIMMIN—At Sullivan, Sept 5, to Mr and Mrs
George M Crlmmln, a daughter.
FOSTER—At Penobscot, Sept 20, to Mr and Mrs
Jason Foster, a daughter. [Murial Edrle.]
FORD—At Sedgwick, Sept 13, to Mr and Mrs
Fred R Ford, a daughter.
FERNALD—At Franklin, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Walter L Feruald, a son.
FERNALD—At Franklin, 8ept 19, to Mr and
Mrs Elmer C Fernald, a son.
GOODWIN—At Franklin, Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene S Goodwin, a son.
HAM OR— *t Northeast Harbor, Sept 21, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph llanior, a sou.
HOLBROOK—At Swan’s Island, Sept 16, to Mr
and Mrs Elmer Holbrook, a daughter.
HODGDON—At Ellsworth, Sept 21, to Mr and
Mrs Lester E Hodgdon, a Bon.
M’M ASTER— At Lowell, Mass, Sept 18, to Mrs
S R McMaster, a son.
PERRY-At Northeast Harbor, to Mr and Mrs
Forest Perry, a daughter.
SM A LLIDGE— At Northeast Harbor, Sept 21,

Bernard

Sch

j .-j;

U-, «C iO O ® X (C CO •£ X

X ■♦ •* >0 lO

®=|3

lilalr.]

jort; J. T. Williams, Amrsbury, Mass.,
£dwin M. Higgins, Hall Quarry; Abner
£. Gray, Prospect Harbor; Alonzo Annas,
?hariolie; W. H. Ayers, Charlotte; B. C.
Morrell, Hampton Station, N. B.

*

j© |

Hancock;

Grant, Orland; Nathaniel
3owden, North Bluehlll; Joseph N. llar’iman, East Orland; Peter M. Kane, East-

Sell

»>A

»»

< •n

L'ounty railroads for reduced rates.

snjoyed

-88a

H_^
f«S28i3M3rf 53
[88*
l

© © © © ©

opened yesterday, and

2.30 and 2 60 classes.

.8
:

:

Ss

fc

$2585

I

rade

corps for the dinner served, to the
Wm. H. H. R ee post, G. A. K
for use of

*"
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The Amherst fair
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Up-River and Bltiehlll Fairs.
This is the week of the Amherst and

Eastport,
paralysis a few

1 l

~

Sarsaparilla

to come.
Com- will close
to-day. Quite a number of
Kane, of Eastport. reported tiiat be Ellsworth people are In attendance.
eft him Monday with tears in hlse.ves at
Many more will go up this evening to
he t bought of his old boys, and that he
attend the ball which closes the fair, and
was again prevented from
with
meeting
which always is popular.
hem.
The Bluehill fair opened this mornThe old hoard of officers was re-elected
ing. The feature of today is the special
is follows:
A. R. Devereux, of Ells- race for
Bucksport horses. All Buckworth, president; Bamuel E. Griffen, of sport will turn out to see this racs, as
West Pembroke, vice-president; Peter M. there is
lively rivalry between the horse
Kane, of Eastport, secretary.
owners, and frequent brushes on the road
It was voted to bold next year’s reunion have not
proven a fair test of speed, but
it Bnngor during the regimental reunion.
simply increaned the interest.
was

:::::::::

u

:

borne in

second shock of

n

Promises to cure and keeps the
promise. It is better not to put off
treatment—buv Hood’s today.

Morrell,

♦uffered

membrane.
It is therefore impossible to cure
the disease by local applications.
It is positively dangerous to negmucous

Many here been radically and permanently
cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla. It cleanses the
blood and has a peculiar alterative and tonic
effect. R. Long. California Junction, Iowa,
writes: "I bad catarrh three years, lost my
appetita and could net sleep. My head pained
me and I felt bad all over.
1 took Hood's
Sarsaparilla and now have a good appetite;
sleep wall, and hava no symptoms of catarrh."

w ar

rade 8. A.

lias been

BAR

always affects
deranges the
general health, and is likely to
develop into consumption.

dinner there was a business meetinteresting feature of w hich were

June 24, 1901*
HARBOR TO BANGOB.

Commencing

lect it, because it
the stomach and

the

Tbe woman’s relief corps hud
dinner awaiting them at
hall.

after

seemed

and see how good

INSURANCE.

soon

as a man.

cheap

/

too

was

appreciation of Aiciviuiey
“I could tiud no phrase which

We Don’t

a

Mr. Adams said it

President McKinley’s death to form
true estimate of him as a statesman;

cav-

ten

The president, A. R. Devereux, of
E.tswoitu, iti uis tcuntrss gave some
Interesting statistics concerning the company, und of the organization of the
association.
Reference was
company
made hy several of the speakers to Com-

and his ability In dealing with unusual

not of his

Maine

with

|

times.

problems. “His bold on tbe American
people,” be said, “was not due so much to
his ability as to hisipersouality. No President since Lincoln had such problems to
contend with. Tbe war with Spain was

F. W. Devoe A Co.

A 8

“But the

right.

Army

After

ing,

is

expense"
The following story tells bow little the risk

truly,

Grand

capable of far vision, and that
above party aud party

dent McKinley’s character spoken of by
Mr. Coar was his honor—his Incorruptible personal aud political integrity.
“The searchlight of a political campaign
showed no smirch upon his character.’’

Yours

bountiful

a

3oard

prejudicea.”

the

train.

noon

a

rise

would

11bi

credited

who

es

service.
Most of the comrades arrived

:be

deut

Is

battles than any

they impressed themselves
upon him. He spoke drat of his wisdom.
“We could be sure," he said, “that Presi-

Dear Sir: Some think we take a good deal of
risk In Inviting complaints of Devoe lead aud
zinc—vre authorize our agent to sell It under
this guarantee:
“If you havo any fault to And with this paint,
cither now in pulling It on, or hereafter In the
wear, tell your dealer about It.
“We authorize him to do what Is right at our

him.

alry, which

vote

as

count

i

The cause existB in the blood, in
what causes inflammation of the

were

from Han-

men

wuii tue ihiiiouh r

Kl ¥®“

•elief

charaoter

comrades

remains of the 100 picked
cock and
Washington

Mr. Coar spoke of some of the prominent'elements of President McKiuley’a

he

J. II. Asher A Co., hardware dealers, Rhlnel»eck. N Y., have sold Devoe from ’IB to now,
and have had just one complaint lu all this time.
Three sides of a house were perfect; the
fourth was as bad as the three were good.
Explanation—It rained the night before the
fourth side was painted; and the painters didn’t
wait for ihe woodfto dry.
What Is done In such case? Whatever the
dealer, who sold the paint, considers It fair to
do. We leave It to him. lie may not do exactly
what we should do If we were there; but we are
not there. The best we can do Is to leave It to

that 2.40 and 2 50

so

baa

Is

borne-

the

on

Letter to rtayor
Ellsworth.

race (wet); purse, $30.
Coupling race; purse■, $J.V
Thuraday Afternoon.
1.00 2 35 cleats, trot and pace; purse, $100.

baa been made in

trip

Bar Harbor steamers, and it la hoped reduced ratee can be
secured on other lines.
cured

and $3.
Hose reel

9 45
1040

.Alfred K Richardson
Exercise.Maoel P Ridley
box

vorite hymn, “Nearer My Ood to rhea.’’
The order of services was as follows:

!

Catarrh

Maine cavalry, he'd its
In E lsworth yesterday.

First
reunion

About twenty of tbe old

EXERCISES AT ELLSWORTH AND ELLSFALLS—A

Maine

D. First

o.

Haflroabf anb Stfamboata.

H&brrtfsscintnta.

< 'nvalry.

Co. I),

every
the day.
ing of the fair will draw big crowds.
Members of
the Grand Army post
will
orchestra
of
seven
Monaghan's
pieces
hail at 1.30, ana
assembled
at
their
play.
The evening entertainment at the fair marched to the Congregational church,

days

last

OMKADKS MICK I'.

Reunion of (

annual

Wednesday mornings at 6 o'clock, stop- ground, with illumination, vaudeville
where exercises were held. The church
ping at Northeast Harbor, Hall Quarry, entertainment and
danciug, will be a new was well filled.
Southwest Harbor, Manset, Bass Harbor,
attraction this year.
The decorations of the church were
Oooae Cove and Pretty Marsh. Thursday
The evening entertainments will keep
most tastefully arranged. The pulpit and
the steamer will run from Stonlngton,
more people in the cltv over night than
leaving there at 6 a. m. and stopping at ever before. Several of tbe Are companies altar were draped In mourning. In front
Atlantic, Baas Harbor, Goose Cove and are coming the first day to stay right of the pulpit was a large picture of
McKinley in frame of black and white.
Pretty Marsh. The steamer will mske re- through the three days. and
Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday of At the left were smaller pictures of Linturn trip each evening. Tbe fare for the next week will
be big days in Ellsworth.
coln and Carfield, oar other martyred
round trip on either route, including adPreeidenta. The services were conducted
mission to tbs fair grounds, is fl.
Hancock County Teachers.
Reduced rates have been obtained on
by Rev J. M. Adams, of the CongreThe annual convention of the Hancock
Mains Central and Weshlnuton County
gational cburcb, Revs. J. P. Slmoutou, of
teachers'association will be held the Methodist church, and A. H.
Coar, of
railroads, and fare will Include admission county
at Castiue Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 the Unitarian
to the fair grounds.
church, assisting. The Eiiaaud 28. The programme ia aa follows:
worth male quartete smug, their opening
PROGRAMME OP EVENTS.
selection beiug President McKinley’s faFriday, it p. m.
The
for the throe
was
printed In The American
1a repeated below.

(

-i

j Annual

DEAD PRESIDENT.

WORTH

OLD

PAYS TRIBUTE TO

ELLSWORTH

ERAL MOURNING.

dash
a

SERVICES:!

MEMORIAL

strong game.

a

Two important events have been arranged by the committee on minor sports

association

fair

committee, working

have done

Taesday,

for

noon
promises to be a drawing card.
; Calais will send up a strong team. N. P.
| Cutler Is getting the Ellsworth team in

DI-

COMPLETED.

The Hancock county
•nd the carnival

ALL

let this chance for a big parse
by.
The Ellsworth hook and ladder company will appear In the parade Wednesday in new uniforms.
The football game on the first aftergo

TIME NEXT WEEK.
EXCURSIONS

speedy to

one

and most

of

them it

to two weeks ahead of its

contemporaries,

32 Main Street. Subscribe for The American

Thj

9f

mkbican has subscribers at

iht

bined

not reach

so

many.

Plan that

room was

THE AMER-

The

Grace Nichols.
ous

presents

Miss

the

to

Kingsbury

exposition

Pan-American

at

Prank J. Patten

Boston,

Dudley Bridges
E. Roberts

guests of Miss Alice

Fri-

on

day.
Md '.itumat Otmntp yews
North

uher

Mrs. Florence Ward well has been

pages.

zzr;

„^r-7^r-=.-^

zsm—

.*»’

\

HPtlne.

Rormai school at

Dunbar is attending the
Castine.

Miss Vivkn Kenniston. of Amherst, Is
teaching io the Perkins district.
Earl Hutchins, of Bucksport, is the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Augusta Leach.

Curtis and

son Edson, of
guests at E. H. Buker’s.
Mrs. Margaret Littlefield, of Penobscot,
i« visiting her brother, William Conner.
Miss Annie Conner has gone to the village to begiu her third year’s work in the

W. C.

Mrs

Brownville,

high
ing

sister,

Farrow,

consumption

The

selections.

in

the Ban-

interment

was

in

the

on

with

V
commenced

hill

Myra Lufkin,

Miss

teacher.

The school

iborougbiy renovated,

and

sur-

Kmmt

daughter was born to Mr. and
Frank W. Wardwell Sept. 14.

Miss Mabel Snow man, who has been at
on a short vacation, returned to

Boothhay Harbor Monday, accompanied
by her sister Elsie.
Sept- 23.
SUBA.

and submissive

Cow

of

Sorrento,

Is

friends in town.

Schools opened Sept. 16.
Miss' Sarah
of Southwest Harbor, is teaching
at North Seal Cove; Miss Josie Billings at

Carroll,

South Seal Cove and Miss
for

Myra

Ada

Powers at

Uayslde.
The lufant

of Mr.

son

|

lor Boston last

son

Wednesday

Allen

left

to be absent

liam Mason and other relatives.

a

building himself
the Rockend lots, will
move bis family to Northeast Harbor very
soon.
All here regret the removal of this
pleasant family.
a

Rev. H. L. Packard exchanged pulpits
with Rev. Mr. Bailey, of Brooksvilie,

Sunday.
Mrs. Albert Mills and
the

passed
turned

summer

Saturday and

family, who have
Vinaihaven, reopened their house

Lucy

cottage

on one

who is

of

daughter of
Leverett Gilley, Lida May,
The infant

at

Mr. and

Mrs.

bright lovely

a

babe of six

months, after much suffering,
died Wednesday morning. Sept. 18. Fu-

for the winter.
Miss

Wilson,

Lewis

month.

Tapley and Oscar L. neral services were held at the home FriTapley left Saturday. Miss Tapley has day afternoon.
gone to resume her teaching at the SpelMrs. Harvey
Hodgkins has returned
man seminary, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Tapley, from
Sorrento, where she has spent the
who goes to New York, will make a sea
summer.
She was accompanied by her
trip South before his return home.
daughter Winnie, who, after two weeks’
Memorial services for President McKin- visit, will join her husband, J. O. Whitley were held in the grammar schoolroom comb, in Syracuse, New York.
Thursday afternoon. The room was decQuite a number from this place will
orated with red, white and blue bunting.
leave here Monday and Tuesday for the
On the walls were large pictures of Garthree annual conventions that by a strange
Held and McKinley, heavily draped.
The coincidence are to convene on the same
children all wore rosettes of black with
dabs at Btugor and Biddeford.
Rev.
Hale

tiny American flags in the centre. The
exercises were opened with prayer by
Rev. H. L. Packard, followed by readings
and singing by the children. One of the
selections sung was “Nearer, My God, to
Thee”. Rev. Mr. Packard sang “Lead,
Kindly Light”. Tne meeting was oosed
by all singing “America”.
Sept. 23._Tomson.
South

Walker, with Mrs. O. W. Cousins,
will represent the Congregational church
at the State conference, Bangor. A large

Baptist delegation will go to the same city,
among them Mrs. A. W. Clark, Mrs. Josie
Stanley, Mrs. Emetine Fiske, Miss Maud
Holmes and others.
man and daughter

on all the quarries was
suspended
Thursday, and the telephone service
was suspended till 3 p. m.
Flags were at
half mast and the general topic was the

Sept.

23._Spbay.

SvUlvan.
Miss E

President’s funeral.

been

J. Simpson, of Newton, who has
for the la*t four weeks, ie-

in town

turrnd to her home in Newton

Irom the '‘Constitu-

Mrs.

yachts have arrived

the Misses Alice and Nellie Robbins

her friends in

Boston.

Boston, expecting to go through | Mrs. Alvin Wilson w ho has been in the
by steamer but by the breaking down of j hospital in Boston for treatment has ju-t
the "City of Rockland” they'were obliged
returned home greatly benefited. All are
to go throngh by train. Tuesday Loren I
jJad to see her improved condition.
Robbins left for his home in
Bueksport, | Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Webb, of Boston,
after a short visit to friends here. Thurstiave

Mass

Mrs. Joseph Thurston aud
Thurston left for Cambridge.

and Miss

Sophie

been the

guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
past week. Mr. Webb has
oeen in the employ of J. 8. Emery A Co.,
>f Boston, tqr twenty years.

Mr. and

3.
1

Benson left for her

home in Camden.

Emery

fr'ends

ilaker met at his home

of

Lewiston, is tbe guest of
Mr. aud Mrs. Charles Stanley.

on

complimentary

eunion

Guy Young,

the

The comrades and

Sept. 20._Ego.
8«*awall.

of

Saturday
to

Mcses
for

him and

a

his

wick,

are

first part of the day was taken
ip by the Grand Army post with its
•xercises and dinner. The latter part of
he day was given to friends and neighbors
>f Mr. and Mrs. Baker in hearty congratulations to the couple who have both

jamin

S.

passed

8chool

by

Mips

Monday, Sept. 16, taught
Louise Heath, of Seal Cove.

Mr. aud Mrs.

George Torrey,

of

Sedg-

guests of Mr. and Mrs. BenDoliver.

Ernest Stanley, of Manset, has moved
his

family to the little house
owned by Amos Doliver.

formerly

Mrs. K. E. Newman, who has
supplied
the ooufeiL a Fulton cottage at Southtv

west

Harbor

trip Monday.
on

her

since

wheel,
June 19.

Sept.

with

milk,

made

her last

She

has carried the milk
and has missed but one trip

23.

Dolly.

1

KINGSLEY.

"

The

the

ourney,

condition.

eightieth
but
Mr.

are

milestone
in

Baker

good

of

their

physical

among the
in the war of the
was

rery first w ho enlisted
ebelliou and among the last to be musered out. On this occasion he wore with
wide his army badges.
Rev. Mr. Russell

poke very finely of the Civil war and its
esults, of the Spanish war and the good
t has already done for the oppressed in
’uba, and also dwelt moat feelingly on
he present grief of the nation. Supper
served on the lawn in front of the
louse, and was very efficiently presided
>ver by their daughter, Mrs. Temple, and
laughter-in-law, Mrs. B. C. Baker.
vas

South renoburot.
BO WDE.N-

vife.

buried

was

Namara

was

in

Bluehiil.

member

a

of

Mr.
the

North

Penob-

Alice

scot to visit her mother.

Kalpb Hawes,
Frank
Snow’s

Billings

has

a

new

have

sold

bis

cbapel

farm

at

has arrived,

Thursday.
Willis Hadley, formerly

Orcutt.

Mr.

now

n

■

W.

Mrs.
ir

IIi'm

W.

triii.i

Black
Mr

niir

Margie

the stove

one

face and arms
Sepi. 23.

are

at

A unci

burning

edition

of

the

on
fur

can

judge

of

O^den,

a

ecervt

l»*i»g i«

Ttour

too

good.

He carries

induing

j

Farmers

are

“Small and few
There

digging
in a bllP*,

be

will

not

a

medicine for fat folks.
We have never tried giving it
We don’t
to a real fat person.

Hoyt

spending

a

will return

to

their home in

Alice Richardson is

a

Sept.

thing

better—you

weigh

quiet

Nathan

M.

21._L.

Gray is attending Bucksport seminary.
Schools are is session, with the same
as

last year.

Hugh Mason, Frank Sawyer and others,
are gradiug ihe grounds
for the new

chapel

here.

Dyer and bride, from Cotuit,
vissliug his parents, returned

Arthur

tuiWilson in the grammar grade and Miss Lulu
Mayo in the intermediate and primary.

Quarry,

ker’s wharf.
Sept. 16.

husband, forever

at

with

rest!

a

were

Par-

will land at

E.

Lorenzo Mayo has returned home from
Bar Harbor to resume

Boston and gone to
work.
Mrs.

Alice Graves and

have been

sending the

parents, returned to )
1

Har hor this
Sept 19.

sat

Franklin

with her

Inane at

North*

ek.

M.

Joy is ill.

Stewart and Mrs. George
visiting relatives and friends

Mrs. Nelson
Stewart

rising vote:

ir

KhimI.

Mias Hauiu

j

unani-

w«

children, who

summer

are

Guilford and Lincoln.

in

Mrs. W. H.

Ames, with her son William, of Boston, made her mother, Mrs.
John H. Phillips, a short visit recently.
j Sept. 23
Q.
!
It's a mistake to Imagine that Itching plies
ran't be cured; a minute to suff.-r a *J*y longer
tnan >ou can help.
Ilian's Ointment bring*
__

Instant relief
iru*. to cents

and
—

permanent
Adrf

cure.

At

any

S&utrhstmnUB.

Incorruptible slucerlty. Inflexibility

DYSPEPSIA

j

Resolved, That In Air. McKinley we bad a
lawy «r who did honor to his profession. His ;
m
Integrity wns nev« r qoe*tioue-i. No .lent ever
held hi* vocation more sacred. He merged his
interest* lu his clteuts. His iutulloial genius!
to

see

idled.

|

citarly where
Not the

gilt

others
bui in.

groped

was

use of the

re

cog-j

gift gave
No client i

htui rank aiul disc o-*e I hi* quality.
did he ever serve but by hi* sweet reasonable-'
ness be made iiliu a ufe
long friend.
Resolved, That lu Mr. AlcKInley we bad a
great leader, G«*idus Ulls upon whom God
please*. Uut i»o genius be he priest, -talesman,
or president, will Imj followed
far unless he Is
unsetd->b. Men will follow a mao who from a
sense oi honor Is uuselllah enough to
push the
prize of the presidency from Inm twice, as this
leader
did.
He
was
a
great
great leader, not bo
cause of ids gifts, but havlug them he used
them unxelti-hly.
Resolved, That in .Mr. McKinley we had a
President whose life was an utterance of
Christianity. He called no Institution ••master".
One was his Master, the noblest character of
the universe. To live under His iullueuce was
natural to him.
He belonged to the circle that
lives to do its Father’s will. His praise of God
was uot merely In arbitrary signs called sacramerits, but in imitating God’s disposition, ills
worship was uot in abject postures of the hotly,
but in forgiving his enemies and praying for
those who despltefully used him.
Perfection of I
creed was uot his ambition, but a perfection of
filial spirit Uodward, and fraternal spirit manward.
Resolved, That in Mr. Kinley's death we
have a suggestion of the manliest man that ever
lived—the man whose dying breath was a
Years of anguish
prayer for his murderer.
were compressed into a
minute of time at
Buffalo, yet he cried “Don’t let them harm that
boy?”
Drifting away on the silent sea he sang

!

Cathartic

^

fo&caigto
rwaoc

waah

unarm—1>

Pleaaant. Palatable. Potent, Taate Good, Do
loud. Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. 10c. 36c, 6ha
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Nasal

CATARRH

In all its stages there
should be cleaunuess.
I

Elj’g

Cream Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh ami drives
away a cold in the bead

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the
nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is al»sorbe<L Relief Is immediate and a care follows. It is not
drying-does
over

produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggist* or by mail; Trial Size, 1» cent* by mail.
i
ELY BUOTilCRS, 56 Warren Street, New
York.not

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is
positively no other remedy known to medical science that will so
quickly and safely do the
work. Longest and moslobsilnate
Irregularities from any cause relieved atonce.
Success
guaranteed at any stage. No
pain, danger,
or Interference with work,
ifave relieved
whcre other* have failed,
urn**?.8 cases
he moet difficult
successfully treated
by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in
Norlsk whatsoever. We treat
hundreds of ladles whom we never see.
Write
HU,i free confidential
advice. All letters truth fully
answered. Re.
member,this remedy isabsolutely safe under
every possible condition* and pn»ltive1v
leaves no after 111 effect
upon the
By mall, securely sealed. $2.00. All tnonev

SUmcrtiscmnits.

ThSlSt'i?
J*®*7

home

Hall

from
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employed.
Genuine (tamped G G G Never (old In bulk.

"something just as good."

was shocked last week
the sudden death of John Hardison,
who fell dead lust Monday from heart
a

kind

neighbor, and will be much missed.
family has the sympathy of the

The

good citizen,

__

It goes to show—the bald head.

com-

M. P.

health
fwlffi
J. W .KMMONS regtrterod. A.l,lre»“ i,H.
CO., ITOTremunl SI., Ilu.lon.

Beware of the dealer who tries to (ell

The community

munity.
Sept. 16.

vesse s

West Eden.

j

by

a

40,000 Both

of purpose, and severity of manuer in furthering his policy made men of different views his
admirers.
Resolved, That In Mr McKinley wc had a
soldier and a patriot, who recognized "The !
Fatherhood of liod and the brotherhood of
“For tlx
I wuo a victim of dya*
man"; a President who never drew the sword; pepaia in iuyears
worst form
I could cat nothing
but lu national self-defense or to rescue the
but milk toast, and at times my stomach would
not retain anti dicettt even that.
La; t March I
d'.wn trodden.
Over every shrouded soldier
began taking CASCARETS and since then 1
who fell during tils presidency. If he shared the
have steadily Improved, until 1 am aa well as 1
Piei-bleni’s motive can oe nu*y said: “This
ever was In my life.'
David h. Murphy. Newark. O.

returned home.

was

this week under the

teachers— MMyra

“Margaret Leonard” arrived

Schooner

B.

where he has been

He

same

Kind heart of the

sisters Ethel and
during his visit.

Edward Hooper, who has been working
on the Washington County railroad, has

failure.

began

Schools

Monday with a full trip of fl*b, about 45,000 pounds. She had been out only seven
days. The “Cosmos” came the same day

His

Springer is

Calvin

17._X.

tion of the

after

week.
But if you are thin Scott’s
Augusta were here
Emulsion is the medicine for
Sept. 16.
tire
out.
It
doesn’t
EaU Franklin.
you.
you

You

at

school.

home last

and easy.

boardiug

Jordan’s
attending school iu district
No. 2. Her home is iu district No. 5, but
there is not enough pupils in that district

Mass.,

The work

Lawrence,

and

teachers

Strong

and

Mass., Monday.

dare. You see Scott’s Emulsion builds new flesh. Fat

just

services hereon Sun-

no

wife, who have been
few weeks with relatives here,

t'apn Rnkier.
Miss Lillian

is all natural

potatoes.
is the report.

Rev. S. A. Thurlow could not be

as

good

strain.

their

Sept.
Manwi.

j

ex-

Mrs John Jordan is ill.

for

Scott’s Emulsion is

no

could be

b**re.

Let it
Alone,

There is

as

B.

Llnwood

people don’t want it.
people don’t need it.

well

as

vear.

j

and

Mariavill**.

day,

xUj&rrtisnnmts.

Barilett

p*^t**d.
Kept. 21.

the comfort

person of Dr. Condon’s tastes takes
in his home.
He believes that the best of
that

years, is

place,
absence of j
spending a

accident

and he

Utah. St an da rd prints pict ures of L)r. A.
Condon’s handsome residence, and of
his floe driving m»re. The paper says:
readers

of this
an

oecyrred here Friday.
Charlie Raymond
were
wrestling.
Charlie, in falling,
caught hi« foot, and broke both bones of
bis left leg about half way between the
knee and ankle.
Dr. Phillips set his leg,

8.

“Our

thirty

than

Millard

C.

industrial

California, after

unusually earlv this

Grand man of the people! so noble and pure!
Like Him once betrayed, when called to endure
The suffering, the anguish he only could know,
Had compassion upon his merciless foe.

diplomat.

visiting friend* and relaHe tt «ia the place much changed,
liv »
and few of n:e old fric da and cnildbood
play males tit re to greet him.

Pe»ubn«'ot.

An

of

more

K uio'u

Perkins fainted and fell

day recently,
quite badly.

Otter Creek

short time here

week.

with

y

Elsie Robbins came home from Baas
Harbor, where she spent the summer, last

present from the .ate Mrs. Esther

Allen ia

U.

Hiiawii.

this je*r,

WViereas, The nation is sorely afflicted In the
loss of our beloved President, the citizens of
Bluetilll in response to the call of President
Roosevelt to assemble In our houses of worship,
to pay homage out of full hearts to the great
and good President, do Inadequately express
our sense of 'os» lu the following resolutions
Resolved, That In Mr. .McKinley we hail a
President who combined strength and sweet,
ness.
To his enlightened statesmanship and
comprehensive outlook, he added the directness
of the soldier and the conclUatorluess of the

to teach this fail.

Brooksville.

tion (or

Supt. Rice la in hope* to gel 3 000,000 eggs

unequalled, with caution and

asked to prepare, and which

primary.

Nellie Bartlett has gone to

New York.

in

and moved to

cove

The bell for tbe

it is

daughter

wife and

the

l»lnil<l.

Bill llftl'n

returned to their home

Mason

Sept. 23.

John Haynes, wife and daughter, of
Boston, are visiting P. H. Nye.
Salmon are being taken at tbe fish sta-

Kev. C. M. G. Harwood tben read tbe
following resolutions which he had been

v

Miss

goue to

has

here.

With reverence, with sorrow, salute we the dead!
By our fathers' Uod, may this nation be led!

The schools in the village reopen today, after a pleasant summer vacation.
E. W.Ober will teach tbe grammar and

itrooknvllle.

Mrs. David S’eele

with

Cambridge-

port.

Mrs. Eliza Jones is very ill.

calmness

mously adopted by

in

E. Higgins and daughters,
Helen, riturned to Charlestown, Mass., after spending four weeks
G.

Mrs.

Marie and

A patriot and martyr! A statesman and friend 1
Not here, nor today, will his influence end.
Ills integrity, honor, decision and trust.
His life lived so open, so uptight, so just,
W 1)1 raise In men's souls a standard of fame,
The glory of leaving an untarnished name

Miss Sarah Somes
after spending a

few weeks with relatives

W.

23

The home of Mrs. Clara L. Bowden was
R.
take the medicine and
Sept. 23.
scene of a pretty
wedding Wednesforth Lamutiir.
at
9
a.
30
that’s
all there is to it.
day,
m., when her eldest daugh*
Little Christine Wallace, who has been
ter, Wiilma E„ was married to Waldo E.
know
The next
is convalescent.
you
eriously
ill,
of
Kingsbury,
Medflefd, Mass., by Rev.
Prof. Raymond McFarland left this j
E. K. Drew, paetorof the Baptist church.
eat better
you feel
The bride wore a blue broadcloth Bkirt, 1 aorning to enter Yale college fpr a postIt is
more.
—and
rad
uate
course.
you
white
satin
with
waist.
The best man 1
was Chacdior
Bowden, brother of the
Mw. A. H. Coggins, who has been vlait- i
worker.
bride, and tne bridesmaid was her aiater i ng her daughter, Mrs. Robie Norwood,
Send for free sample.
Flora, who w as dressed in white. Another a t Southwest Harbor, has returned.
SCOTT St BOVYNE, Chonian, 409 Pearl St.. M. V.
Y.
Bister, Miss Vesta, played the wedding
Sept. 23.
50c and $< 00; aii druggists.
rbe

arrived

United

Workmen, and bad many friends in Blue-

Sept.

Pray and
home Saturday

head.

our

blest
Who, cared for, so fondly, In weakness and pain,
Will long for his comforting presence. In vain.

Hall

Mrs. Letter

leader,

E. Maddox has returned to
Charlestown, Mass.

gained.

ing bis vacation.

Mc-

our

_

Miss Helen

care.
With faith In his God and in answer to prayer,
The couDlct was ended, the right was maintained,
And by him the respect of all nations was

Quarry, sailed for Portsmouth Saturday.
C. M. Cranford, of Hartford, Conn.,
has joined his family here, and is ei
joy-

hill.

Mrs.

went to

day

He

loaded

fallen,

resident

a

l,n*f.

Gr«Mi

grace.

1. Borne*.

Schooner'‘Kate L. Pray”,

A chief min has

With

to

gone

A chorus

in death.

anthem

Like Lincoln immortal, the record he made
On history's )>age» will never more fade.
As a tower of strength he stood lu his place
When the question was war, or a nation’s dis-

Master Francis Lanten Foley Is again
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J.

parents, Lewis B ack ami wife.

to-day.
George Walker and daughters, Mrs
home. Among the
home
Jewell and Miss Dorothy Walk.r. left last
comers
are
Florestau McAuley, ! Friday for their home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Stinson,
Charles Biay and Eben Dow.
Mrs Arthur Dyer left la t Tuesday,
There has been quite an exodus from after her summer here, taking with her
hete this week. Monday Carl Robbins her aunt, Mrs Franklin, for a visit with

Mrs. Elvira

atone at

has

an

The hush of death rests on “the land of the free".
The flag Is more honored than ever to-day.
Enfolding our leader's inanimate clay.

with his

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. E’lia, of North Deer
R. Free- I
Katherine, together Isle, were tbe guests of Miss Genevieve

Benson Stanley and Mrs A.
S Powers, are delegates to the State W.
C. T. U. convention at Biddeford.

Work

and

John McNamara, of South Penobscot,
a former resident of this place, died TuesHis
day at the hospital in Bangor.
funeral took place Thursday at the residence of his sister and only near relative,
Mrs. Augustus Cain, at South Penobscot.

Miss Emma

Mrs. J. T.

with Mrs. E

on

several or tne men

Richardson
Bartlett’s Island to teach.

Dean

l)e«r Isle.

tion” and from other

!

Nathaniel Bowden and family attended
the wedding of Waldo Emerson Kingsbury, of Medfleld, Ma»s., and Miss
Willms Bowden, of South Penobscot, on
Sept. 18, at the borne of tbe bride’s
mother, Mrs. Clara Bowden.

Johnson, a summer visitor here
of Cleveland and therefore, with others from Ohio who were
present at the memorial service, especially
touched by the great national sorrow.
in
The
audience
Ringing
joined
“America”, and the service was closed.
The church bells were tolled for an hour.
M.
Sept. 23.
from Mr.

who is

| The emblems of sorrow o'ershadow the land,
The fuueral dirge echoes from strand to strand;
| Tim colors are lowered on hilltop nnd sea,

...........

Mrs. L. A. Stewart and

spirit

especially pleasing to all to hear some
appreciative and interesting remarks

“Heavenly Father,
Rev. B. L. Olds spoke on “Our
Country” with reference to Its history,
and with fervent faith in its future destiny.
Mrs. M. E. Mayo read tbe following
poem, which was written by her at tbe
request of the committee:
I A nation pauses to mourn her dead,
choir sang
Hear Ua”.

visiting

republic!

the

Hinckley spoke briefly of the
existence of anarchists in our country,
aiul forcibly expressed the desire that
nieaus should be taken to suppress this
A. N. Osgood, in a few
treasonable evil.
words, referred to our great loss in the
death of Mr. McKinley.
Prof. Russel, of the academy, alluded
It was
to the student life of McKinley.
Nahum

Judge Chase then spoke ably on PresiMcKinley as a lawyer and a statesman.
J)r. R. P. Grindle gave an interesting account of McKinley an a soldier.
Miss Daisy Clough sang very sweetly a
requiem, with a violin obligato by Miss
Pearson—tbe combination of voice and
violin producing fine effect.
Rev. E. Beau spoke of McKinley as a
Christian, referring to his consistent life

home

Perry,

Long live

dent

A

A.

Itself. We will pray for her, that in this hour
of the most exquisite torture a heart can know,
God who is light ami In whom l* no darkness at all, may foe her comfort.

who very acceptat the meeting, read the
by Gov. Hill, made a few

Hinckley,

God to Thee”.

Bender, of the Bucksport
occupied the pulpit at the
church Sunday evening.

Kev. 8

seminary,

Percy

HI twin 11.

G. Osgood.

appropriate remarks, and called upon
Rev. E. Bean to offer prayer. This wa*
followed by tbe singing of “Nearer my

iirs.

A

»«*r.

Mrs.

held

were

Arthur C.

and Mrs. Harlan
The stores and
schools were closed
Joyce received a telegram
Murphy died Saturday morning, Sept 21,
j! after
Thursday morning conveying the sad ip- vitation. After dinner some very inter- Thursday.
a short Illness of cholera infantum.
telligenee of the death of her husba» d. esting remarks were made by Rev. E. K.
E. W. Barton, of Holjoke, Mass., is the Much
sympathy is felt for the bereaved
Evarott Joyce, who was instantly killed
LaWilliam
and
Mrs.
Towuseud
of
G.
G.
Drew,
guest
Long.
pututa.
in a railroad accident at Avon, Mass.
Gross.
Miss Grace Stetson recited “The
Mrs. S. J. Grant, of Bangor, who has
Alien Pierce, who
accompanied bis
Several from this place attended the Bridge on the Old Soldier’s Coat”, in a been the
guest of Mrs. L. B. Grindle, re- mother to Boston, has secured a good
church reunion at the village Thursday very pleasing manner.
the
Although
turned to her home last Tuesday.
in a store in that city.
position
Alleu
evening, under the direction of Rev. N. day was rather cool, ail claimed to have
Schooner **W. O. Nettleton”, Cousins has many friends here, who are glad to
LaMarsh. The song recital by Madame had an enjoyable trip and declared It
hear
of
his
arrived
last
fortune.
good
Sunday with freight
Rubina Brooks added much to the even- their intention to have Oak Point as master,
for the grange store and for L. B. Grindle.
Rev. 8. 8. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor,
ing ?s enjoyment.
their picnic ground another season.
Last Friday Richard Greene was degave a very interesting lecture at the hall
Climax.
/
The memorial services at Emerson hall
Sept. 23.
1,.^.
livering goods for the grange store. At Thlirsdav pOfUlinu Slant 1)
Thursday afternoon were very impressive. 'tout It went Humor.
George Bacon’s be was standtDg between wan served et tbe close of tbe lecture.
Many came to pay the last tribute of love
Mrs. Jacob Mayo has gone to Orono to
the wheels taking packages from his de- Proceeds for the benefit of the new Methand respect to the memory of our la- visit her son Alfred.
livery wagon. His horse started and he was odist church at West Treniout.
mented President. The thoughtful faces
Miss M. A. Carroll went to Baker’s Isknocked down. One of his knees was InGeorge Byron Heath, of Calais, who
•bowed that all were in heartfelt symland last week to resume her teaching.
jured severely. He has been confined to baa been visiting relatives here, went to
pathy with the beautiful eulogies given
William Hprrml/ lost a ralnahla aimt loot
his bed the greater part of the time since Somesvllle a abort time
ago. During Mr.
by the pastors of the churches and other
week through having eaten something the accident.
Heath's slay here he assisted at a sacred
prominent citizens. There was singing
23.
G.
Sept.
concert
poisonous.
J.
J.
Heath
and slater,
given by
by the choir. A duet by Dr. Philbrook
Miss Loo Isa Heath.
Enoch Lurvey, of
Charles
ana wile was finely rendered.
Brooklin, accom- North Hlnehlll.
Uoffilt,
panied by his wife and son, is visiting his
S.
Perry Grindle, an aged citizen of this of Boston, wss also one of tbe artists,
Sept. 28.
whose
fine
Mrs.
Rebecca
Carroll.
added
much
to the
mother,
singing
place, is seriously ill.
West Brookavllle.
entertainment.
John T. Finney, of South Framingham,
James S. Young, of Bangor, arrived at
Capt. J. P. Tapley shipped 900 pounds
23
D.
Sepl.
Mass., arrived Saturday for his annual va- N. Bowden’s Saturday for a few days’
•f live fowl to Boston last week.
Sotnenvin*.
cation. He will spend a week with Wil- visit.
v
Mrs

McThursday afternoon In
the town ball, which had been neatly and
fittingly draped for tbe occasion by Miss

Kinley

ably presided
Bridges is home ori a vacation.
B-dsworth, of Harpswell, is proclamation

Metbodtst

Joseph Stansfleld left last Saturday
>jorth Jay.

his comfortable

MEMORIAL SERVICES.
service* for President

visiting Mrs. A. E. Yarnum.

lias

Meade, Mrs. Will N. Everett, and
Mrs. Owen A. Soper.
G.
Sept. 16.
Kimt

on

po^v

Memorial

His

“Addle Clement-’ is discharging freight for N. Mitchell.

presents

George Gray,

Mrs.

no

The schooner

East

room

is

athrr

»cs

Mum

Mrs. Annie

recent

a

Hutchings,

R.

On Friday the G. A. R. and W. R. C\, of
Bucksport, had a picnic and clam-bake
Rev. E. K. Drew, Prince
on Oak Point.
Staples and Isaac Goodwin, members of
Bluehill post, were present by special in-

at Brooks-

have returned home.

school

Fred

the

congratulate him
roundings.
Archie

treasurer, Mrs. Ueueva Qray; secretary,
Eva Gilpatrick; directors, Mrs. Fred M.
Keyes, Mrs. Luzon Wood, Mrs. Walter

family lot in Bluehill.

has returned home.

▼ille,

McNamara,

R.

guest of Mrs.

meeting of the ladles’ birthwere
day club the following officers
chosen:
President, Mrs. A. C. Dorr;
vice president, Frances
A.
Hodgdon;
At

hospital, was held at the home of his
siBter, Mrs. Augustus Cain, Thursday
afternoon. Rev. E. K. Drew officiating.
The male quartette rendered appropriate

Dunbar, who has been visitMrs. Dr.

John

of

from

attractive appearance.

an

gor

school.

her

funeral
died of

who

are

Mrs Isaac

been

a

scarce.

The

French,

Orrington,

Staples

from

arrived

there

additional Count* *Vr«rs

counterfeit.
fn»*v meets all expectations.” Dr.
Condon’s oid Hancock county friends

V*. Moxbaiu.

Monday

and Charles Guilford are
five-months’ trip to the
schooner “Landseer”, Capt.
banks in
Charles Cushiug. They report fish very
Charles

home

J»
the

was

Fred M. French, of Woonsocket, R. I who have been here on their
bridal trip as guests of Mr and Mrs. W.
The

is with her.

lu

horses

which

in

Mr. and Mrs.

W.

q«fte

mother, Mrs. Lewis Hutchings,

Her

ill.

——

Ilarrin.t;.i

where she

Wi.iiani

the

were

<.bicuuiLg school
v

Mi-8 Mae

daughter Ruth
arrived home from Boston last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs.

arc

an

and

Bucksport.

Mrs. Owen Dunbar and

of all the other papers printed
county.

page*

antiquarian ball and supper Sept 27.
Carl P. Saunders, Albert Buck

Buffalo. They have the beet wishes of
their many friends in their wedded life.

in Ran''ock

other

The ladies’ birthday club will give

trip

a

««.»

his idea

His

the cry
Instinctively "Nearer My God to Thee”*
of a manly soul.
Presides*
jimoluMK* That Mr. McKinley as
as
ennobled family life; treated the family
Instisacred
most
ordained of God to be the
was of
tution of the world. Ills flr*t thought
last
Mr*. McKinley and to spare her; his
we
thought was of her. Truo to hi* memory
Her suffering, the
will bear her on ou.’ hearts.
cannot
prevent
sympathy of the whole world
echo for
being hers alone. Every heart must

COUNTY NEWS.

Into execution all along the line.
and turnouts are noted for
their superiority, and his friends here,
among whom he has lived for more than
twenty years, expect when they see anything of Dr. Condon’s to see something
t

Ur land.

were numer-

left for

County Xewt

were

and handsome.

Mr. and Mrs.

additional
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After the ceremony refreshments
by Mrs. Mary Roberts and

the

COUNTY NEATS.

prettily decorated

served
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rest art merely local papers. The circulaBon %*,
.AMERICAN, barring the Bar
Barba
htecord's summer list, is larger
not
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After All.
Wc take

share of

our

/

into inky darkness; for the nigbt was apHow gloomy it was!
proaching fast.
Ever the groaning of the pines, ever the
sound of something moving in the un-

fmtlng,

Of grieving ami forgetting;
The paths are often rough ami steep, and heedlees feel may fall,
Bet yet the days are cheery.
And right brings met when weary,
And somehow this old planet Is a
good world

derbrush, and ever the strange cry drawing nearer through the forest.
The tin perkier gave his horse a cut
with the whip, the animal plunged forward, went down on its knees, got up and
stood shivering.
The gully had been
reached.
The wagon was axle deep in
mud; further progress was impossible.
Pound and belabor as be would the poor

after all.

Though sharp may l»e our trouble.
The Joys are «• -*r* than double;
The brave surpass the cowards, and the leal
like a wall
To guard their dearest ever,
To fall the feeblest never;
And somehow this old earth remains
world, after all.

are

peddler

tin
a

bright

There’s always love that’s caring,
And shielding and forbearing.
Dear woman’s love to bold us close and
our heart* In thrall;
There’s home to share together
In calm or stormy weather,
And while the hearth dame burns It is a
world, alter all.

horse

go a
stuck and

keep

banks on either side. Above the rocks
the roots of trees twisted knottiiy, and
far above swuhg the leaii branches like

good

deformed

the
The lisp of children's voices,
The chance of happy choices,
The bugle-sounds of hope ami faith, through
fogs and mists that call;
The heaven that stretches o’er us,
The better days before us,
They all combine to nuke this earth a good
world, after all.
H'otnaa'i Home Companion.

they

Still

of

arms

afforded

dead monster.

some

some

slight protection

against the wind which was blowing momentarily stronger, pounding in gusts
agalust the wall of darkness, now still
for an instant, now screaming through
the tree tops like a witch calling on her
cohorts that were wailiug far back in the
forest. The fog was sweeping along like
a snake before the blast, but it was chill

—

/

nuHHiKin hollow.

his

persuade

could not

step further. The wagon was
stuck it must remain until kind
daylight might bring assistance.
The prospect of spending the night in
that soggy gully was not altogether pleasant. It was a wild place with steep craggy
to

and

peuetrating.
peddler unharnessed his horse and
tied him to a tree, than bundled himself
up in his great coat and lay down upon
the wagon. The last sound that greeted
his ears dulled with approacbiug sleep
The

Traditional Tale Front The
boro Hills.

lioulda-

[From the Bar Harbor Record]
There ere ghosts galore down here in
Maine. They hide behind every rock and
tree, they wander abroad in every church
yard a> d waver whilely along the stoue
walls beside the roads; at night when the
fog Come* glooming over the bay, If you
atep softly down among the lonely rocks
oil the shore you can hear trltous telling
the shivering mermaids of the dread goblin* of the deep, of phantom ships aud
ghost y faces with giowiug eyes that rise
In t he foaming wake of passing steamers,
and of long, lean hands that stretch grasping out of the deep aud sink again struggling with the waves.
Tue old wives who bent over their fires
and knit the whole day long will croon

softly

them?elves

to

when

the

glaring

peddler

fat tin

the

tied,

was

a

moment tbe red shots

still, uow they waved up and down,
advancing, retreating like a ring of bewere

wiud

witched dancers.

battle of the winds
raging; it was like a witches’ sabbat.
The howling in the distance had ceased,
it was present now. Mingled with it
were snarls and yelps and now and again
a long deep groan. Speechless with dread
And all this time the

was

peddler

the

turned and

behind.

looked

breath struck him in the

A blast of hot

face, two red eyes dripping blood
staring into his own.

were

to the tin
peddler, “Wolves, my Uod, it’s wolves!-’
he shrieked, and slipping down from the
Like

Italian *kles

whose

the horse

where

Now for

wagon.

this region had suggested the thought
of Italian names; beck in the days when
wildest wild animals roamed the forest,
was a

sapling

on

--

**

dickering this way and that about the

of

there

out from among the trees
--

the

remembrauce of the uncanny sound* tiiat

and

wind

if another

was as

« —

I

they have heard and of the wlerd apparitions that have come to them in days
gone by. One of them told uie the story
of Peddler’s Hollow, aud here It is.
Way back in the days before the sumMt
mer cottage was known on
Desert,
waters

It

were rising in the midst of the forest aud
coming to do battle with that which was
roaring in front of the bay.
On a sudden the peddler was awakened
by a crashing in the bushes and the terriHe sat up
fied neighing of his horse.
and looked about him. The darkness was
luminous with eyes—red blazing eyes

long ago and shudder at the

before the blue

long melancholy howl that he had

heard before.

sweep* mournfully about the house, aud
wheu the lights are dim will tell strange
tales of the

the

was

flash the truth

a

came

wagon be tied up the road. The circle of
eyes stood still, tbe howling

I dancing

name

Then it broke forth again; mlnOver the bills and far away did Jimmy 1 g’ed with it was the scratching of claws
drive with his clattering cart drawn by upon the rockB. Like a sea of tiny,
a wretched starveling of a horse.
Every- moving torches the peddler saw the red
was

Jimmy

where he

known, and

wa*

ceased.

1

Cat hers.

eyes rolling in upon him from the front.
Ho turned back; he tried to scale the

the fru-

when

housewife had stored away her bags
of goose feathers she waited anxiously
for the comiug of Jimmy, who would

gal

take them in

embankment; looking

was

fat aud

jolly

but he had

«

jiuinij

was itraiici

*»=

unu

those

hun-

implacable

eyes

He fell backward with

roots.

a

despair-

a

ing cry and then—
If ever you travel by night along that

One day he
keen eye fur a bargain.
traded horse* with the crockery man.
The latter’s beast was lean and wretched
uUl

of

saw a

glaring down upon him; his fingers relaxed their hold of the rock binding

exchange for glittering pots

and pans.

Jimmie

pairs

dred

up be

•

grass grown road that leads to no
knows just where, no matter how

now
one

uwu

air, how still the wind, you will
encounter a drifting fog, you will hear

badly treated and be kuew It; he reaented It, aud when be was hitched to the

clear the

crockery' wagon hla ire rose to auch a
pitch that, with oue despairing struggle

the rattle of tin pans, and up the height
you will see a man’s form, dimly outlined,

be railed hla

hurrying; and ail about him

bind legs in air and began

the greatest eOort ol bli
Ills. A Striae ol power, ol mastery swept
over blin ae the dashboard gave way and
It

to kick.

broken

crockery

mow.

Ilia

heart

covered
swelled

the

road

within

1

like

I

him

bang, the last big pitcher war
With one tins
Iraguietita.
snort ol triumph, Ibe horse lay down anc
Meanwhile Jimmy Gathers war
died.
clattering over the bills whistling a lively
tune to the accompaniment ol rattling

COUNTY NKWh,
additional County AVw>»

to*

broken Into

Stuuington.
Will Welch

»ev

vine*

/x»ye»

/
and

Will

Woodcock

are

home.

8. B. Thurlow Is building
on

consternation ol tbi
man, dreadful the vetigeauci

was

whv»s

the

the

addition

an

postoflice.

John Anuis

was

last week

in Camden

tbat be vowed to wreak upon the head o
the tin peddler. This was in the lall, aur
the two men did uoi meet until the loi

visiting relatives.
E. Robinson has moved his family to
West Stoulngton.

lowing spring.
There are two roads Irom Sullivan
One leads over the bill lo Uouldsboro, am
the other around It to nobody know
no
where. The parting ol the ways is
far from the narrow lstbmua tbat join
The roa<
Sorrento to the mainland.
►
around the bill pitches steeply down Inti
01 1
a deep gully from wblcb the ascent
the other side Is difficult eveo when tb
road is at its best. Uuder the quagg;
1
conditions that prevail in the spring, it l

S. E. Allen has resumed
quarry at Crotch island.

■

practically Impassible.

iroat

gathering

over

deeplj

the

The wind was blowing it
rutted
the pluea weri
chilly Irom the bay, and
lo anc
creaking dismally as they swayed
loreat then
fro. From far back in the
seemed to come an answering sound,
long, melancholy howl.
skin coal
The tin peddler drew his bear
He had reached tb<
closer about him.
Perhaps he woulc
of the ways.
road.

parting

taken that Iasi
have done well not to have
before leaving Sulliglass ol hard elder
forgotten tin
van, lor he had actually
to the lefl
road to Uouldsboro, the one
one to the rlgbl
over the hill, or the
hh
He stopped
through the hollow.
tin
horse and waited; he heard

jaded

noise of e
sound of wheels and the sloppy
the deep mud
horse ploughing through
mass loomed up
Presently a great black
cried Jimmy
through the log. “Hello,”
tell me which
cheerily, “hello, can you
is the road to Uouldsboro.
face of the
wicked smile crossed the
A

In the midst ol the
crockery msa who sat
his wagon; he had
dark looming mass ol

k

Down to the rignt

weuv

st

——

work

on

his

family are visiting
Greenlaw’s at Oceanville.

Arthur Damon and
at Eben

Thurston, who

Nelson

;

was

taken insane

a short time ago, was sent to the insane
asylum at Augusta Friday.

A. O.
were

Candage and John E. Judkins

drawn

as

jurymen

term of court at
Steamers
Isle

au

for

the

October

Ellsworth.

Haven” and “Day
discontinued their trips to

“Vinal

Dream” have

It vvas early evening of a day in March 1
was warm
During the day, while the sun
Sow the hat
there had been a thaw.
it
congealed mist ol meltiog snow hung
the wai
the air. From it the trees along
A thin Him o
were dimly bodied forth.
wan

FUGiriVR.

and wood
iuu _.u.»ird
Night
amid
dark
huinesteada
atood
To where
One gloomy garden locked and walled.

through cop**
a.ter i..*i t he sku-iw-.

line of attractions read these words
j long
“The prophet’s cave. Don’t fail to have
j your
fortune told by the only surviving
prophet!”
“The prophet again!” cried I.
‘‘Now

it!”
Annie clutched my arm and tried to pull
me away, but I refused to
depart.
“My dear,” said I, "a dime museum is
ft very vulgar show, but 1 intend to interj view that prophet aud tell him my opinAnd up the well known path he crept
ion of him aud shall be obliged to take
And through the tangled briera tore.
you in with me.”
And he, while they who aought him slept.
As I spoke I stalked through the door
Saw Ida ancestral home once more.
and. having bought ray ticket, made my
There long and lights were still astir.
way directly to the curtained archway
And by her he could see one stand.
over which 1 saw the words:
And he had fared so far to her.
“The prophet’s cave.
Mr. Mesrom is !
Who spoke with her and took her hand.
the only prophet yet alive.”
I
said
as
“Ah,”
I
read
this, “and it is
Then hack by copse and wood he crept.
very probable that in a little while the
While yet the dawn waa cold and dim,
world will be entirely destitute of proph*
And while in her white room she slept,
'Twaa his old hound crawled back with him.
ets. I intend to fiuish off this one.”
Arthur Stringer in Century.
As I expected, Mr. Mesrom was our old
original prophet—white wig, beard, robe,
baskets, parrakeets and all as before.
Two young people were just departing
with their envelopes in their hands, aud
we bad the place to ourselves.
I walked
!
up to the counter, and. fixing a stern gaze
upon the prophet, said, in a low voice:
“Mr. Mesrom, 1 have an account to set>
It Affected a Young Girl
! tie with you.”
Who Was About to Bo
The prophet retreated as far as the
Married.
wall of his “cave” permitted.
“Look n-here, sir,” said he, “I don’t
wish no trouble with no gent, but if you
When Annie and I went together to the are looking for any you win be bounced.
state fair held at Ilobbswicb, we were
My remarks are not personal, but any
just engaged to each other, and every- gent making trouble in this museum will
be bounced by the management.”
thing seemed roseate and lovely.
“All right.” said I. “I suppose, being a
We bought oriental amulets of a gentleprophet, you don’t mind answering a few
man In a turban, who, whon we inquired
questions?”
as to bis nationality, said, "So help mo
“Not if they’re civil,” said he.
Moses I am a Turk!” and at last we
“What I want to ask you, Mr. Mesrom,
came upon the prophet's eavo and entered
is
this,” said I. “What the deuce do you
In. The prophet, done up in flowing robes
mean by putting up In your envelopes
and white wig and beard, presided behind
prophecies calculated to alarm nervous
which two boribboned
on
counter
n
of death and disasbaskets were set forth, one marked "La- females—prophecies
ter?
Such a one, bought of you, has
dles,” the other "Gentlemen.” It ap- done more mischief than
I can tell. It is
peared on inquiry that the prophet saved absurd that it should be so, but it is a
time by putting np u number of prophfact. You have upset a lady’s health and
ecies In envelopes, ss busy grocers do
unbalanced her mind.”
poimds of tea and sugar. You paid 5
“Ob, John!” whispered Annie reproachcents, and then a little green parrnkect
fully, but I went on, shaking my fist at
came down from a perch and picked out 1
the prophet:
an envelope as he stood on the prophet’s
“A woman who believes that your nonfinger. Of course we bought a prophecy sense is
prophecy got hold of one of those
each. Were we not engaged? Did we
yellow envelopes that foretold her speedy
not delight in the mysterious, as all lovers
as I said, the consequences
and,
death,
do, and after that hurry home to take wer»*
deplorable and are still. She will
high tea with Annie’s mother? We had not listen
to reason. She may die of overno time to open our envelopes before we
wrought imagination, and if she dies you
reached the table, and as it seemed probaalso!
I’ve a mind to kill you now!”
die
ble that they would amuse the party we
Thp nrnnlii't rpfrontpd nc'nin «h I Hhook
produced them there.
my fist at him, but he stared at me in
“Ah!” said I, reading the words printed
amazement as he did so.
on a slip of paper within my envelope.
“Look here, sir,” r'.id he, “we don’t
“Ah, I shall he rich and powerful if I
put no prophecies of that there character
live. Beware of speculation!”
Them sort
into none of our envelups.
We all laughed, and Annie was called
wouldn’t be popular. Our’n is all favorShe
upon to read her fortune aloud.
We
make
a rule
able and encouraging.
opened the paper laughingly, but no soon- they shall he. Besides,
er had she cast her eyes upon it than she
“Him that pri*s what isn’t his’n,
turned pale.
When he’s cotched shall be sent to prison,
“Oh, dear!” she cried. “Oh. how dreadis reful, just when I am so awfully happy! which is In the gents* basket and
Oh, John! Oh. pa! Oh, mamma!” And garded ns a joVc. There ain’t no evil
she burst into a flood of tears and began prophecies in the collection. Oh, no, it’s
There is two or
some other pro{
1 caught the paper from
to sob bitterly.
three of them along the Bowery. None
her hand and rend those words:
“Lovely lady, you will die before the genuine but me.”
“My friend,” said I, “you are the perviolets bloom.”
“And they bloom in May,” sobbed An- son who had a booth at the state fair at
last autumn.”
Ilobbswich
nie.
“Yes, 1 was there,” said the prophet,
“Surely, my dear, you don't believe this
“but, as I said, our’n, especially for the
nonsense?” I ejaculated.
ladies, is all encouraging.”
But Annie cried between her sobs:
“I>o you call this encouraging?” I ask“Oh, yes, I do! You will be rich and
powerful, and you will marry some charm- ed, taking the envelope from my pocketthat fatal
ing woman, but I shall bo dead before the book, where I had kept it since
day. “Read it!”
violets blow!”
of
the
Mesrom
took
Mr.
paper from
slip
A printed slip given
“How absurd!
me, gazed at it, and read it aloud:
you by an old humbug in a fair booth,”
‘Lovely lady, you will die before the
Raid her father.
In fact, we all said something, but An- violets blow,’ he repeated.
“Now, ef that ain’t a blamed shame,
nie wept until she grew hysterical, was
See here—that ain’t no
I’m a donkey!
led away and put to bed and was ill for a
week. The doctor was very serious over fault of mine. I’ll explain. But the lady
the attack, and when she came down hasn’t read the rest of the printing; it’s
stairs again she was pale and nervous been folded up and tuckbd under somebow—rending it altogether ain’t so bad.”
nnd persisted in taking the prophecy ns
lie had smoothed the paper now, and it
though it were a revelation from on high,
was evident that it had been folded so as
continually repeating:
I to conceal several words which followed
“I shall die before the violets bloom!”
It was quite Christmas time before she those I had read.
al‘Lovely lady,* ho began again, ‘you
began to be like herself again, and,
let
though I loved her better than ever and will die before the violets blow if you
that cold run on and don’t take good old
she was always the sweetest little creawinthis
Dr. Dodds’ Magic Cough Sirup
ture alive. I could not but wonder how
i.i.iiM »invn kii.1i nil
ter.
For sale in the great hall. One dollar per bottle.’
a
with
endowed
grain
effect on any one
“Don’t you see?” Mr. Mesrom said, apI felt sure that, alof common sense.
no prophthough Annie was merry aud bright again, | pealing to me, “that that ain’t
she bad not forgotten the prophecy, and ecy, but just a regular ad.? I’ll tell you
the way of it: That old quack. Dr. Dodds,
once when I spoke of the fact that we
had his cough sirup at the fair, aud he
were to be married in June she sighed
bribed our boy to stick some of them cir?.nd said:
“Ah. John, spring comes before sum- cylars into our envelups. I suppose some
was distribbyted before I caught him at
mer, and the violets bloom in May.”
The worst of it was that the doctor it and dismissed him with as good a weltmade such a serious matter of her condi- ing as boy ever had. Why, that ain’t no
Here, lady, let I’olly
prophecy, lady!
tion and told us that he could not answer
pick you out a true one to make up for it,
for the results unless we could rid her of
No charge whatever.”
what ho spoke of as a monomania.
He held the parrakeet toward the basket
Still the winter was not bad, but when
with her beak
April came we found her constantly wan- She jerked out an envelope hand.
;
and
the
dropped it into Annie’s
dering about the garden aud watching
“Open it,” said I. “Open it and read
violet plants, of which there were many.
As I coaxed her away from them I ; it. It is the true one, you know.” Andloc
used to wish that I could meet that old
wretch of a prophet and punish him as he aloud:
“You’ll be a bride in June.”
deserved, but he never crossed my path.
“All’s well that ends well,” said the
He had vanished with the closing of the
fair. It was well for him that this was prophet. “Hope you are satisfied, sir?”
“Entirely,” said I, offering him my
10.
With May our trouble grew greater. cigar ease, and Annie and I went home
together in a state of utter beatitude, tc
We who loved Annie were in despair.
The mother arose at daybreuk to nip off which we had been strangers since 0111
But there were other first interview with the prophet, am]
the violet bud*.
gardeus in the place, and Annie might when we arrived at the door Annie rush
ed into her mother’s arms, crying out:
find them there, for now it was really
“Oh, mamma, door, I am not to die
the time for blooms. We kuew not what
I remember that it was the 10th when the violets blow—I am to be mar
!o do.
in J une.”
ried
that
a
trip
May when 1 bethought me
to the city might divert Annie and went
to the house to invite her.
My dear girl
Telephone* In Thunderstorm*.
met me at the gate, holding u violet leaf
Time was when every telephone borf
in her hand.
a
conspicuous notice warning patrons
“How green thtj are just before they
against using it during a thunderstorm.
said.
she
bloom,”
The warning was a reasonable and neces
I took the leaf from her aud threw it
sary one in the early days of the art, but
away.
today it uo longer exists because the realove,”
“Forget all about those violets,
for it has passed away. Methods
son
“Let ns take an outing. Come of protecting electrical circuits against
laid I.
lo New York aud spend the day.”
damage by lightniug have become so perShe smiled and suid that she would like
fect that fear is no longer felt of any
to
dress,
fiat very much and ran away
accident of danger from this cause. The
who
was
her
mother,
I
with
while
talked
works practically as well durI telephone
very sad aud anxious.
ing a thunderstorm as at any other time,
“I fear for her mind and her life,” she
and people no longer avoid the neighborsaid.
hood of electric lights when they hear
1 also had my terrors, but my darling thunder. Indeed people In cities ore uq
came back looking so bright and pretty
longer timorous about thunderstorms, befeel hopeful again, and
\hat I began
cause the percentage of damage actually
we started «»n our way quite merrily.
done by lightning Is growing smaller
New
who
v
visit
how
We all kn
people
every year in the larger towns.—ElecWe
amuse themselves.
York but s*
trical Review.
was to be seen and had
saw all thm
restaurant. We had finInnch at a
Borrowed Money.
«*tit to seek other umuseished and v
“Don’t put much ‘pendence on borrowments wh
nuiug the corner of a
ed money,” said Uncle Eben. “When
•aim- upon a little mu
busy avet
•<
itie-i were exhibited,
yoh credit’s bad. you can’t git it, an
wi
•sum
when yoh credit’s good you don* need
...ternoon a perform
and then
*«••*!
a
of
It.”—Washington Stai.
ai
the
-Ww
Slice of
for

He paused In f<-ar each step he took
And waited till the moon was gone.
Then stole In by the little brook
That still laughed down the terraced lawn.

—

f A VrOPMECT'”

IHow

’*

Slam,

pans.
Orest
crockery

nke

of tire you will see the surging of countless blazing eyts. Such is lue goust * 1
Peddler’s Hollow.

was

Til K
A bunted thing,

Haut for the

season.

The members of Eastern Star lodge, of
Isiesboro, visited Juanita lodge, of this
place, Wednesday. They were banqueted
at the Sunset house.
Elmer E. Crockett, who was home last
week, left Monday to accept a position
on a tine steam yacht.
They sail for the
West India islands next week.
Sloop yacht “Senta”, Capt. James

Morey, was in the harbor at Oceanville
Sunday, bound for Boston, where she will
be hauled out for the

winter.

Capt. B. F. Paschal

has removed the

mainmast from schooner “A. H. Whit*
more” and will use her in laying up
stone for M. G. Ryan & Co.’s w harf at
their quarry at Oceanville.
There was some trouble between the
stone-cutters and their employers on the
quarry of John L. Goss at Moose island
last week, so they did not go to work
It Is thought the mattar will
Saturday.
be

adjusted

day.

Sept.

23.

so

they will

resume

work to-

EuGEEE.

They were admiring the ratlesnake in
the State museum, and had been informed
that It was much in need of live rats,
“Will he swallow a rat whole?” questioned one. “Naw, growled the custodian; “we have to take ’em out of the
holes first.”

"You talk about posters

and

to common

sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars anti such,
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser

much;
especially In winter, when the snow Is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and
your dodgers
At.d

can be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
know."

The editor of

Record
ance

Muscotah, Kansas,

the

his matrimonial alli“For the first time we were

announces

thus:

married

Wednesday.

We have contem-

plated this step for a long time, but lock
of funds have always prevented, until we
finally decided to get married and trust
to Providence for the rest.
The subscription rates of the Record will remain
at the same price.
Only the immediate
relatives were present at the ceremony.
Our views on the money question will remain the same, only we need more of it.
Will go to housekeeping in
home in Second street.”

the

Asquith

fflrtn’cal.
/V

Him It’s Backed.
Undoubted

Reliability

is

Expressed

in Ellsworth Indorsement.
What you waut is home indorsement.
The backing of people you know.
Ellsworth proof for Ellsworth people.
That’s whatffollows here.

Surely

better backing

no

than the

following

can

statement

who says:

“I

had

got

it for five

lame

bo

or

an

had

six miles

tbe’tBayside road,

on

always

the exception of

be

from Capt.

Perry W. Alley, {living about

south;oftfEllsworth,

had

fair health, with

aching

lame

back.

1

six years, but can’t say

the back sometimes I

across

could scarcely go about, to say nothing of

doing
me

work. If I

stooped, the pain caught

in the loins with

a

sharp, quick twinge

and I could

hardly straighten again.

kidneys

my weak

are

tle there

first and I
I

am

at

For sale

miserable while

Doan’s

larly, and they
by

acted

all

The

spot, for colds set-

they
procured
Wiggin’s drug store,
last.

as

Kidney

Pills

took them regu-

represented.

dealers; price

50 cents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. S.
Remember the name,
no

Doan’s,

and

take

other.

JLtgal Xoticcs.
To all persons interested in either ^of.the es*
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluebill,fin and
for the county of Hancock, cn the third
day of September, a. d. 1901.
following matters having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsfirst day
worth. in said county, on the
ot October, a. d. 1901, at ten of the clock
in the loreuoon, and be heard thereon if they

THE

.see cause.
May W

Bowler, late of Eden, in said count>, deceasi a. A certain instrument purport
iiiff to he the last will and testament of said
deceased, presented by Robert Bonner Bowler, ot Cincinnati, in the state of Ohio, and
diehard W. Hale, of Dover, in the state of
Viassochusetts, two of the executors therein
named.
George W. Gray, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Hiram J.
Harriman, administrator or the estate of said
deceased, for license to sell at public or private «ale. the real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dobu, Register.
rriHE subscribers hereby give notice that
X the> have been duly appointed executors
ot the last will and testament of Caroline E.
Hill, late of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
And 1,
to make
payment immediately.
Dun it 1 S. Emery, have appointed as my agent
in the State of Main*, Daniel Webster liill,
whose address is Bucksoort.
Daniel 8.
an

iqnt.

Emery.

P*ntfl Webster Hill.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Alexander S. Bickford, late
of Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFannie B. Bickford.
mediately.

Iinr.

September

lLtg.il

you;- ads. upon the

fence.
But they ain’t the kind o* mediums that
appeals

1. 1901.

t(Ida aotMciioei hereby gives notioethat
1
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Cyrus
A. Cook, late off Bluehill, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as'the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Melissa D. Cook.
September 3, 1901.
FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE.
"VI 7" HERE AH Nathan E. Hubbard, of Ells▼V
worth, Hancock county, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the sixteenth day of
April, a. d. 1901, and recorded in the registry
of deeds for Hancock county, in book 362,
page 47, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
certain real estate situated in Ellsworth aforesaid, and thus described in said mortgage
deed, vi/...
One-half part in common and undivided,
being the remaining half part owned by me
after my conveyance to said Lizzie Hubbard
of even date herewith, of a certain lot or parcel of laud situated in said Ellsworth, on the
northeasterly side of the Shore Road, so
called, with all buildings thereon; being all
and the same real estate particularly described as conveyed in the mortgage deed
from said Nathan E. Hubbard to the Ellsworth Loan & Building Association, dated
Nov. 5,1900, and recorded Nov. 22, 1900, in vol.
355, page 407, of the registry of deeds for Hancock county, to which deed so recorded express reference is hereby made for more particular description.
This conveyance is made subject to the
aforesaid mortgage to the Ellsworth Loan &
Building Association hich is expressly excepted from the operation of the covenants
herein contained.
And whereas the condit 'on of said mortgage
has been broken, now, th 'refore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgi «e.
L zzie Hubbard.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
Dated Ellsworth, Maine, iept. 13, a. d. 1901,

Xoticrj.

To the Honorable Board of
sioners of the County of ilauvu^*,on»wot
Maine.
undersigned, responsible persons, resrpHB
JL idents and tax payers of the Town oB
Mount Desert, Hancock County, Maine, repray that your Honorable Board
spectfully
after such notice and hearing as may be ordered will alter the highway
M'TOi'gb
said Town of Mount Desert iu that pari
thereof extending from the bridge at the outa
to
near
let of Long Pond Westerly
point
fi shway
Walden Pierce’s house, so th:
will after such alteration run substantially as
follows, the following describee nut being
the center line of said highway, which is three
rods wide iu every part, to wit:
Beginning at a stake which bears North
W.) and
twenty-nine degrees West (N. 29 dv
is tweuty feet distant from a bolt iu a rock at
the West end of the rail on the South side of
bridge at the outlet of Long Pond in said
Town of Mount Desert; thence .south fiftyseven degrees and fifty minutes Wt»t (8. 5T
deg., 50 rain. W.) ninety-four and thirtyfive one-hundredths (91.36) feel to a stake;
thence Bouth fifty-two degrees lexij five minute-4 West (8. 52 deg., 45 min. W.) or e hundred
twenty-two and thirty-eight one-hundredth*
(122.38) feet to a stake; thence on same course,
ninety-four and twenty-four one hue 'redths
(94.24) feet to a stake; thence South fiftyseven degrees forty-five minutes West (8- 57
deg., 46 min. W.) one hundred eightv-onc and
eighty-five hundredths (181.85) Ieet to >» stake;
thence South fifty-six degrees and thirty minutes West (8. 56 deg., 30 min. W.) one hundred
thirty-nine and fifty-five hundr'-^-b- (139.56)
feet to a stake; thence South sixfive degrees and fifty minutes West (8. 65 deg., 59
min. W.) one hundred thirty-four and Reventy-seveu hundredths (13-1.77; lectio a stake:
thence South sixty-four degrees and thirty
minutes West (8. 61 deg., 30 min. W.) one
hundred and one and eighty-nine hundredth*
(101.89) feet to a stake; thence South eighty
degrees West (8. 80 deg. W.) one hundred and
fourteen till) feet to a stake; thence on same
course eighty-nine and one-tenlL (39.1) feet
to a stake; thence on same course one hundred and thirty-eight (138) feet to a stake;
thence on same course fifty-nine and eightyeight hundredths (59.88) feet to a stake; thence
South sixty-five degrees forty-five minute*
West (8. 65 deg., 45 min. W.) one hundred and
thirty-five and eighty-six hundredths (135.96$
feet to a stake; thence Bouth seventy-eight
degrees and ten minutes West (8. 78 deg 1©
min. W.) one hundred and ninety (190; ieet to
a stake near Walden Pierce’s house.
The subscribers also pray that portion o[
the existing highway as lies between the
termini of the new section as above described
may be discontinued.
Your petitioners further represent that the
alteration herein prayed for will make the
highway in the place where altered shorter
and straighter with better grades, avoiding
the dangerous curves in the present road; and
that the alteration prayed for will cause no
expense to the Town of Mount Desert, or the
County of Hancock, inasmuch as James T.
Gardiner, whose land alone is affected, will
waive all claim for land damages. ar.d pay the
entire cost of reconstructing the road a*
James T. Gardiner
altered.
Mount Desert, September 7,1901.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commissioners, April Term, A. L). 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition the commissioners being sntlsfled that the petitioners are re
sponsible, that an inquiry into the merits is expedient, and that the petitioners ought to l*e
heard touching the matter set forth in their ]>etitlon; order that the County Commissioner*
Mount
meet at the house of Walden Fierce In
Desert, in said County, on Tuesday, the
29th day of October A. D. 1901, at 1 o’clock
F. M.. and thence proceed to view the route
said
mentioned in
petition, immediately
after which -lew, a hearing of the parties
and witnesses will be had at some convenient
place in the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners shall
judge proper. Aud it is further
Ordered: That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting afore
said be given to all persons and corporation*:
interested, by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
clerk of the Town of Mount Desert, a like
Gardiner, and
James T.
by
copy upon
posting up attested copies as aforesaid Id
three public places In said town thirty days
before the time appointed for said,
at least
view, and by publishing the petition and
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the
first publication to be thirty days at least before the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard If they think fit.
AttestJohn F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true ropy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton Clerk.
OF FORECLOSURE.
Jennie Tracy, of Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
the 26th day of August, a. d. 1»9h, and lecorded
in the registry of deeds for Hancock county,
book 327, page 208, conveyed to us, the undersigned, two certain parcels of real estate situate in Winter Harbor, in said c runty of
Hancock aud bounded and described as follows, to wit:
1.
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon, situated m said
Winter Harbor, and bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on tue west
side of the town way leading to Grindstone
Neck on northerly line of Nancy E. Joy and
thence running by said line north sixty-four
degrees west aoout twenty rods to the pasture
fence, or land of the said Jennie Tracy and
A. E. and Frank Conners; thence by the east
line of the last mentioned land northeasterly
about forty rods to a corner bound; thence by
a south line of said Tracy and Conners land
southeasterly about twenty rods to said way;
thence by said way southwesterly about forty
rods to the place of beginning, cc-taining
about five acres.
2.
An undivided half part of a certain lot
or paretl of land situated in said Winter Harbor and bounded and described as foLlows, to
wit: Beginning at the southwest corner of

NOTICE

WHEREAS

of Nancy E. Joy and thence following in said
north line westerly one hundred and twelve
rods more or less to a stone mucked “B" on
the back shore by the north side of the road
leading to the rock-weed privilege so-called:
thence by the shore aforesaid to the division
line of lots “K” and “L” as shown on the
town plan of Gouldsboro; thence easterly following in said division line, and bounded
northerly by ibe Baker and Smith lot, socalled, ninety-one rods more or less to the
west line of the Stephen Hand lot, so called,
shown on said plan of Gouldsboro. thence
following in said Rand line, southerly se\enty rods more or less to the northeast corner of
the first lot above-described; theuct following in the northerly line of said lot first
above-described northwestt rly about twenty
rods to a corner: thence following in the
westerly line of the first lot above described
southwesterly about forty rods to the place of

beginning, containing sixty

acre-*

more

or

less; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
we claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
Charles C. Emerson.
Edward R. Adams.
Dated at Bangor, Maine, the 22d day of Au
gust, a. d. 1901.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE*
T1THEREAS Charles U. Russ, of Sioning▼ ?
ton, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the 9th day of July, a. d. 1897, and recorded in
the registry of deeds for Han cot k county,
book 315, page 97. conveyed to us, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situate
in Stonlngton, in the county of Haucock, and
bounded as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the western side of the highway, leading up Russ’ hill from Green’s Landing, so called, in said Stoaington to Northwest
Harbor, at the corner made by the jum tion of
said highway and the private way leading to
the Latter Day Saint Church in said Htonington, said last named private way being just
southerly of Music Hall so called, iu said
Stonlngton, said corner being the southeast
corner of the
premises herein conveyed;
thence westerly by said private way one hundred fee.; thence north one hundred feet to
the private
way leading from said Mghway to
laud of Israel Eaton; said private way being
of said Music Hall; their
asterly
one hundred feet more or less bv said private
way to said highway leading up Russ' hill;
thence southerly one hundred feet more or
less to the first-mentioned bound: and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, we claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Charles C. Emerson.
E. R. Adams.
Dated at Bangor, Maine, the 2‘2d day of Au
gust. a. d. 1901.

northerly

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the estate of Eleazer
tor

B. You nr, late of

Gouldsborough, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the est ate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
Dsniel Dhasy.
September 1, 1901.
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STREET PARADES, FLORAL PARADES,
ROUGH RIDING, NEGRO MINSTRELS.
DANCING in the EVENING, FIREWORKS,
ILLUMINATIONS, MINOR SPORTS.

][

Don’t forget the dates:

ji

October I, 2 and 3.

(I

The Fair Association will give its usual exhibition at Wyman
Park, and will present an unusually strong list of attractions.
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Point.
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tee
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Oak

at

employed

Northeast

Harbor.

George

B. and

gone to Boston to

Ralph
an

Frank

G. March have

ship.

Leland has returned

home alter

absence of two years.

Miss Grace II. Marshall, of Seal Harbor,
is in town

on a

short visit.

Mrs. Lura Dolliver is

with her

D. Haynes,
Capt. John Dolliver’s family has returned home, after two weeks’ cruise with
him on bis vessel.
Plutarch.
Sept. 16.
father,

a

one

Capt.

son,

few weeks.

Seavy

is

sailing iu the schooner

•‘Mary
Ralph

Eliza”.

*

Leland has gone to New
in the schooner ‘‘J. M. Kennedy”.

York

J. W. Nichols and Miss Nichols,
spendiug August and September with Mrs. Nichols’ sister, Mrs. J.
W. Jordan, have left for their home in
Mrs.

devoted wife,
Iceland, of Bucks-

father many years. The funeral will be
held Wednesday afternoon, Rev. J. P.
Simouton,o( Eiisworth Methodist church,

officiating.

Sept.

8.

24.
__

V

Orlniiri-

The fair

Wednesday

last

The weather

was

was

great

a

pleasant,

and

general outpouring of the
people from the neighboring towns.
There was a good exhibit of stock, agriThe
cultural products, and fancy work.
baby show in the afternoon was a feature.
There were twelve entries. Eva L. Curtis
there

was a

took the
Palmer

deeply

a

Enoch A.

port, one sister, Mrs. Emily Hopkins, of
Trenton, and a niece, Mrs. Charles Hodgkins, of Lamoine, to whom be was a

success.

stopping

for

M.

He leaves

days.

|,

prize for the prettiest

Donald Urindle

was

the

baby.
for its

heaviest

age. Ray and Jay Leach, eight-year-old
twin boys who took the prize as twins at
the fair in 1894, were present, also Mary
and Eliza, twin girls, aged five years, all
the children of Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Leach.

who have been

Florence,
short

They

Ala.

time in

New

intend stopping a
Hampshire, Boston,

Niagara and at the
position at Buffalo.
Sept. 19.

Pan-American

ex-

Plutarch.

Edwin Smith, of the Portland police
force, is visiting his old home here.
The Swan’s Island base ball nine
tAOin

Statnrrlav

played

ot.

Tpq.

mont.

Howard Elwell gave a poverty
End cottage Friday
night. The proceeds are for the public
Mrs.

picnic

at the Rock

library.

vacation with relatives here. In the
a new

mean-

girl has been added to their

family.

Trenton.

Nathan H. Leiand, one of Trenton's
oldest and most respected citizens, died
Monday morning at the advanced age of

eighty

years, three months and

twenty

Keep Your Bowels Strong.
Constipation

visiting

rela-

U

Alice Black is at home from Portland, visiting her parents, Andrew Black
Annie

Black

Quarry,

where

Miss

left
she

y"
Saturday
taught

tor
last

spring, to teach the (all term.
Hiram Blake is hauling lumber from
he store of W. C. Bates at Orcutt’s Harbor, to West Brooksville, where it is to be
used to build a house for Oilman Blake.
B.
Sept. 23.
_

Ash ville.

Hodgkins is ill.
Smith, who went to Amherst

Miss Leila

last

week,

returned

Bernice

Sunday night.

who is

Smith,
teaching
herst, came home Sunday to spend
vacation.
Julia Bunker, of

Mrs. Eustice Thompson presented the
Atlantic library with fifteen volumes.
Although the library is yet in its infancy,
it contains over 500 volumes, and a small
fund has been started for a building to be
Ased as a library and public reading room.
8.
Sept. 23.
Went

here

Miss

Edward

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Holbrook, of Matinicus light station, are spending their

time,

Blake

tives.

Hall

Harhdp

V
is

and wife.

Atlantic.

t.hA Kauu

Cape Rosier.
Miss Milly

last week to

spend

Boston,

at Ama

short

\'
home

cajne

two weeks of her

vaca-

tion with her mother, Mrs. L. M. Bunker.
B.
Sept. 23.
Bar

Harbor-

A. L.

Higgins,

of

the Bar Harbor te«

store, has made an assignment. E. N.
Benson and B. S. Higgins, the heaviest
creditors, are the assignees. Mr. Benson
believes that when affairs are straightened out, the creditors will receive one
hundred cents

on a

dollar.

are

or

out of order.

engaged.'
“The cards were again taken up. but
both seemed loath to begin the game—
Augustlnoff possibly at the thought
that the princess might not fulfill the
conditions of the victory, Peterhoff at
the thought of his wrecked career and
future despair.
“At the cut the antagonists paused,
like wrestlers overcome with fatigue
and Impending defeat. Tbe trick balanced at the first deal.
“A bold play was now ventured on
by Peterhoff which should have
brought him victory. It brought him
Hl9 frenzy bad
however.
defeat,
passed away. He waa covered with

profuse perspiration.
“The agreement was carried out to
the letter. The czar’s ald-de-camp,
however, obtained permission to loin
the army In active service. He departed for the front and never returned
more.

“And the princess? She paid the
gambler’s debt and became the wife of
Augustlnoff, who had won her fairly.”

4

Bucksport.

The first game of football in eastern
season was played at Bucksport Saturday, when the seminary team
defeated Castine normal school by a score
of 16 0.
Maine this

diarrhoea when
Cascarets Candy Cathartic will make
Hancock.
>
them act naturally. Genuine tablets
The dance whic'f was announced to be
stamped C. C. C. Never sold in held at town ha I next Friday evening
bulk. All druggists, toe.
h&6 been deferrecJto a later date.
your bowels

“The game for some time was equally
well conducted. After an hour or two
General Peterhoff was noticed to more
toward Augustlnoff 100,000 rubles.
Hardly had tbe night reached the hour
of 3 when the bewildered general bad
lost every ruble of his day's winnings.
‘Now for retaking the citadel!’ he
exclaimed.
"Tbe game continued, tbe galua of
Augustlnoff continued, and before tbe
dawn of day—and tbe nights are long
In Russia—the ald-de-camp of tbe czar
had parted with his vast landed property In the central provinces, his possessions at Moscow and bis castle at
C kralne.
“Rising from tbe table, he filled and
emptied his glass several times, walked up and down the room, passing his
fingers nervously through bis hair,
finally returning again to his seat. Opposite still sat Augustlnoff. who appeared to be amusing himself with cutting and shuffling tbe cards.
“Bending over blm. Peterhoff said In
a
low whisper: ‘It Is not day yet,
Augustlnoff. Do not rise.’
‘And Is there yet left some hidden
treasure, general T
“With livid lipi and contracted brow
be gasped: ‘And you are ready to take
It, Augustlnoff? You love the same
woman as 1—the woman to whom 1 am

I_

Sarcasm.

In one of the dirty second class carriages of the District railway there was
the usual framed and glazed warning,
"Passengers are requested not to put
their feet ou the cushions or seats of
the carriages.” Underneath a humorist
had added, “Or they will dirty their
boots!”—St. James Gazette.

one-third less than any other house

or

$1

These are just one-half of the usual
from $3 to $10.

General and

Special

'

Dress Goods News.

department is complete in every line. Plain
weaves are very popular.
Coverts, Broadcloths, Venetians, Serges,
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
elegance hard to resist. Come and see them.

Silks and Velvets.

she said.

Which un?”

ex-

claimed

“Ep’zooticks?”
“Epizooticks.”
After this outbnrst
for

thirty

nothing

said

was

minutes.

“GoMn t’ th’ Bingin’ skuie Saturday
night?” queried Jim.
“Nobuddy axt me,” she said.
“1 axes ye.” aaid Jim. bravely.
“I’ll go,” she said.

Twenty-five
“Ole

elapsed.
kaff,” said Jim, bright-

minutes

Boss hed

a

ening.
“Law me!” she

Twenty

Bald.

minutes

locked his

passed. Then Jim

hands, put

on

his

un-

hat aud

stood op.
“Goin’T” she said.
“Gain’,” be said, and walked oat on the
porch. She followed him to the door and
they both stood thus in silence for ten
minutes.
“Must be after 8,” he said.

be,” she said.
“Good night, Mandy,” he said.
“Good-night, Jim,” she said, and

shat

the yard.
And yet this is the twentieth century.
as

Nearly

he walked out of

One MHIon

Information

Pensioners.

obtained from

an

GALLERT.

Fractured Her Skull.
Oracle, tbe six-year-old daughter of
Capt. 8. J. Treworgy, of East Surry, fell
backward from a ladder lu her father’s
barn Saturday, fracturing her skull.
Dr.
Manning, of Ellsworth, was called.
To-day the child’s condition seems
much improved, and there are fair prospects of her recovery.

Family Ueuulon.
The second Hamor family reunion and
Hamor

picnic

will be held on the grounds of
Hamor, at Hull’s Cove on WednesAll descendants of the
day, Oct. 8.
Hamors are invited.
Aider)

Hancock County Grange.
The annual meeting of Hancock county
grange will be held with Verona grange,
at Bucksport, Oct. 5.
MOUTH OF THK

KIVKU.

advance

will

be entertained at

the home of Mrs.

F. C. Ray Thursday afternoon.
What a Daub of Ink Did
A certain newspaper proprietor had a
way of appearing in the composing room

and

the cost of administration and medical
examinations, was fl38.500,000—amount-

ing

child

fl.80
constituting the popuplation

country.
The pensioners
one

states

and

man

woman

and

of the

general “shake up” of the working forces
of the paper, they were awaited with fear

trembling by employes.

One time
wmeiii

one

of the pressmen,
wuu

wurKiudii,

in

whom

Education does not mean teaching people to know what they do not know. 1
means teaching them to behave as tbe.>
do not behave.
It is painful, continual
aud difficult work, to be done by kindness, by watching, by warning, by precept, and by praise; but above all, by
example.
Educate Your Bowels With Cascarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c, 25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.

unu

an

utoii

ex-

mere

many years, but was sometimes guilty of
a lapse of sobriety, had a black eye, and
was in a quandary as to what excuse he

proprietor

should offer if the

scattered over fiftyterritories, the largest
are

Ohio—106,157—among
being
|15,171,114 were distributed last
year.
Pennsylvania comes next, with
103,799 pensioners and disbursements
amounting to |13,235,012.
number

*'

*

|

*.

|

<)
<1
I >

j

By

a

sudden

noticed it.

inspiration he seized

roller and daubed

quite covering

aome

the

ink

on

an

his

discoloration.

ink-

face,
Pres-

ently the governor came in and, with the
foreman, went through the room commenting on every detail, and lookirg
very sharply at every workman. When
about to leave he suddenly pointed to the
inky pressman and said: “What is that
man’s name?”
The man quaked in his shoes, until he
continued, slowly: “I want yon to give
that man five shilling a week more wages.
He iB the only man in the room who
looks as if he had been working.”
Unless
memory
liar.

Dullard bus adued

front of bta bouse.

a

piazza

to

tbe

Mm. Whlttemore, of tbe city, la visiting Mm. Amanda Meader.
John II. Mitchell has moved
house of Mrs. William Watta.

iuto tbe

William Ridley,
of
East Bluebili,
visited bis slater here Sunday.
George M. Barron has had bia boose
brighleued by a new coat of paint.
Rev.

and

Hancock,

George H. Salley, of
visiting friends at Doilard-

Mrs.

are

town.
Mrs. 8. P. Stackpote aitended tbe Free
Baptist quarterly meetiug at South Bluebill Saturday and Sunday.

8. Barron visited her grandR. Gasper, at tbe home of
Ivory Hall on Sunday.
Sept. 23.
3.
Mrs. Asa

LAKEWOOD.

George Garland
cer

and wife

were

wife, Joseph MerPortland laat week.

and
In

Hcott Moore and wife welcomed
atrauger to their home Sunday.

a

little
It la a

boy.

nearly 1,000,000 names.
Duriug the past year the outlay for
general and special pensions, exclusive of
each

I*

•:

WEST ELLSWORTH.
L. A.

Harbo£,

Bar

has
Benjamin Webber,
purchased tbe little bouse on tbe shore
road recently built by Mark Mllliken, jr.
of

and press rooms at tbe most unexpected
times, and as his visits often resulted lu a

for

(1

son, Hutcbie
Mr. and Mrs.

copy of the annual report of the commissioner of pensions shows that the
pension list has grown until it contains

to

J[

j;

The largest and best assortment in the city.
We have added
to our liue a full line of l’anne Velvets in all colors.
Do you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city V A full line of yarns, hosiery, underwear and gloves.
If you want reliable goods, you cannot make a
mistake by trading with

Owing to some misunderstanding, the
ladies’ society failed to meet last week. It

“Must

the door

J,

another

seventeen minutes.

“Waal, I’ll be durn!
Jim.
“Bay mare.”

].
!
I *

Silk Petticoats

selling price.

“Dew tell! Must bev »irly crops,” from

sick,”

;!

|

Our I)res3 Goods

M.

[

11

her.

“Hoes is

(1

|!

samples of Petticoats at lesa

JOO black and colored Petticoats at 98c.
"
•*
100
*1.00

said.

Then the clock had the floor for

];
j

Bargains in Petticoats.
We have closed out manufacturers'
than half price.

Another long and ominous silence—
perhaps twenty minutes.
“Goin’t’ begin harvestin’ t’morrer,” be

jj

11
11

•

Novelties in Waists

j

4

;>

in either ready-made or materials. The ready-made range from
to $5. The materials from 30c. to $1.23 per yard.

i

4
•

$35,

J

p p

Nearseal Jackets

]

4

j

High-class Furs.

J
]

4

I

We can furnish any kind of high-class furs at short notice, and at a
saving of at least one-third.
We ofTer for a short time to early buyers

|!

^

j;

The colors
in 27 and 42 inch lengths and some full lengths.
Prices from #5 to #20.
blue, black, mode, tan and brown.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

at $25, $30 and
asks for them.

|
I
(

11

are

J

4
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Ladies’ Coats

j,

4

( p
I

are the latest
and Walking Skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays
We have them at the
manufacturers.
York
of
New
productions
at the
extremely low prices from #2.50 to #0, or practically

!j

4

Jj

new and
magnificent display, every on. beautiful, attractive,
made-to-order
garment*.
of
to
that
fashionable, workmanship equal
s y .
Our priee-s are the lowest possible, consistent with the quality,
Our I)rps*
and workmanship. We have Suits from #8 to #25.

!I

jJ

j|
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jj

Waists.

New

ji

(j

j»

Skirts, New Storm Skirts,

I*

!|

jj

Dress

New

Suits,

lor-made

|

j

Raglans, New Tai-

New Cloaks, New

!j

.

GALLERT’S.

M.

J

Fair Afternoons—up-town.

?

from the northern half of the

|

maid of honor to
6orn
who was greatly attached
cut and shocked, vv.th a yield above the
(
Her engagement at 18 was,
to her.
<>
therefore, the natural consequence of average.
t
Grass.—The unfavorable weather has
possessing much beauty and wealth
seriously interfered «rli the liarv. tuig
aud holding a high position.
of rowan, which is reported of good qual“Peterhoff. her affianced, was a fine
Pastures are in fine condition, with
f
officer, having reached the grade of ma- ity.
of another moot h?s good feed In
jor general at an age when most offi- promise
? cers are serving as captnlns and lieu- the southern half of the district, and a
fortnight to a montb In the more north- 0
tenants. But he did not play. He was
often rallied about it, and the czar him- ern sections. Meadows generally are in
self had one day expressed wonder excellent condition.
Fruit—The cranberry growers report
thereat, saying, ‘Come, general, let us
an average yield and the berries of good
I)
have a game of preference.’
I1
“This was an invitation not to be re- quality. The weather is favorable to this
(•
all
as to the
Nearly
crop.
reports
agree
fused, but so great an aversion had the
failure of the apple crop.
They are
officer to gambling that he did not know
(• the rules of the game. ‘Not know the wormy and rotten, falling badly from the
rules for preference!’ exclaimed the trees, and during the past week many
(1
‘Ton must learn them, were blown off in some localities. Grapes
czar, coughing.
A little play drives and pears of good quality are plentiful.
my dear general.
Vegetables.—Turnips and cabbages
There’s Augustinoff, who
off ennui.
has reached the apex of perfection In are doing well, although the latter is
being somewhat injured
by worms.
preference. He must instruct you.’
Beans are excellent and a good crop.
“Augustinoff was the best player at
^) court, prudent, skillful and Inscrutable, Correspondents in Maine, New Hamp- (t
He un- shire and Vermont! report a better
a man to be avoided at cards.
dertook with real zeal the Instruction yield of potatoes than was expected.
In
those
states
some
damage from
j of Peterhoff, but he could never Infuse ! rot was reported, but
so
uot
<
| into his mind his own coolness and pru- much as from southern parts of New |
! dence. Peterhoff was hot beaded and
(>
where there are many com<*
j played with a dash which oftentimes England, Scab
is
also
them
some.
plaints.
injuring
made his game famous for the amount
The weather has been favorable to harof his winnings and losses.
I
"Gambling in a short time became a vesting the crop, which la progressing I
II
mania with him, and had It been neces- favorably.
sary he would have paid men to play
A Country' Courtship.
i
with him. On the occasion I am about
He came in the early twilight. When
to describe be was found late In the
be knocked, she opeucd the door and preevening at the gaming table, where he
|
tended to be surprised at seeing him.
had passed most of the day. He had
|
“Be it you, Jim?”
won from his adversaries without InJim admitted being “it” by a curt 11
terruption. Piled up before him were
and followed her into the parlor.
almost 100,000 rubles, not to speak of “yes”,
He sat down on a chair without leaning
200 promises to pay from brother offiback, placed his bat in his lap and clasped
cers.
his hands over his knees.
She sat on the
“In a burst of exultation he exclaim\
far side of the room with her hands lying
ed, ‘I will stake my day’s winnings
|
one in the other.
After a lapse of
idly
upon the chance of a single game!*
fourteen minutes he opened the conversa- , |
“’How much?* Inquired Augustinoff,
(l
tion :
who had Just entered the room.
(I
“Folks well?”
Three hundred thousand rubles In
“All ’cept pap; he’s down with roomy- (*
round numbers.'
tiz.”
’I accept your offer!* exclaimed the

Carnival Forenoons—down-town.

tj

"Xnw

! Her maiden

f the czarina,

BTK

Then there will lie

engine contests.

acquaintances.

5

never before surpassed.
Fully $4,000 will be offered in prizes and
Just to mention a few, $500 goes for music—4 full brass
nurses
bands —the tiest in the State; $300 for hose-racing; $ZO0 for

?
4
4
|i
41

by

]|

with the
Once again the citizens of Ellsworth have joined hands
will give
Hancock County Fair Association, and on the above dates
the public a

4'

An old diplomat who had resided a
number of years at St. Petersburg, being one of a recent company, aTcrrcd
that the mania which possessed the
military officers, aa well as the whole
Cloudy weather with bowers baa InterRussian aristocracy, during his stay
what during the
rupted farm work
In the country was something terrible.
! week, delaying the curing of field corn
An officer, he sail, who did not gamble
md the second crop of gnia*
The first
received no credit for It. and the public
half of the week w*« warm, followed by
man who did not now and then run the
cooler weather. The mean iempernlure for
risk of being ruined was considered to I
the week wassligntiy h: low the normal.
be a stingy fellow and was lightly esHeavy frosts were generally reported
his
teemed

VI»
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Conditions Throughout Xew England,
I
from •» v. r.mM*n( Reports.
The Unite*! 8tH»- department of agriculture, climate and crop bulletin of the!
weather buresu, New England section,
for the week ending Hept. 23, contains the
#r»tl0nr{ng :

"I know of one Instance.” continued
little damage was done except on low
the speaker, "truthfully showing the
lands and river bottom**
Kaiu was genstraits to which a liberal player In Ruseral tbroughout the w hole of New Engsia was reduced.
land, alt bough no excessive fall was re“At a grand ball on one occasion, to
which 1 had been Invited, a lady was ported.
The crop reports for the past week areout to me as the Princess Au( pointed
mostly encouraging, b*<th as regards
gustinoff. She was a charming womand quality. Fall plowing and
her age. still pleasing I quantity
A an in spite of
seeding were delayed by the cloudy and
through her well stored mind and faultrainy weather, but pastures were beneless manners.

Ellsworth, October 1, 2 and 3.
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j

ai)bfTti«fmcnt*.

btLhKI'IN.
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a man has an exceptionally good
he should not set himself up a» a

Edward Garland, of Bar Harbor, made a
abort visit to frlenda and relatives here
receutly.
William French and wife, of
Orono,
recently paid a short visit to Mrs.
French’s mother, Mrs. Frost.

'tUibrrtisnmnta.

